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Years

Theology-Volume 19 (2007)
of Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology:
Editorial

founding of the Ecumenical Association of Nigerian
'Theologians-publishers of Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology
was fortuitous. The founding members that assembled in Onitsha in
1986, at the Pastoral Centre, responded to calls for an articulate
Christian response to the insertion of Nigeria into the Organisation
of Islamic Conference (OIC) by the then head of the military junta,
Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida. The measured critique of the
instrumentalization
of religion-Islam
and
Christianity-by
and
considerable
civilian
has
military
occupied
politicians
space in
the different volumes of Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology. The lead
article in this volume, by Chukwuka Celestine Okonkwo, tackles
the same issue-the ideology of political Islam in Nigeria as being
unfaithful to the ideal of Islamic spirituality.
Nigerian Christian theologians who responded to calls to put
heads together over the OIC debacle came from Jos University
(Ibrahim Musa Ahmadu and the late Emefie Ikenga-Metuh), Awka
College of Education (Emmanuel Ekpunobi), Nsukka University
(Johnson Orjiako), College of Education Nsugbe (Christopher
Ejizu), Our host was the late Godwin Ikeobi (director of the
Pastoral Centre). Discussions raised the issue of whether the
nascent group could provide the Christian Association of Nigeria
with a research-publication base to enable it respond credibly to
religion-provoked crises in the polity. No agreement was reached.
Since membership is free it was agreed that results of meetings and
discussions be published as frequently as possible, engage in
discussions based on prior research and publish the Bulletin
Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology. The decision to diversify
participation and create wider awareness of the ecumenical
association through moving meetings to various university

The

campuses and institutes could not be sustained. The economic
crunch affected academics as other Nigerians. Conference style

2

meetings

Editorial
were

held

only

in the universities of Jos,

and in the Catholic Institute for

Ekpoma

and Ife;

Justice and Peace,

Development,
Enugu. Despite the inability to hold the periodic meetings, the
publication of the Bulletin was maintained-the editor and deputy
editor continued to hold meetings, kept in touch with contacts, and
ensured that the artic1es

published

maintained the ethos and vision

of the

founding group.
The articles published in this issue capture the various aspects
of the focus of the Bulletin. First, the preoccupation with how the

religions of Nigerian peoples should enhance rather than diminish
wellbeing is covered by the lead article. Second, the pathetic
condition of distress continental and diasporic Africans undergo
from slavery through to the present day-and the ambiguous
position of the Christian church are explored. This is approached
from three perspectives, namely, African American and continental
African.
The
African
American
perspective-a historical
the
focus
of
the
paper by Jamie T. Phelps. She
approach-is
highlights the joys and the sorrows of being Black and Catholic
starting from the patristic period, through slavery, to the racism that is
part and parcel of contemporary America. The African perspective is
historically and theologically analysed by Charles Ebelebe and Patrick
Roe. Ebelebe critically assesses' the Irish missionary enterprise in
it relates to inculturation. Roe presents a review article of
Paul V. Kollman's The Evangelization of Slaves and Catholic Origins

Igboland

as

in Eastern

Africa,

in which he drew attention to the illusion of

theocratic Christian

.

community-the Christian villages or reductions.
The final entry by Humphrey Anameje explores the position of some
contemporary theologians and their interpretation of Vatican II
council on laypeople in the church; the exploration leads him to argue
persuasively for an. integral notion of ministry and mission in the
church--encompassing the ministry. of the laity and the clergy. To
commemorate the twenty years of Bulletin of Ecumenical Theology,
we provide author's index to volumes 2-19.
Elochukwu Uzukwu c.s.sp.
Milltown Institute, Dublin.
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Nigeria-Lessons

from the

Islamic Visions of Maulana Wahiduddin Khan

Chukwuka Celestine

Okonkwo'

Holy Spirit College, Leuven, Belgium
Intruduction:
For Christians and Muslims in

Nigeriaf-=who

have often been at

the centre of

religious conflict-living together peacefully has
unpredictable. The strongest factor responsible for this
potentially volatile situation is the menacing political Islam pursued
by the northern political elites for political gains. As defined by
David Dickson, political Islam "is any variant of Islam inspiring or
serving as a vehicle for political mobilization or activity.Y' This
means that political Islam is not necessarily negative or violent, it
become

I

Celestine is

a

Ph.D Researcher

on

New

Approaches

in Islamic

thinking

on

and

Society, and their possible contributions to the search for Improved
Religion
Christian-Muslim Relations ill Nigeria------Department of Interdisciplinary Centre
for Religious Studies, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium.
i

populous country and the most populated black nation
peoples according to the still disputed 2006
Census results. This number is spread across about 250 ethno-linguistic
communities that are still negotiating a working national identity, forty-seven
years after independence. Religiously, the country has three main heritages,
notably the African Traditional Religions (ATR), Islam and Christianity, with the
ATR as the foundational religious culture of the majority. Upon confrontation
with the missionary Islam and Christianity, the ATR has been reduced to a
minority force. down but certainly not out. The unique experience of Nigeria's
religious space is that as many Muslims and Christians live together and express
their beliefs within one national frontier. Moreover, this huge population is
coincided in its religious and ethnic distributions, such that it often yields to
some misleading broad estimation of "Muslim North and Christian South". But
the truth is that there is a demographic mix, so that Christians and Muslims live
side by side each other and interact in most areas of national and communal life
(see Onaiyekan, 2001, 280).
Nigeria

is Africa's most

in the world, with about 140 million

J

David Dickson, "Political Islam in Sub-Sahara Africa: The Need for
available
and
Diplomatic
Agenda,"

a

Research

.bup:1 Iwww.usip.org/pubs.specialreports/sr140.html;
January

2007.

internet;

accessed

New

from
24
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applied in a positive way. For example, a political
interpretation of Islam becomes laudable when it promotes decent
political participation by Muslims. It poses a danger when Muslim
faith is politicised, and thus used to legitimise personal political
agenda or violence. 'The nature of political Islam in Nigeria fits into
this second category. This image has made Islam appear to many as
a religious counterfiet that leaves very little room for mutual
can

be

acceptance and respect.
From

an

unbiased

Islam

continue to

point of view, it seems clear that if we
solely by the contemporary political and

judge
images, then there will be little or no room to welcome
Islamic ideals, or appreciate the efforts of some Muslims actively
engaged in working for a more tolerant Islam. One such voice of
ideal vision of Islam is the distinguished Indian Muslim thinker,
Maulana Wahiduddin Khan. His fervour for interreligious dialogue
and peace is impressive. It is this passion that has propelled him to
develop a spiritual interpretations of Islam and formulate more
positive patterns of relations in societies where Muslims live
alongside other believers.
Wahiduddin Khan's vision is to persuade the Muslim community to
"re-apply" its faith, in its global and local experience, to come to
terms with modern times. His mission is to resolve a legitimate
Muslim faith-commitment established on true Islamic identity and
authentic loyalty to one's country. This is the core of his project of
militant

rediscovered Islam. This task becomes crucial to him, because, as he
sees it, Islam is a witness to spiritual and moral challenges of peace
and goodness, including non-violent invitation (da 'wa) to this truth; it
"closed" culture, -or a political resource. With the Indian
Subcontinent as his primary focus, Wahiduddin Khan showed that his

is not

a

experience of the rendering of the essence of Islam as
by some of his contemporary Muslim leaders over
major

concern

to new

a

political quest

the years, is a
his
Islam.
His
other
motivation
of
rediscovered
is his

modernist vision that for Islam to be
the status of

a

living faith-experience,
challenges.

situations and

meaningful,

it needs to take

and be able to

provide

on

answers
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In this essay, we present themain features of
Nigeria and Wahiduddin Khan's interpretation of

consider what the

Nigerian

inorder

insights,
manipulation

to

Muslim

me

first

community
difficult

political
Islam,

can

Islam in

as

well

as

learn from his

issue

of

political

of Islam.

'The Face of Political Islam in
Let

the

confront

5

Nigeria

explain

what I

Nigeria
by "political

mean

Islam" in the context

Nigeria.
strategic African country, political Islam does
not work to educate Muslims politically in order to contribute their
of

In this

religious ideals in politics. On the contrary, the Muslim political
class exploit Islam for their personal political interests. Thus, our
reference to political Islam in Nigeria means the treatment of Islam
as essentially political, including the struggle to realise personal
political concerns by some Muslims through religiously motivated
violence. And it is in this ideological abuse of Islam that I think
that Muslim leaders in the northern part of the country

living

are

not

expectations.
political definition of Islam mostly constitutes a
low point in the experience of Islam in Nigeria, particularly in the
northern states. Islam, as practiced in the South West of the country
among the Y oruba people is an exception to this. Here, Islam found
a harmonious blend with elements of Yoruba traditional religions,
suitable for the Yoruba multi-religious character. This brand of
Islam distinguishes itself from other spheres of life, including
culture and politics. And it is in this vision of separation of religion
from secondary spheres that Islam in Yoruba land has found
interreligious peace, although it has also remained the key factor
that can account for the popular bias of the northern Muslims
against them. Nevertheless, the Yoruba Muslims are better served
because they have realised many harmonious indices. The most
readily visible of these indices of harmony is the equal and
harmonised loyalty to family identity and to more than three
religious identities existing in many Yoruba nuclear families.
to

This sort of

Chukwuka Celestine Okonkwo
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It is

different

a

culture, politics
many

northern

and

case

society

Muslim

in

northern

Nigeria where religion,
practice of Islam. Por

intersect in the

elites, Islam

serves

access

sanction

their

resources.

Their

to

to, and control of, power and
struggle
quest to realise personal and class interests is
for

being officially
encouraged
community
permitted
sees religion as a useful tool to strengthen their homogeneity. It is
apparently self-contradictory for the northern Muslim hegemonic
schemes to accommodate extremism and mediocrity for political
and economic edge. Yet, when we look at the way northern
because the northern Muslim

and

Muslims seek to entrench their
it

becomes

clear

that,

most

brand of Islam in the country,
times, the Muslim ideals are

own

and thus, the basic Islamic character is under threat.

compromised,
danger here is that this trend can make Islam appear as a
cultural or political phenomenon, and not a religion. But, Islam is a
major world religion that deserves to be treated with respect.
The ideology of political Islam and its manifestations have
played and are currently playing substantial role in the much
discussed Christian-Muslim conflicts in Nigeria. In the remaining
part of this subsection, few of its key expressions are identified and
explained.
The first is ethno-religious politics. This is, probably, the
strongest underlying issue in Christian-Muslim misunderstandings
and rifts. Ethno-religious politics was introduced after the
establishment of the Sokoto Caliphate, due to the success of the
The

1804 Jihad of Uthman Dan Podio. The centralised rule under the

caliphate powered the spread of Islam by conquest and
indigenous states and kingdoms, and the imposition
of Islam and application of Shari'a law to all the conquered
territories. The Jihadists' revivalist ideas influenced political Islam
in Nigeria, and have continued to shape the northern elite's attitude
to Islam and society. The British colonialists, who advocated for
the Muslim political and legal systems as far as they did not rob the
imperial power of its political authority, did not help the situation.
Since political Islam has been so firmly entrenched, it was not
Sokoto

overthrow of

Tackling
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Nigeria

di Ificult for

post-Independent northern Muslim powerbrokers to use
religious symbol to seek for political benefits. Thus, the promotion
of the idea of Islam as a political resource has remained crucial to
Islamic affirmation in Nigeria, since it is thought that power was
needed in order to sustain exertion of influence

making body in the country.
Within this context, when

on

the decision

look at the

political equation in
the past forty-seven years of Nigeria's independence, we will find
that Muslims' quest to wrest the highest level of governance
corresponds to their definition of Islam in political terms. For
example, according to Francis Ogunmodede, Muslims have
occupied the top job for thirty-six years, while Christians have
filled it for only eleven years; military dictators held power for
about twenty-nine years
Christians, among them, ruled for three
and half years and Muslims, for over twenty-five years."
In short, both the military and civil regimes have appeared to
be serving mainly the same purpose of northern Muslim political
dominance and advancement of interest of Islam in Nigeria. When
Alhaji Shehu Shagari became the civilian president (1979-1983),
he ran a pervasive Islamic character government, including the
establishment of the presidential advisory board on Islamic affairs."
This step was considered disturbing because such privilege was not
offered to other religious groups. When power went from civilians
to military dictators for the next fifteen years (1984-1999), both
Generals
Ibrahim
Babangida and Sani Abacha endorsed
controversial policies that served Islamic interests and complicated
relations between Christians and Muslims." Similarly, Muhammadu
we

-

4

See Francis

Ogunmodede,

"Between

Obasanjo

and Buhari:

Religion

and the

2003 Presidential Elections," All that they. had to live 011, eds. Anthony A.
Akinwale & Francis I. Ogunmodede (Ibadan: Stirting-Horden, 2004) 18-35.
5

Joseph Kenny,

West

Africa and

Islam:

History, Beliefs,

Practices & Christian

Attitudes (lbadan: AECAWA Publications, 2004) 111-112; 164-191.
(,
For example, in early 1986, Babangida's government secretly

regularised
Nigeria's membership of the Organisation of Islamic Conference (Ole) to the
embarrassment of its Christian citizens. For detail of the politics of ole
membership of Nige-ria, see John Hunwick, "Sub-Saharan Africa and the Wider

Chukwuka Celestine Okonkwo
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Buhari, who challenged President Olusegun Obasanjo for the top
job in the 2003 Presidential Election inflamed the sharp divisions,
by urging that "Muslims must not vote for non-Muslims", for a
Muslim

cannot

be

under

a

Christian

ruler.'

Despite

their

domination of power, the northern Muslim political/military class
have failed to improve the lives of the ordinary people; they have

only

enriched themselves. Not

radical

surprisingly,

Muslims, which have continued

the actions of the
threaten

Nigeria's
anti-Christianity.
corporate identity,
just expressions
They arc partly a critique of the materialism of the current religious
and political leadership of the (Muslim) North, for being corrupt,
and for not upholding the ethical ideals of Islam.
The second face of political Islam in Nigeria is the current
enforcement of Shari'a penal codes by 12 northern states-one
third of Nigerian States-not by fundamentalist sects or the
Muslim Ulama, but by serving State governors. Shari'a=eii Arabic
word meaning "the right path"-are traditional Islamic laws that
places a Muslim on the road to God's will, which derive from the
Qur'an and Sunna. Because Muslims believe it is God's law, not
human law, they recognise no other valid law than the Sharta.8 As
are

to

of

not

noted earlier, Shari'a took care of the civil and criminal matters for
Muslims during the pre-colonial period. In the postcolonial

pluralistic society

of

Nigeria,

civil cases, while the secular

World of Islam: Historical and

the Shari'a controlled the Muslim

penal

code

apply

in other aspects.

Contemporary Perspectives," Journal of Religion
AJi"ica 26 (1996) 230-257. On the other hand, General Abacha carried forward
the campaign of Islamic affirmation, but, at the same time, deepened the intra
Muslim divisions maintained within the Muslim oligarchy.
"'
See Shola Oshunkeye, "Buhari and the Abachas' N500 Million Deal," Tell
Newsmagazine, (3 February 2003, 36. If Buhari is not quoted out of context, this
will be yet another dangerous shift in the way religious symbols are made to
endorse class or people's self-interests.
x
Sec .T. Kenny, West Africa and Islam: History, Beliefs, Practices & Christian
/vttitudes, p. 53. For more information, see Celestine Okonkwo, "The Question of
Religion and Politics in the Christian-Muslim Contlicts in Northern Nigeria
200n 2004," lslantochristiana 32 (2006) 173-194.
ill
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Although, evidently they were dissatisfied with this arrangement,
Nigerian Muslims have coped with the prevailing judicial system,
and have presumably lived their faith well. Since 1978, northern
Muslims have twice unsuccessfully sponsored a revival of Shari'a
criminal law in the federal constitution (the others, were in 1989
and

1999), until the 2000 Ahmed Sani Yerima Shari'a revolution.

Most

and Human

Nigerians

Shari'a criminal codes

by

Right groups saw the
12 northern states as a

adoption of
political act,

which the

sitting State governors undertook to connect to the
impoverished Muslim grass root." Indeed, it can be said that the
religious politics is intertwined with the politics
Archbishop Onaiyekan puts this point succinctly in the

northern Muslim
of Sharia,

wake of the latest Sharia crisis

(1999-2002): "[t]he Sharia is

a

religion."!"
perfect example
political agenda parading
sad thing about this is that, although the 'Sharia agitation
II
religious reasoning, it is chiefly motivated for political ends.

One

introduced in

legal

of

The

Shari'a

as

a

law

these

states

include

has

criminal laws from most serious crimes

(Hudud) to
prescriptions
Three
retaliation
of
Zamfara
(Gisas). Chapter
demanding
penal code outlines seventeen punishments to which offenders are
liable, ranging from death (qatl) through amputation (qat') to
warning.i'' Many stakeholders in the Nigerian project condemned
the Shari'a States for contravening the constitutional provision
on

crimes

9

Question of Religion and Politics in the Christian-Muslim
Nigeria 2000-2004," 176-177.
10
John Onaiyekan, "Muslims and Christians in Nigeria: The Imperatives of
Dialogue," Sedos 33 (2001) 279-283.
II
Muslims see the Sharia Law as God's will. Hence, they recognise no other
C. Okonkwo, wThe

Conflicts in Northern

valid law than the Sharia, because of its divine source; it is not human law. Since
its medieval edition, it has provided the normative prescriptions that govern
Islamic
17.

society, covering

all aspects of Muslim life.

Nigeria: Shari'ah Penal Code Law,"
http:www.zamfaraonline.com/sharia/chapter03.html(access

Zamfara Online, "Zarnfara State of

(January 2000).
I ().()3.2007).
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against erecting a State religion.':' Others argued that by upholding
capital punishment by stoning and amputations, Shari'a
contradicted constitutional provision against human right abuses
and introduced discriminatory punishments. As the Constitution
states, "every individual is entitled to the dignity of his person and
therefore no person shall be subjected to torture or inhuman or
14
degrading treatment." But the northern political leaders refused to
see the introduction of Shari'a as
adopting an alternative judicial
in
that
their
action was in line with the
system
Nigeria, insisting
constitution. 'The showdown, thus, exposed the ambiguity in the
constitution.
'The

question

remains: Does the introduction of Shari'a in

cognisance of the Nigeria's ethnic and
religious diversity? Ogechi E. Anyanwu justifies the introduction
of Sharia penal codes on the ground that it fits well with the
Muslims' longing to "pull together" their "collective conscience"IS
something which he argues is in line with Nigeria's plurality.
However, what this argument does not resolve clearly is the
conflicting implications of dual legal systems for national unity and
the fact that every Nigerian state is constituted of mixed identities,
some

northern states take

any Muslim enclave. It is either these
turned into Muslim enclaves for the Shari'a to succeed or

such that there is
states are
we are

hardly

faced with the

Muslim

inescapable reality

in which Christian

or non

every Shari'a state is unfairly subjected to
in the passion to bring social cohesion.

minority in
discriminatory laws

However, it is clear that the political officers who exploited the
constitutional

13

lapses

to

Constitution of the Federal

enforce the traditional Islamic law

Republic

Government of the Federation

or

of

Nigeria,

on

a

ch. I, section 10, 1999. "The

of any State shall not

adopt

any

religion

as

State Religion."
1·1

Const. of the Federal

Republic

also section 42 (la), 1999.
I)
Ogcchi E. Anyanwu,
.I list i Iications and

and

Religion

21

of

Crime

Challenges

Nigeria, ch. IV,

and

Justice

in

section 34 (1), 1999. See

Postcolonial

Nigeria: The
of Law

of Islamic Law of Shari' ah," The Journal

(2005-06) 315-347.

.
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have been

may

of

and

fundamentalism

contexts

Nigeria

or

driven

by

revolution.

is

militancy.

have

Extreme

continued

to

be

intractable part of the national malaise. Nearly every Christian
Muslim disagreement and intra-Muslim mistrust is magnified to the

point

of

religious conflict,

while

sympathy with any incident that
planned violent attacks on

affects the Muslim world leads to

Christians, with lives and property lost. There have been riots,
clashes and violence

as

a

result of Christian

opposition

to

Sharia

(1980, 2000), over the closeness of a church to a mosque in Kano
(1982), and because of Christians' rejection of Nigeria's
membership of OIC, in Ibadan (1986). Communal rifts over access
to resources-land, job and power, inter-Muslim feuds, Miss
World Beauty Contest (2002), the cartoon satirising the Prophet
Muhammad and the US
more

incidents

religion.
from

have

There is

ever

no

But I

am

Afghanistan-all

disturbances

under

the

these and
cover

of·

Nigeria proves that it is
why almost every incident

situation in

concerned with

byfundamentalist groups to be
fatwa, must stir Muslim youths

considered
without

stirred

of

intention here to exonerate Christian groups
any of these violent clashes, because a critical

provoking
of the religious

assessment

possible.

bombing

offensive to Islam,

even

into ferociousness and

destructi on.

Turning to the northern Nigerian Muslim community, we see
also that defining Islam in terms of politics has continued to stir the
growth of radical fundamentalist groups that direct threats not only
to the Christians, but inflame Muslim in-fighting. There have been
deplorable scenes of Maitatsine Muslims turning on other Muslims
in 1980, declaring them "unbelievers", and clashes between the
Izala movement and Sufis-the Qadiriyya and Tijaniyya orders.
This extreme internal strife within Islam, the carnage inflicted by
Muslims on Muslims, point to the frustration of the militant
Muslim youths at the Muslim establishment. The internal rifts have
become a national problem, and could become more threatening,

Cliukwuka Celestine Okonkwo
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since fundamentalist influences continue to infiltrate thefold from

Saudi

Arabia, Egypt.

militant Islam', in
common

In

tu

Iran,

cannot be

opinion,

y

and

Libya

Sudan.!" Promotion
serving true Islam or

of
the

good.
to

"order

work towards a' sustainable' peace and

building in Nigeria,

Muslims need

a new

riatio�

vision. Hence, we win

like to present Wahiduddin Khan's central ideas concerning the
Muslim faith for possible contributions to a de-emphasis of

Political Islam and
interreligious dialogue.

for

constructive

through

engagement

'l'he Islamic Visions of Maulana Wahiduddin Khan

Islam's authentic cultural relations with other

(religious) cultures
Muslims sincerely committing themselves to
may depend
reconnecting to the true essence-of their religion, in eradicating the
pervasi ve misuse of religious cultures and symbols in politics,
on

which

has

left

Muslim

the

faith

at

crossroads'.' It

is

about

spirit of Islam, with accent in reconstructing
for faith-commitment, from. the Islamic" sources,

the true

rediscovering
new meanings
relevant 'to Nigeria's
an

diverse context.' Obviously, this would not be

easy task, but Wahiduddin Khan offers auseful

inspiration.

I

The

man

and his works

following his reception of an international award for
outstanding" work for peace from" the Demiurgus Peace
Intematronal.l" Maulana Wahiduddin Khan has continued to attract
Since 2002,

'16

Tile Saudi

W�hhabi p�t1tanidal ideas,

the

intl���tia:1

MuslimBrothers of

Egypt, Iranian revblurionary 'ideas, militant ideas from Libya- 'Mld Sudah�+�an
these clements have been implantedi-in 'greater 011 .lesser "degree,. into fNigeriltn
Muslim community, Ultirnately.. those' \V}1Q SPOPSQt) V�1,"\�nt� cqmpeting Islamic
cLJIrren�s from outside would net;d anotM{ arg��rnt to W91'ffi th,\a� they are net
1

.

fT1�tivatcd bx. p1at�ers, �f\P',oHti�al exp�dien�y, �ut ,&enu�?� \��n�jou�l reason�. /'
The
"Demiur�uls,' }leac,e tnternatio�al:
NuClear, Disarrriarnent ,ForUlll AG"
Mimla:nal
'Wahiduddin"
'r�hari�,�r � ,} iavaitabfe ')r1, ¥rorH
�ww:dpi'-.

F7

'

JJi.

....

zug.orglwitnlerS/khnn.J:w..Inffir1terhet�(aocessed ,29J\(b:Pdt1

2�) rVther. winnersof

the Year 2002 Award. include, Vladrnir V. Putin, Patriarch

Alexy

II of Moscow.
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1925 at Badharia, near
in the former eastern United Provinces, now the north
born in

was

Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Wahiduddin Khan received Islamic

graduated in 1944.18 However, on
realising the limitations of his acquired traditional vision of Islam
in the face of modern challenges of living the Muslim faith in the
immense diversity of India," he began to work to render anew
Islamic thought and culture.
This task was not made easy by the complex experience of
Islamic identity in India. A community once at the centre of
centuries of Indo-Muslim dynasty was forced to decline by the
challenge of British colonial invasion. This very incident could be
said to have marked the heginning of the series of animosity and
mistrusts that have characterised the relationship between Muslims
education

traditional

and

and Hindus, which had recorded intense violence. Within this
search for survival of Islamic identity,

context of loss of power and
some

Muslim

"isolationist"

leaders in the Indian

political

crisis. One of such

was

fundamentalism and
[slam is

and

one

identity has
domination.2o

religious

Subregion

visions

as

have

proposed

the solution to the

Abu I-A'la Mawdudi, the father of Muslim

political

Islam. He

espoused

the notion that

with Muslim rule, and insisted that if the Muslim
to survive, Muslims must struggle for political

Desmond Tutu, Princess Elizabeth of

Yugoslavia,

Michael

and Ted

Windy,

Turner.
18

See Irfan I. Omar, "Islam and the Other: The Ideal Vision of Maulana

Wahiduddin Khan," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 34 (1999) 423-4�R.
19
See Christian W. Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contcmj» q .11
Encounter 254

thinker.

(1999)

2-21. Troll

gives

some

background

Be shows that within the context of Indian

has

status of

about

detail"

,

diversity,

I

\

Islam,"

1111" Muslim

the Muslim

million adherents. that is, 1 Yi1 of

community
minority
the total population of India. This community live alongside the mi nority
Christian and majority Hindu communities, and has been at the centre of hostility
a

with l lindus,
'II

( rm.u.

"Islam and the Other," 428-429.

one
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Wahiduddin Khan

sees

differently. l Ie
Muslim community

the survival of Islam

proposes that the future of Islam and his
depends on sharing in the global invitation to reconcile Muslim

times." They have to accept the fact that the
glorious global system which defined Islam is no more, and,
hence, contribute to building up shared national life. Thus, the
subjects of ijtihad (re-application) of Islam, peace, "religious
pluralism" and interreligious dialogue feature prominently in his
writings.
faith with modem

once

In 1955, he wrote his first

work, "On the Threshold of

Era," in Urdu: Naye Ahd Ke Darwa:e. This
Madhhab

Jadid

was

New

followed

by

in 1964 and its translations in

calanj, published
Arabic, Al-Isliim yatahaddi (1970), and
Modern Challenges (1985). 'The Arabic
aur

a

in

English,

Islam and

version became

a

seller in the Arab world, and has been included in the

best

study

programme of universities in not less than six Arab countries.v' His
other publications include a two-volume Urdu commentary on the

Qur'an, Tadhkir al-Qur'iin (1985); Fikr-i lslami: afkiir-i isliimi ki
tashrili 0 taudili (1996); Islam Rediscovered: Discovering Islam
from its Original Sources (2001); and The Ideology of Peace:
Towards a Culture of Peace (2003). In September 1976, he
established the Islamic (Research) Centre in New Delhi, India, and
launched the Urdu monthly journal, Al-Risala, with its
soon

English and
respecti vel y.
7.1

Hindi

versions

published

since

1984

and

1990

"modernity" or "modern times" in terms of
understanding, referring to the universal human
as human rights, individual freedom, democracy,
equality and non-discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, culture and race.
Obviously, the word "modernity" and these understandings of it have remained
problematic to Muslim sensitivities. However, he does not subscribe to the
suspicion, with which most Muslims look upon these ideas; he simply shows his
belief in them, and invites Muslims to come to terms with their reality.
n.
C1'. C.W. Troll, '"A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 4; Yoginder
Sikand, "Peace, Dialogue and Da twa: An Analysis of the Writings of Maulana
Wahiduddin Khan," Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 14 (2003) 33-49.
Wahiduddin

uses

the concept of

their contemporary Western
values and principles, such
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"Next, we will like to highlight the principles
approach to the Qur'an and Haditli or the Traditions
The discussion focuses

thought
His

The

and

spiritualist interpretations

Approach
Qur'an

Khan's

Wahiduddin's views of

on

to

Islamic

guide his
Prophet.
independent

that

of the

in Islam.

sources

and Hadith constitute the basic

interpretation of Islam.
interpretations (tafsir)

medieval

source

for Wahiduddin

sparingly makes reference to
figh, for he believes they are

He

and

free from human and historical limitations. He argues that, the
Quran and Hadith represent the divine truth, whose meanings can
not

be rediscovered for each time and context. His chief instrument for

achieving this task is the practice
independent judgment.r' He gave
concerning his approach:
[The] purpose

of
the

ijtihad ("updating"), or
following explanation

is to present Islam as it is, drawing on its
rather than judging it by the later day

original
interpretations and commentaries or the practice of present
day Muslims in different parts of the world. A distinction is
Islam as presented by the Prophet
made between
Muhammad and his companions (information about which
sources

is available to

us

in the

Qur' an and the sunnah) and Islam

later Muslim

represented by
and practice. This
In

short, the

term

is what

we

generations-both

call the scientific

which is not

"ijtihad,'

in

new

to

as

theory

approach.i"

Islamic

thought,

is

by Wahiduddin Khan to mean "re-application" of Islam in our
day. According to this explanation, the ideal Islam, for the past,
used

7.3

The theme of

"ijtihad"

has been well treated

See Wahiduddin Khan, Islam Rediscovered:
Sources

(New Delhi: Goodword

,

by

this author in his

publications.
its Original

Discovering Islam/rom

2001) 181-188.

A useful

analysis of

this work

is found in C.W. Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 2-21.
7.4
W. Khan, preface to Islam Rediscovered: Discovering Islam/rom its Original
Sources

(New Delhi: Goodword ,2001) 7.
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present and future, is the time of the Prophet, of his companions
the time of the Qur'an and
generation of Muslims
Hadith. To this period of model Islam, is retained the canon for
what is essential to Islam and what is secondary. But this ideal
vision of Islam has been somewhat distorted by centuries of
interpretations and legal systematisations developed by the
and the first

traditional

-

'ulama under Islamic establishments. To make Islam

Muslims the task of

and situations, Wahiduddin assigns
liberating their religion from fixed theological

and

that

meaningful

for

new

legal meanings

times

are

stamped

with their

varying

contexts.

Thus, the task of discerning the ideal vision of Islam today
accent is in the

and not the letter of the law

spirit
carried out through independent religious reasoning.
the original faith and practice is interpreted anew,

can

-

-

whose

only

be

In this context,

in the

light

of

modem times.

Accordingly, he challenged the common Muslim traditional
standpoint that the door of ijtihiid was closed from the perspectives
of Islamic history and deeper reflection on God's purpose for
religion." The fact that Muslim scholars of all ages have practiced
independent reasoning proves that "this door" was never
completely shut. lIe further faulted this idea by insisting that God
has destined Islam to have a dynamic, living status, in order to
provide answers to new questions. In the light of these two reasons,
he

avers:

closing of the door of ijtihiid is not
possible,
legal (shar'l[a]) nor on rational (aqlf)
grounds. As the work of legal effort was operative during
the first three centuries, in the same way it is fully operative
today. Its door was neither ever closed nor is it possible that

The truth is that the

neither

on

person could ever close it in the future. As river flows for
to the Day
ever, so the work of legal effort will continue
a

-

7.5

Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 6-7.
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of Resurrection when there will be

need for words

.

ijtihiid should, therefore, be at the centre of
contemporary Islamic thinking. What, then, is the scope of ijtihiid'l
Wahiduddin Khan explains that two forms of ijtihad are open to
Muslims: ijtiluul of particular matters (by nature, limited), by a
proper exercise of discretion in the area of shari'a (Islamic Law);
and ijtihiid of general subjects (being in themselves, absolute),
applicable to the wider field of Islamic traditionr" It means that the
which
is
human
shari'a,
interpretation on the divine
commandments in the Qur' an, codified in time and context, cannot
be perfect and valid for all times, and therefore, needs re
application. The same applies to formulations of medieval figh. It is
at this level that what is central and what is secondary to Islamic

The

task

no more

26

.

am veelb"'}
at y ijti ia
'id
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of

message is resolved, for the fundamental values of Islam
28
changeless, but their historical formulations are not.

are

.

This

procedure

reconnects to

Islam

as a

spiritual scheme,

and

here lies the link between the process of ijtihiid and spiritual
interpretations of Islamic sources. According to Wahiduddin Khan,

goal of
sought for

the

Islam is
in the

Islam" is the true

1.6

Cited in Troll, "A

spiritual;

spirit

it is the Truth, and this is what is
HadIth.29 In short, the "spiritual

and

Qur' an

of Islam, and when

Significant

Voice of

appropriated,

Contemporary Islam,"

radiates

Encounter 254

(1999): 7.
l./

dealing with particular matters like the Shari'a legal norms, the practice of
ijtihiid seeks to connect to the spirit of the Islamic legal prescription, and not
necessarily the letters of the injunction. The practice of ijtihiid of wider Islamic
vision opens to higher religious values and benefits over and against other
advantages. Cf. Troll. 1999: 7-8
.1S
See W. Khan, Islam and Modern Challenges (New Delhi: Goodword, 1997)
In

.

51.
,�!)

See W. Khan, The

Principles of Islam (New

Delhi: Goodword,

1998)

38.
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the ethical dimension of Muslim

spiritual
updating

faith.3o

must be

engaged

as

an

develop these
practice of ijtihiid, or

To better

and ethical motivations of Islam, the

integral part

of Islamic mission

(da'wah).

According to these explanations,
contextually reinterpretative. While
principles of Islam, he insists that

that his

we see

seeks

he
the

to

Qur'an

approach
defend

be

read

is

the
and

considered in their historical context, in order that Islam be

living experience. Now,

a

to his articulation of

we

explain

this

applies

this

Islam.

Islam is submission to God, not
In

how he

kept as
approach

a

Wahidduddin

context,
Mawdudi's mistaken

political
Khan

scheme

observes

three

levels

of

presentation of Islam: (i) the essence of Islam
secondary; (ii) this misidentification is
justified with existing theological arguments; and (iii) new
I
religious values and duties are superimposed as normative? This
results in the understanding of Islam as a political struggle for the
establishment of theocratic state(s). Al-Mawdudis main position is
that Islam is synonymous with political power, and is incomplete
when political authority is lacking.v' Hence, he insists that the
primary task of the Muslim people is to establish Islamic rule in
every society they live. As Sikand rightly indicates, by inserting
political activism at the centre ofIslamic mission, Mawdudi and his
lama 'at presented Islam as a political religion.F
On the contrary, considering Islam to be fundamentally
spiritual, Wahiduddin Khan sees it as a relationship between the
was

30

identified with what is

Cf. Khan, Islam and Peace (New Delhi: Goodword, 1999) 48-49. This
Muslims' understanding of their relationship with other religious

includes

traditions
31

(transforming

characters in social

relations).

Cf. I.I. Omar, "Islam and the Other," 432.

37.

See

Sayyid

Abu'l "Ala Mawdudi, Witness

to

Mankind: The

the Muslim Ummah, ed. and trans. Khurram Murad
Foundation, 1998) 32-33.

oj
33

See Y.

Sikand, "Peace, Dialogue and Da 'wa," 34.

Purpose and Duty
(Leicester: The Islamic
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peaceful and humble
point of view, this mystical
divine
ethical
orders (prescribing what is
communicates
experience
good and forbidding what is evil) that bring the mu'min (true
believer) to spiritual development and peace, and equally demands
firm "witness" (shahiidah) of this divine decree to others.35
Creator,

submission to

God.34

According

this

to

a

summon

to

From the Muslim

the

explanation,

quranic

term

"islam"

(3: 19)

expresses the individual's self-surrender to God's will as the
essence of al-din (the original religion). It is this fundamental and
.

meaning of Islam that may necessitate other dimensions,
sociopolitical needs. The truth is that this purely mystical
and spritual character of Islam prevails, irrespective of whether
Islam dominates the society politically or not.
In the light of these explanations, Wahiduddin rejects political
Islam as a deviation from the true meaning and purpose of Islam.
lIe views it and its militant means as selfish agenda being
promoted in the name of Islam, and maintains that they are
"forbidden" (haram) in Islam.36 He stresses that politics is only a
universal

such

as

"relative,"
this

and not

qur'anic

an

ideal

definition of their

"absolute" element of Islam, and reckons that
been simply obstructed by Muslims'

has

religion by

the

image

of centuries of Muslim

conquests and domination. Nevertheless, according to this author,
at the core of Muslims' faith are the interrelated values of

submission, worship, invitation and ethic. This ideal vision of Islam

religions, pluralism, democratic
ideals tshiira'; niziim), the principle of separating religion from
politics, and interfaith dialogue.
willingly

34
3)

embraces freedom of

See W. Khan, The

and heart, not
to

Principles of Islam, 42.
emphasis is that Islam's primary target is the individual mind
an ideal society, which is only realisable hereafter; its main goal is

Therefore the
cultivate

an

"ideal individual," not

reformed individuals that
.

\(1

can

only

an

ideal state. He is convinced that it is the

transform the state

Cf. W. Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 63.

or

society

.
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Islamic da 'wa

be

peaceful,

(da 'wa)
Muslims, for they

Preaching
task for

must

Islam

not

compelled
central

to

non-Muslims is, therefore,

a

are

called to surrender to God's

authority
by this

and decrees and to convert others to it. The

raised

question
day includes what constitutes the proper method to
pursue the missionary goals of Islam?
This question assumes particular concern in the Indian plural
of Wahiduddin Khan, where the minority Muslim
context
community have had a long legacy of distrusted missionary
strategy -the "isolationist" Islamist agenda and violent political
struggles. Here, a specific observation can be made. In the Nigerian
context which has experienced Muslim aggression towards non
Muslims, the need to deal with the question of adequate method for
missionary effort becomes more urgent. The truth is that to
reconcile their missionary duty with Indian or Nigerian situation,
Muslims have to honestly confront the important questions of
intercultural and interreligious relations, religious pluralism and the
demand in

our

secular state.

Wahiduddin Khan

Mawdudi,

repudiates attempts by Islamists,
Islamic

mission

such

as

(da 'wa)
political
propelled with jihad ideology. According to
him, Islam is a religion of peace, and the call to Islam is to invite
people to "the path of peace'r" Thus, he argues that da 'wa is in
to

mission that

construe

can

as

a

be

itself divine, for that is the reason the Qur'an describes it as "nusrat
of God" to express the missionary effort as helping the Almighty

by method of persuasion."
In this context, Muslim mission must not compromise this peaceful
character of da 'wa. It has no place for aggression towards others. It
is rather a religious duty of good will to all humankind. It is for this
that Wahiduddin endorses the virtue of patience as the positive
missionary disposition inspired by early Muslim inviters ida'is),
who declared: "We will exercise patience regardless of the harm
(3:52), which basically

.

vt

.lX

Id

..

Is/am and Peace, 170

means to

.

Khan. Is/mil Rediscovered, 187.

invite
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Today,

this

peaceful spread

of

Being a traditional scholar, Wahiduddin Khan cites the Quran
to justify his approach of peaceful da 'wa: "So remind. 'Thou art
only one to remind (mudhakkir). Thou art not a warder (musaytir)
over them [that is: the non-believers]." (Q. 88:2lf.) Commenting
on

thi s passage, he argues,
Muslims

are

not

asked to-nor is the

objective

of islamic

(mishan)--to impose the Islamic system upon non
Muslims. Rather, we [Muslims] are asked to communicate
the Message in the context of peace. The responsibility of
the Muslim da'i (inviter, missioner) is to communicate the
Message. After that, it is the responsibility of the one
'invited' tmad'uv to accept or to reject it.40
mission

short, the peaceful propagation of one's faith, which the Quran
enjoins, is also explained, by Wahiduddin, as the pragmatic means
to engaging in contemporary mission. There are no more isolated
Islamic states as such; the Muslims live alongside peoples of other
In

faiths in

largely

democratic and secular

settings."

The fact that the

Indian Muslims must reconcile their

missionary strategy with the
religious pluralism, as well as with the
challenges
secular and democratic systems, makes peaceful da 'wa the only
practical option. In the rnultireligious and secular contexts of India,
the missionary zeal to win hearts to Islam must see the method of
of cultural and

39

Ihid. 187.

·w

Maulana WahTduddTn Khan, Fikr-i lsliimi: afkiir-i isliuni ki tashrili 0 taudih
(New Delhi: Al-Risala Books, 1996) 141, as cited in Christian W. Troll, "A
Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 15. Wahiduddin, in several places in
his works denounce the use of confrontation by Muslims, for it is central to the
negative image of Islam and Muslims in the world. Here, he argues specifically
that such violent Islam is un-Islamic.
�l

Indeed. except in the overwhelmingly Muslim state of Pakistan, and perhaps,
no national frontier in the world today is not affected by multi

Saudi Arabia,

religious challenges

of existence.
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inescapable reality. As Wahiduddin sees it, this
meaning of Islamic activism. According to this view,
the term jihad is employed in the Qur'an to urge Muslims to be
witnesses of good deeds, not violence. (Q. 25:52) 'Thus, according
to this qur' anic teaching, the true activist or jihadist is one who
da 'wa

peaceful

as

is the correct

engages in intense "course of action" towards intellectual and
spiritual maturity, and sublime disposition towards others. It is not

the

who

one

for Islamic

struggles

constituted governments,
in the name of Islam.42

Taking

of all

or

revolts

against

far, Wahiduddin
twofold criterion for the renewal of Islam, notably

account

Khan proposes a
going back to the

we

have

to

sources

the Islamic faith

bringing

state(s)

support other levels of confrontations

or

presented

so

get its understanding right and

up-to-date, especially through dialogue
people of other faiths.43 Let us now

with modem contexts and

what this second dimension involves.

explain

Commitment to

religious

interreligious Dialogue

In this consideration, when

we scan

that he

through Wahiduddin' s works,
dialogue and peace. He firmly
actively engage in working for

emphasises interfaith
community to
persuades
a more inclusive and peaceful world,
we see

and Peace to eradicate

Conflict

the Muslim

in contrast to other Muslim

voices that favour "isolationism". Hence, he shows

that, among
others, the basic principle by which Muslims will discover new
ways of

42

,D

being

Umma in

our

day (whether they

live

as a

majority

or

See Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 80.

Catholicism, these

viewpoints had featured in Vatican II in the
and aggiornamento, and this has continued
proposal
be identified with theological approaches, after 'the Council. The
to
ressourcentent promoters, following Vatican II theologians, such as Danielou,
Von Balthasar, Henri De Lubac, keep urging a return to the sources. Those who
argue for aggiornaniento in the mould of Yves Congar, Rahner, Schillebeeckx
and KUng, persuade a continual renewal and updating. The style of Vatican II
was that of bridging the two approaches. This is not seen in Khan.
In Roman

form of

for

two

ressourcement
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minority in any given society) is better relations with people of
other religious traditions.
According to him, Muhammad has provided a model for
Muslims' attitude to religious difference. The Prophet was said to
have once hosted a form of interreligious dialogue that served
mutual understanding of the religious diversity in Medina. "Four
hundred years ago the Prophet of Islam held in Medina a three
religion conference-in modem terminology, a trialogue-to

exchange views on religious issues,,44 Here, we observe that
apparently, this historic gathering was not intended to mutually
explore the shared grounds where those traditions can meet each
other, but, most probably, to discuss on their different beliefs.45
Yet, the profound significance this and other prophet's example
hold, in Wahiduddin's perspective, is that under their inspiration,
Muslims can develop more positive models of intercultural and
interreligious relations.
Wahiduddin Khan expounds three main reasons for dialogue;
two of these are principles based on the Qur'an, and the third is
concerned with modern imperatives." Firstly, the mission of
interreligious dialogue today fulfils the quranic summon: "Say: 0
People of Book, Let us come to a word common to us and you that
we will worship none but God" (3:64). For Wahiduddin Khan, this
verse proposes to religious traditions to dialogue with one another
on the basis of their shared grounds ("word common to us").
Religions universally share common humanity, promotion of the
values of love, compassion, peace, and concern for the weak
members of our socicty-these are veritable common resources for
dialogue project. He admits that faith-communities usually have
difficulty in reaching agreement on religious mattters, since they
tend to stick to their respective visions. He is, nevertheless,
.�"

Khan, Islam and Peace, Ill.
Therefore, in my judgment, Muhammad has not given a model of response to
religious difference; he has only offered an inspiration which Muslims can
I)

develop
16

in the context of

today.

Khan, Islam and Peace, 111-115.
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convinced that
and

despite

nothing

less than continuous

striving

in the midst of

failures and tensions is needed.

The second

qur'anic principle

comes as a

result of this obvious

communities' strong attachment to their religious visions, and is
found in the following verse: "To you your religion and to me
mine" (109:6). Wahiduddin explains this verse to be the "formula

for

religious harmony",

or

better still, the

"principle

of

religious co

existence".47 Within this context, Muslims are offered the workable
approach to living peacefully with others, and that consists in
understanding and respecting difference.48 As he points out, the
ethical motivations for this attitude is that Islam respects rights of
religious freedom of persons, for Muhammad is claimed to have
enjoined Muslims to respect every human being and "honour one
of 'another creed.,,49 In the light of these explanations, we see that
disagreement or abscnse of common grounds in religious matters
should not lead to conflict. Rather, all believers

are

invited to

affirm the respect and quality of those with whom they disagree.
Thirdly, he suggests that interreligious dialogue is necessitated

by

the

"spirit

of the

age."

day, new forms of social
people closer together, the
different peoples and religions are

In

our

communication have continued to draw

isolation and barriers between

increasingly disappearing.
continuous and vast

He writes that "in the

course

of this

interaction, for the first time in human history,

less Ii ke strangers to one another. A great gap has
l Ic, then, notes that the present efforts at shared

people
been bridged
understanding have huge significance for inter-community
rclationships-v-in other words the "making concessions to one
,,50
This
another has become a need of the people themsel yes.
thinking sounds intelligible to Catholics, to whom Nostra Aetate's
articulation of the nature of human solidarity today is a familiar
terrain (Nostra Aetate, 1). He showed his optimism that the more
seem

"

....

.r!
i�8
,�!)

)0

Ibid., 112.
Sec Khan, Islam: Creator of the Modern Age, 120-122.
Khan, Islam and Peace, 122-123.
Ibid.
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"closed" conditions

are

opened

"informal"

are

transformed into

dialogue
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and interactions increased, the

friendly

more

encounters.

What Wahiduddin Khan suggests is that mutual discovery of
religions' common values, respect for difference, the right to

freedom of all persons, concession and peace are at the
of modem religious and civil life. Religious intolerance and

religious
core

violent confrontations

religious peoples

not needed in

are

cannot

our

society today,

and

allow them to flourish. For Muslims, this

task remains most urgent. In building bridges with other
they counter Islam's reputation as a religion of violence,

believers,
as

well

as

globalised order. 'This mission
they depart from excluding those outside the
specially
Umma, and be committed to reinterpreting the Quran and Traditon
in the light of contemporary needs of interreligious dialogue and
the

enjoy

benefits

involves

of modem

that

peace.

Nevertheless, Wahiduddin
on

shared

grounds

other, for,

religion."

does not

stresses that

mean

he

that

one

interreligious meeting
religion is as valid as the
all others as the perfect

claims, Islam surpasses
Rather, interfaith relations promotes respect for the

as

valued convictions of other believers. It does not

duty
preach
through friendly
to

Islam, but offers new way of
relations with others.52

suspend Muslims'
inviting to Islam

separating religion from politics
principal attitude that fuels political
Islam, and that is, the coupling of religion and politics into the
mission of Islam. The real reason he promotes separating religion
from politics is found in his conviction that Islamic identity has to

Concerning

the

principle

of

Here, Wahiduddin adresses the

)1
)�.

Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 101-105.

Obviously.

Wahiduddin resorts to "exclusivist" claims here. He

realise that if Islam is the

seems not to

perfect religion, interreligious dialogue becomes a
mere
"condescension". While his thinking stresses the harmony between
Muslims' identity and empathy for those of other believers as present in Islamic
tradition, he leaves little or no room for the possibility of the Muslim being
transformed by the other.
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be

kept

the din,

true to

itself and

distinguished

dynamically alive,

and what is central to

from what is relative. This doctrine does not

prophetic role or influence of religion in
politics. lIe sees the key problem in the Islamists' interpretation of
the traditional vision of Islam as an all-comprehensive way of life,
as fundamentally the duty to establish an Islamic state.53
mean

a

limitation to the

The

problem here,

and

a

striking

contradiction for that matter,

is that since Mawdudi articulated his notion of ideal Islamic

promoters of Islamic

State(s)

comprehensive system

order,

have continued to reduce the "all

of Islam" to

political

rule

(hukumat)

or

to

Sharia. In other words, Islam as a belief system is made to settle
into political images, To insist that political rule or Shari'a defines
the Muslim faith is

community (jama 'a)

more

about

interests and

persona] agenda
justice ('ad!).

than quest for

Wahidduddin Khan refuses to endorse this vision. He shows

political Islam is a misplacement of true Islam,
and can only damage relations with people of other faiths and
cultures, rather than improve it. He explains the pervasive Muslim
view of Islam as an "al1-embracing scheme" to mean that it brings
all facets of life and activity of believers into a coherent unity; not
with the aim of dissolving them into political ascendency, but in
acknowledging its spiritual and ethical summons. Thus, he
highlights the following crucial considerations in the relationship
between Islam and politics: (1) Politics is "only a relative", and not
an "absolute" dimension of Islam; (2) Political
power is entirely
not
a
matter
of
and
the
establishment of
(3)
gracious,
struggle;
Islamic state belongs to the collective will; it is not a duty of the
why

Mawdiidis

i ndi vi dual.

54

With

regard to the first point, the accent is that what is central
to Islam-s-its spiritual dimension-may permit other dimensions,
including politics. Hence, he states as follows:

)3
).,

1.1. Omar, "Islam and the Other," 429.
See Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 147-150.
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relative and not the real part of Islam.
a real and the relative feature is

'This difference between

that what is essential is relevant in all circumstances and at
all times, whereas the relative is

particular
not

sets

required only

in relation to

of circumstances. If such circumstance does

exist, relative features lose their relevance and therefore

their

dcsirability"

According to this explanation, the relationship between the
Qur'an's absolute and relative injunctions can be understood in the
prescription for Hajj, enjoining that "Pilgrimage to the House of
God is a duty to God for all who can make the journey" (3:97). By
putting side by side pilgrimage and capability, it is suggested that
being a Muslim does not necessarily make performing pilgrimage
compulsory; it is binding on only those whose resource and health
permit it.56 l Ie explains the role of this same principle in politics.

politics. That is, if a group of Muslims
find themselves in a position to establish the political
system of Islam by peaceful methods, and without any
violence, then the Shariah will require them to do exactly

The

is true of

same

that. But those who do not find themselves in such

a

position, it is not their. duty to establish an Islamic
political system, nor are they required to set in motion
political initiatives calculated to create opportunities to do
SO.57
..

The second

gi ft
"

'is

56

to an

political power can only be
society according to his own terms; it

reason

Islamic

is that

is not

.

lbid., 147.
This

with

offered by Wahiduddin Khan, to our mind, clearly agrees
and, above all, is in harmony with the spirit of the Qur'anic

interpretation

reason

injunction. This example is given in view of the
Quran. Sec Khan, lslam Rediscovered, 148.

the
)/

God's

Ibid.

relative

injunctive

on

politics

in
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secured

by struggle.

\V ahiduddin

to be found ill the

showed the

24:55 and

grounds
24:41.58 In

for this
the third

Qur'an
places the task of the establishment of an
Islamic State on the community other than the individual, the
emphasis is on the willing acceptance of the people as its origin and
basis. Any imposition of Islamic political order is doomed to fail.
I �urthermorc, Wahiduddin justifies his assessment of Islam and
politics on the basis of the Prophet's example, notably resorting to
practical solution for the sake of the end result. Muhammad
showed by his acts that if the aspiration for Islam to gain upper
hand in any society may not be the best for the Muslim community,
then it will be in line with the spirit of Islam to focus on matters
relating to worship and let go those that are of political nature
(siyiisa). Wahiduddin recalls the-Prophet's example in separating
these two realms on three events during his life: (1) He changed the

thinking

consideration which

direction of prayers towards the Ka 'ba in early 624, thus, making a
distinction between the building and the idols it contained; (2) He

observed his rutual prayer in al-Aqsa Mosque
under the Persians) during his Night journey

(when Jerusalem was
tisra) and Ascension

imi'riij), indicating that worship and political affairs have to be
kept apart from each other; and (3) He and his companions entered
Mecca and performed the rituals of umrah (the minor pilgrimage)
and circumambulation of the Ka'ba, without fear of his Meccan
tormentors.

58

59

Sura 24:25 makes it clear that God

gives political authority

to a

Muslim

community
promised those of you who believe and do
good works that he will make them masters in the land .in order to strengthen
for his

cause:

"God had

..

the faith he has chosen for them, and to

change

their state of fear to

a sense

of

"

The gracious character of an Islamic state also appears in Q. 22:41,
security
in the following way: "God is powerful and mighty: he will assuredly help those
....

who.
tax,
59

once

enjoin

made masters in the land, will attend to their prayers and pay the alms
justice and forbid evil." See Khan, 2001: 148-149.

See the details of these three

episodes

in the Sunna of the

Prophets reported

in

Bukhariand cited in Wahiduddin Khan, Islam and Peace, 79-81. Yet, it has to be
noted that the relevance of Wahiduddin's reflection on these Sunna in relation to
the

principle

of

separating religion

from

politics

is

immediately given

in the
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For Wahiduddin, Muhammad's model is relevant to the real

situation of

today's world as Muslims seek to live out Islam as a
unity. While they must believe in Islam as a
comprehcnsi ve way of life, they have got to fashion a harmonious
settlement for co-existence with others in our time. The Prophet's
model means that Islamic faith and the quest for political
coherent

domination

must

not

be

mixed.

This

efforts

because

is

at

politicisation of religion under the shade of inseparable unity of
religion and politics only cause social tension, and detract from the
very goal of---peace. He insists that Islam has not provided the
blueprint for a political organisation of the society; rather, it has
only laid down (in the Quran) the general principles for engaging
in political activities. What the Muslim community is required to
do is to exercise ijtihiid, re-apply these general principles in the
context of the day, reconciling them with changing sociopolitical
realities, inorder to arrive at a suitable polity that meets the popular
will.
In the

light of these clarifications, he argues that Muslims,
whether they live as majority or minority, can remain true to their
faith, with or without the political dominance of Islam. They only
need honest endeavour to reconcile their faith-commitment with

citizenship (their dual loyalty).
minority, he urges loyalty to

In the context of his Indian Muslim
the Muslim faith and the secular

that since Islam's main target is the individual
hearts and not ideal society the prevailing secular system in India

structures. Ilc argues

today, which permits Muslims to order their personal
according to the Shari'a, while secular law controls in all
aspects, is "perfectly in consonance with Islam.,,6o

lives
other

,

context

of

achieving

peace

in Jerusalem,

which

is

strategic

to

Christians,

Muslims and Jews.
oo

This situation,

relationship
serves

as

has been shown earlier, is the

of Islam in

the real

practice

defining

character of the

and the secular constitution. To my mind, it
of Muslim faith in our plural context. See more on this

Nigeria

information in c.W. Troll,
India: The Views of Some

"Sharing Islamically in the Pluralistic Nation-State of
Contemporary Indian Muslim Leaders and Thinkers,"
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In short, Wahiduddin has
notion

shown

urged a radical rethinking of the
of unity of religion and politics in Islam. Islamic history has
that this apparent inseparability has been utopic than real,

and efforts to reassert it distort and bend the basic message of Islam
to political ends. His view seems complemented by Nazih N.

-vyubi, an Arab Muslim writer, who
panicularl y "political" religion.

asserts that

Islam is not

a

On the contrary, Islam is a religion that stresses above all
the collecti ve enforcement of public morals. It is this

'collective' and

'public' nature of its conception of morality
people, especially in Orientalist and
mistakingly to attribute to Islam a
nature.
But a distinction between the
specifically political
two areas is absolutely basic to any understanding of the
that has induced many
fundamentalist circles,

nature of

Islam

as a

belief

system.?'

explanation, it is certain that Islam directs its
ethical summon to the community, but to understand this
communal element in terms of political legitimacy may be a
mistake. Ilcrc; we can observe that Islam is safer, and more so in
the modem realities of existence, if it reconnects fully to its
spiritual and ethical core values.
According

to

A Reflection

this

on

the Lessons of the

Spiritualist

Islam for Islam

in

Nigeria:
our judgement, Wahiduddin Khan's discussions around the din
(religion) and politics, political Islam, peace and pluralism deserve

In

consideration. His worry about the shameful distortion of Islamic
faith by the growing politicisation within his faith is a genuine one
and should not be

ignored by well-meaning Muslims,

who want to

Christian-Muslim Encounters. eds. Y.Y. Haddad and W.Z. Haddad

University Press of Florida, 1995) 245-262.
61
Nazih N. Ayubi, Political Islam: Religion and
(I .ondon/Ncw York: Routledge, 1991) 35.

(Gainsville,

FL:

Politics in the Arab World
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challenge posed
by contemporary expression of belief should not only be addressed
by the umma, but be seen as capable of energising too. We can say
that he has developed a significant vision of religion and society
that can empower Muslims to stri ve together wi th other believers
for a more harmonious world intended by the Creator. His
presentation of Islam offers the Muslim people a new way of re
examining their faith in its fundamental teaching. and application to
different spheres. In the light of this inclusive vision, how do
Muslims in northern Nigeria need to commit to their faith in the
way that reconcile with the challenges of our time, in the manner
that fulfil both true Islamic loyalty and patriotic vision?
For all we know, and as has been shown by Wahiduddin Khan,
the Qur'an and the prophetic traditions are at the heart of Muslim
life of faith. These sources of faith are supposed to inform and
nourish Muslim religious experience. This function is, however,
satisfied when all is done to update their message according to time
and contexts--when given a living status. Within this context,
Wahiduddin offers significant lesson to be learnt. Nigerian
Muslims are called upon to reinterprete their traditional beliefs in
the light of the need of concrete experience of living alongside
other peoples in Nigeria: religious integrity (being apolitical),
religious pluralism, interreligious dialogue and collaboration,
loyalty to citizenship, and peace. It seems to us that authentic
identity of Nigerian Islam lies in promoting better relations with
people of other faiths in order to jointly build a better society; it is
not in fashioning an exclusive Muslim political agenda.
This
task
will
require committed significant reform
in
programme
Nigerian Islam. The northern Nigerian Muslims
must confront the political manipulation of Islam, rethink their faith
in the light of Nigeria's contextual experience, and seek the crucial
help of interreligious dialogue to deal with the critical questions
involved. Dismantling the pervasive political ideology in view of
transcending its violent and divisive repercussions, would also
require that the grievances of the extremist groups against the
sec a more

.

Political Islam in
concern
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thought through. On the part of the larger Nigeria
political community, it also demands a review of the larger Nigeria
polity. There is need for the political courage and will to work out a
fitting and sustainable postcolonial political structure that will win
the confidence of the multiple collective identities in Nigeria.
mainstream

The

are

here also. The

responsibility
and violence

are

blame

and other believers must take

Christians

continuing

sometimes maintained

and

secterian and ethnic strife

Christians' quest
of Muslims. An example is

for

by

some

competitive edge and stereotyping
case
of the Evangelical exclusi vist tendencies that have
preached hatred against Islam and Muslims and robbed their
followers of the opportunity to share genuine Christian spirit with
those who believe differently. The key to addressing the concern of
provocation of Muslim rage is Christian community's resolve to
embrace a united attitude of willingness to dialogue. Christians
must be ready to meet the Muslims in a true and humble Christian
the

,

.

discourse. It is, therefore, necessary that all believers and non
believers should unite efforts in order to make a renewed religious

space

possible

in

Nigeria.

Yet, for the Muslim community,

an

mission of Islam and the deviations in

precondition

for renewed faith-commitment.

made to reconstruct

apply"

understanding of the
politicised religion
Efforts

true

is

a

should be

and in Wahiduddin' s term "re

meanings,
Qur' an and Haditn to serve spiritual growth
positive· relations with others. It is only urgent
new

the status of the

of the Muslims and

that the Muslims' view of the status of the Shari'a be reconsidered,

for, perhaps, nothing

can

be

substracted from

evaluation of the current limitation of Sharia to

personal
aspects
.

covering

India, while the secular law takes
harmonious with Islamic vision.

matters in

as

This

Wahiduddin's

fits· into

the

Muslim's

care

of other

picture of co-existence of
secularisation and islamisation in Nigeria, in which Muslims have
the Shari'a to control their personal lives, while they remain loyal
to the secular law 'of the land in other dimensions. In this respect,
one finds
it difficult to justify the adoption of Shari'a penal codes
current

,

I

by
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by serving
by personal political agenda.

governors, other

Tackling

12 northern states-' all executed

than motivated

be, however, noted that the theoretical framework
which Wahiduddin Khan has presented, and thus analysed is not a
It must

perfect vision. it has its own difficulties. He shows
optimistic and idealistic in his quest to reconcile Islam
times. These anitudcs
between

the

come

sufliC(cnt

clear

he tries to construct

as

foundational

to modern contexts

himself very
with modem

sources

of Islam

a

bridge

and

re

without

assigning any significant
heritages. Again this ideal vision seems not to
have grappled deeply with the challenges posed to authentic
Muslim witness by concrete realities of failure of democratic
conditions
of
structures,
inequity, deprivation, and even
discrimination. Moreover, his understanding of interreligious
dialogue appears to ask Muslims to merely tolerate other believers.
In setting Islam as the perfect religion, he has not accommodated
the possibility of Muslims being changed by encounters with

application

role to the traditional

others.

Despite

these

difficulties, Wahiduddin Khan has formulated

vision of Islam that

political

can

abuse of Islam and

discourse. Concrete tasks

project

serve

for

as

resource

inspire interreligious

are

needed in the

disempowered youths

violence, and in creating economic
that, apart from political Islam,
secretarian crises in

a

for

dealing

a

with

and intercultural

areas

of educational

easily lured into
opportunites, bearing in mind
who

other

are

forces

contribute

'to

the socio-economic. Other

Nigeria, particularly
responsibility is needed include political participation,
rule of law and public accountability, support for Human rights,
including collective minority rights (to resolve the tensions that
exist between minority and majority populations in different
states). Would it be possible for a serious re-examination of Islamic
tradition be undertaken by Nigerian Muslims, in view of
rediscovering the spirit of Islam? The fact is that there are many
willing and capable persons within the Muslim fold who could
reflect through this proposal, as shown by sincere commitment of
areas

honest
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Muslim clerics involved with their Christian counterparts in
the Interfaith Mediation Centre, Kaduna,
some

Nigeria.62

It is

Nigeria

our

convinction that the task of

is difficult, but not

the Muslims to be

aware

an

tackling political Islam in
impossible one. The first step is for

of the sad twist it makes of their faith.

quite resourceful in this. The truth is
political �slam is as indispensable for peace

Wahiduddin Khan has been
that to rout the faces of
and

security,

as

it is in the interest of the

Muslims, who identify themselves

as

integrity

of Islam and

peace-seekers.

Conclusion
There is

Nigeria.

an

urgent need

The

to

community

eradicate the
of Muslims

menacing political Islam in
in northern Nigeria has a

tackle this

anomaly. Yet its effort will need the
support of their compatriots in the Southwest and other believers
through dialogue. Maulana Wahiduddin Khan's presentation of
Islam may prove capable of reconciling Muslim faith with modem
challenges, including the peripheral position of politics in Islam.
The lessons we have learnt from him are mainly two-fold: one,
Islam is essentially spiritual and ethical, it is not a political
resource; and, two, Muslims must give Islam a living status, by
rendering anew its principles according to the times. This
presentation, we hope, contributes to raising of awareness and
gaining important insight about how to disable the political
manipulations of Islam.
serious

62

duty

to

The Imams, Muhammad Sani Isah and Muhammad N. Ashafa of the Jama'atu
(JNI), Kaduna Chapter, have been actively engaged in seeking an

Nasril Islam

entrenchment of

a culture of dialogue and
peace between Christians and
They are currently involved in the Muslim-Christian Dialogue Forum
carried on by the Interfaith Mediation Centre, Kaduna. For a short introduction
on this project, see Muhammad N. Ashafa and James N. Wuye, The Pastor & the
Imam: Responding to Conflict (Kaduna: Muslim/Christian Dialogue Forum,

Muslims.

1999).
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Racism and

Resilient African American Catholicism.

Phelps, o.r.'
Studies, Xavier University

Jamie T.
Institute for Black Catholic

of Louisiana

Introduction

history of Black Roman Catholic Community in the United
States is a dynamic record of faith-filled human beings empowered
by the Holy Spirit to become creative subjects of their own history
and culture. At the same time, that history is one of uncommon
faithfulness in the face of general invisibility both in relation to the

The

broader Roman Catholic Church and the broader Black Protestant

denominations in the United States.
Two hundred and

25%

almost

represent

seventy million Catholics of African decent
of

the world in

throughout
million, approximately

the

more

one

than 59

billion

Roman

countries.i

3 million African Americans

are

of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States.
accurate

statistical data

are

Catholics

Of those 270
members

Although

elusive, it is generally held that Black

approximately 1300 predominantly Black or
culturally
parishes. The number of Black Catholics who
worship in predominantly white Catholic congregations has not
been fully documented. Currently, among African American
Catholics, there arc approximately 250 priests, 380 permanent
deacons, and 300 vowed women religious. The number of religious
brothers lay ecclesial ministers and lay volunteers who actively
Catholics

worship

in

diverse

engage in the official and informal ministries of the church have
not yet been documented. Continental African and Afro-Caribbean
and Afro-Latino

1

Sr. Jamie is

Professor of

a

missionary priests, deacons
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Systematic Theology

and Sisters from the

Sisters,

a

Katharine Drexel
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Diaspora and their lay collaborators augment these
indigenous African Americans active in church ministries.3
The following pages provide a brief overview of the history of
Black Catholics and their non-black Catholic collaborators as they
struggle for full participation in the mission and ministries of the
African

U.S. Roman Catholic Church.

What We Believe
Black Roman Catholics share with other Roman Catholics the
central beliefs that

are

Roman Catholic Church

summarized in the Nicene Creed.

professes

One God consists of

though
and Holy Spirit.

This

a

God

belief in

a

communion of
is

the

same
4

The

Trinitarian God, who

persons-Father,

creator

of the

world

Son
and

humankind; the redeemer of sinful humanity in the person and
ministry of Jesus the Christ; and the sanctifier who vivifies and
empowers believers in their

daily

lives

through

the

gift

of the

Holy

Sprit.
Central to the doctrine of the

Trinity

is the doctrine of the

Incarnation that expresses the entry of the second person of the
Trinity, known as the Logos or Word, into human history in the

person of Jesus of Nazareth who was born of the Virgin Mary
through the power of the Holy Spirit. This Jesus, fully human and

fully divine,

suffered crucifixion under Roman civil

from the dead and ascended into heaven-thus

authority, rose
returning to union

Holy Spirit. Roman Catholics believe that
the reign of God inaugurated in the life of Jesus will come to
fullness at the end of time that will be marked by the resurrection
of the dead and Jesus' return. In accord with the apostolic tradition
with the Father and the

recorded in the Bible, Jesus embodied and called the human
community to reconciliation with God and one another through his
as

prophetic teaching
3Ibid. Specific

of the

coming

of the

Kingdom,

Black Catholic Statistics have not been

since the late 1970's when the

Josephite

his

healing

scientifically gathered

Pastoral Centre's statistical research

registered Black Catholics at 2 million. All current statistics are at best "educated
guesses" based on Catholic baptisms and Catholic immigration statistics.
·l
http://catholic-resources.org/ChurchDocs/Mass.htm#Word

Black and

Catholic-African American

miracles, and his exorcism of demons. As
church

(ekklesia)

Catholic Christians

are

Catholicism.
a

community
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called

called to continue the

universal mission of Jesus.

Daily
sacraments

prayer, bible study, and regular participation in the
of the Church, in particular the Eucharist, strengthen

the believer's

understanding

of God, self, and

neighbour.

African

Origins:
Contemporary Blacks

trace their

Catholic

Church in Africa-s-in the lands identified

3rcl

the

early
Anthony

as

century'

'The Christian

Egypt

and Black. Some

the Christian

and Nubia

5th

centuries and in the persons of St.
and St. Moses, the desert monk in the 4th
and

as

of

heritage to
as Ethiopia

early

community

was

culturally Roman, Berber,

Fathers of the Church

of Alexandria, and St.

were

North African
of

Hippo. But
references to these writers as Black given the
cultural mixture of peoples in the region. Two early Christian
martyrs, Perpetua and Felicity, as well as three popes in the early
St.

Cyril
historians dispute

Origen,

Augustine

church, Saints Victor I, Militiades and St. Gelasius have been

African."
Christianity flourished in Northern Africa through to the 8th
century only to be overshadowed by Muslim incursions. Egypt
became a Muslim territory while the Kingdom of Ethiopia
remained Christian. Though diminished, pockets of Christianity
endured in Northern Africa in the midst of a Muslim majority.
identified

The

as

Roman

Catholic

in the

Church's

presence

in

Black

Africa

early 16th Century. Alfonso, King

of the
emerged again
Congo, invited Portuguese missionaries to establish Catholicism
among his people; but unfortunately the project got entangled in the
slave trade of Portugal. As a result Roman Catholics of Black
African origin and/or ancestry could be found in diverse nations:

)

Cyprian Davis,

The

History Of Black Catholics (New York: Crossroad, 1990),

4·10.
6

Ibid, 10·, 14. See also chronology of Popes in Patrick Grandfield, The Papacy in

Transition

(New York: Doubleday, 1980.)
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the black confraternities of Bahia,

Brazil, and St. Martin De Porres of Lima Peru,

a

black-l atino.

7

...

Black Catholics in the United States:

Esteban,
States

an

and

enslaved African
was

around

baptized

in

Spain,

came to

the United

among' the first documented Spanish-speaking
1536.8 He would not be the last. African slaves

explorers
brought to the colonies by France and Spain from the 16th through
to the 19th century were baptized in the Catholic Church with the
permission of their slaveholders. Slaves escaping from the English
settlements of Carolina and Georgia were invited by the Spanish to
find their freedom in Florida, provided they accepted Roman
Catholicism. St. Augustine, Florida, was the home of both enslaved
and freed Africans. Baptismal and marriage records indicate that
slaves, free blacks and black soldiers from Cuba
Catholic

population

of St.

Augustine

Catholic Mission in the Black

in the

18th

were

and

among the

19th centuries."

Community-the

Antebellum

Period:
uni versal

against a fuII fledged effort to develop a
missionary plan for the evangelization and baptism of

free

enslaved

Several factors worked
and

viewed

blacks.

First, the Roman Catholic Church,

foreign interloper that pledged allegiance to a foreign
authorityv-thc Roman Pope-was forced to walk a political tight
as a

rope. As a consequence the church was reluctant to counter the
civic law and social customs of slavery that prohibited unregulated
inter-racial interactions. Second, Catholic

immigrants

from

Europe

generally arrived in the United States in the company of priests and
religious from their respective native countries. Irish, German, and
Italian
and

and

religious

needs

of their

priests

social

continued to minister to the

culturally segregated ministry

mission to and among Blacks would
"/
s
9

Ibid, 16-27
Ibid. 28--29,
Ibid, 30 39.
..

spiritual

groups. This pattern of
could have led to the assumption that

respective

largely

be

by

other Blacks.

Black and

Catholic-African American

Catholicism.
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However, negative social and cultural expectations of the enslaved

popular minds of many immigrant
clergy and religious made them question
the viability of mission by Blacks to other Blacks. 'Third,
conforming to ci vic laws and custom of racial segregation that
prohibited the establishment of religious orders in which black
women and men could live with Buropean Americans led to the
refusal of bishops to recruit or ordain black men and the reluctance
of religious congregations of women and men to admit black
members into their congregations.
The Slavery Debates-From the 6th to the zo" century
Roman Catholic bishops, clergy, and laity interpreted slavery as "a
social, economic and legal institution." During the colonial and
antebellum periods the Church argued for "a process of making
slavery more humane" and developed codes for the moral and
to
humane treatment of slaves.
In 1839 Pope Gregory XVI in an
the
letter
condemned
slave
trade as an "inhuman traffic of
apostolic
I I
Negroes." Nineteenth century debates among laity, clergy and
bishops centred on the moral dimension of slavery. As a result,
some
maintained public positions of neutrality; others were
and

emancipated

Catholics and

abolitionist

and

supporters of

African in the

even some

some

anti-abolitionist, while still others

were

'

"gradual cmancipation.v'
Early Etforts=-Despite these conflicting views of slavery,
some bishops and priests continued to instruct and baptize slaves,
to foster their sacramental lives, and to provide for their education,
even in a rudimentary way. During the antebellum period bishops
supported the founding of two religious congregations for black
10

Jamie T.

a

Phelps,

The Mission

EccLesiology of

John

R.

Slattery (Ph.D.

Dissertation, The Catholic University of America" 1989) 75- 79, available

through

University Microfilm International Dissertation Information Service
Michigan. Order number 8917035.
III Sllpr;�1110 Apostolatus Fastigo was an apostolic letter written to the

the

300 N. Zeeb Rd. Ann Arbor,
II

Ibid, 39

bishops in Brazil to condemn the slave trade. The Roman Catholic Church
officially condemned slavery as criminal and a violation of human integrity ill
the middle of the twentieth century as it promulgated its Second Vatican II
document entitled the Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes), 27-29.
1.1lhid.
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provide education for slaves and free blacks despite the
prevailing laws prohibiting the education of Blacks. John England
women

to

of Charleston, South Carolina and Peter R. Kenrick of St. Louis

established schools for the education of black children.

13

The oldest educational foundations for Black Catholics
of Black Roman Catholic

facilitated

by

religious.

The Oblate Sisters

were

congregations
of Providence (OSP), founded in
1829 and officially recognized in 1831, and the Holy Family
Sisters, officially established in 1842, initiated Catholic schools for
two

women

enslaved and free Black, Mulatto and Creole Catholics.
Two Caribbean women of colour, Elizabeth Lange and Maria

Balas, initiated

a

school

for black children

in

their home in

Baltimore. Father James Hector Nicholas Joubert, SS, a French
born Sulpician priest, who was part of the Caribbean refugee

colony,

shared their

concern

for the education of black children

being limited by their
Lange (Mother Mary Lange)
inability
and Maria Balas accepted his proposal to start a sisterhood with the
primary mission of teaching and caring for African American
children. After adding two more women, Rosine Boegue and
American born Theresa Duchemin, they began studying to become
sisters. The Congregation of the Oblate Sisters of Providence of
Baltimore Maryland was established in 1828. Father Joubert
crafted the order's original constitution and served as their director
until his death in 1843.14
The women opened St Francis Academy, a Catholic school for
girls, in their convent at 5 St. Mary's Street in Baltimore in 1828. It
is the oldest continuously operating Catholic school for black
children in the United States. During the past 177 years the Oblate
Sister of Providence have ministered in twenty-five cities in the
because

their

to

13

fhid. 81

religious

education

was

read. In 1828 Elizabeth

83

Iii

http://<)bhH�Jijs19rS.C()II!, Phelps, 83-85 and Cyprian Davis, History, 98-115. sec
of Colour and Religious at the Same Time:
The Oblate Sisters of Providence, 1828-1860. Chapel Hill: University of North

also Diane Batts Morrow. Persons
Can .lina Press. 2002.
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United States, Cuba, Costa Rica, the Dominican
15
most recently Africa.

Henriette DeLille founded the

Congregation

Republic,

41

and

of the Sisters

of

twenty years before the Emancipation
Proclamation in New Orleans, Louisiana. DeLille and her friend,
Juliette Gaudin, born in Cuba of Haitian parents, dedicated their
the

Holy Family

some

educating the children of
slaves, caring
elderly. 'The Sisters of
the Holy Family were not officially recognized until 1842.
Josephine Charles, also a free woman of colour, joined them the
fol1owing year and they continued their ministry in the context of
racial hostility and restrictions.
The Sisters of the Holy Family have maintained their original
ministries of educating youth and caring for the aged, the poor, and
the most abject of society. Prior to the floods stemming from
hurricane Katrina (2005) they owned and operated the oldest
continuous Catholic home for the aged in the United States as well
as independent facilities for low-income senior citizens in New
Orleans, Louisiana. The Sisters of the Holy Family serve as
administrators and teachers of two pre-school child development
centres, one primary free school for the poor, two high schools, and
seventeen elementary schools in the United States. They founded
lives to God and

began

their work of

for the sick, the poor, and the

the first vocational school in Belize, Central America, for those
students who

are

the

unable to attend

of Sister

regular high

school classes.

Sylvia Thibodeaux, the Sisters of the

Through
ministry
Holy Family and Archbishop Patrick Ebosele Ekpu initiated the
Sisters of the Holy Family's ministry in the Diocese of Benin City,
Nigeria, West Africa. Sister Sylvia was the canonical superior of an
African congregation. Today they continue their ministries in
Louisiana, Texas, California, Washington, D.C., and Belize,
Central America

I)

16

http://oblatcsistcrs.com,
hUp:llwww.cmswLorg/membercommunities/SHF.htm. see also Cyprian
Davis, Henriette DeliLle, Servant of SLaves, Witness to the Poor (New Orleans,
Archdiocese of New Orleans Archives,2004) Privately published (available from
the l loly Family Sisters)
16
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Mission

Catholic

in

the

Phelps
Reconstruction

and

Post

Reconstruction Periods:
Concern for

and

emancipated

blacks surfaced in the official discussions

assemblies of the Church. The

Councils of Baltimore
Vatican Council

second and third

Plenary

and the First

and 1884

(1866
respectively)
(1870) yielded ministerial fruit. Some dioceses

and

religious congregations emerged
blacks.17 Whi lc a small number

to

assist the

of

diocesan

emancipated
priests and
emancipated

worked among the
blacks, the strongest and most consistent congregation of men who
would minister among blacks was inaugurated after the First

congregations

of

religious

women

Vatican Council. Non-black

lay
religious.

women

and

men

priests and women religious as well as
augmented the ministries of black women

The Jesuits established the first separate church for black
1864.18 Several religious congregations

Catholics in Baltimore in
of

men

and

women

initiated missions to

serve

Blacks in the

19th

and earl y 20th century that continue even today. Notable among
these arc the Josephite Fathers, the Holy Ghost Fathers (Spiritans)

of the Divine Word, the Emundites and the Sisters of
the Blessed Sacrament. They continue to minister in the Black
the

Society

community.
The Mill Hill

Missionary Society from England, founded by
Cardinal Vaughn, began its mission focused on the freed Blacks in
the United States in 1871. A prominent member of this
congregation of religious men was John R. Slattery, an Irish
American Catholic who was appointed the American Provincial of
the Mill Hill Fathers in 1879. He was a primary consultant on
pastoral ministry among Blacks for the Third Plenary Council of
Baltimore and opened the first Roman Catholic seminary that
admitted blacks

as

candidates for Roman Catholic

1"1

priesthood

in

Phelps, 98-112; Cyprian Davis, 116-136 for more details on the Second
Plenary Council of Baltimore
IX
Sec Phelps: 83-85 and Cyprian Davis, 98-115. Interestingly Black, Mulatto
and Creole Catholic worshipped with White Catholics in the South during this
period.
"
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I
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Joseph (the Josephites) as
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the establishments of the

Society
independent congregation in
1891 and collaborated with Daniel Rudd, a prominent Black
Catholic layman and journalist who published the American
Catholic Tribune. Today the Josephites continue their ministry
among Blacks primarily in the South. They assisted an African
congregation, the Missionary Society of St. Paul of Nigeria
(founded in 1977), as they prepare for ministry among Black
or St.

Catholics in the United States.
The

U.S.A

(Spiritans)
among

was

the

emancipated
Phi ladclphia,

20

of

province

an

the

Holy

Ghost

Congregation

established in 1873 to educate missionaries to work

poor and marginalized
Blacks. Two missions

the other at Rock Castle

especially
were
near

the

established

Richmond

recently
one

in

Virginia.

established, at the urgent
in
Little Rock, Pittsburgh,
of
the
respective bishops,
request
Detroit, Grand Rapids, La Crosse, Philadelphia, Providence, and
Missions for various nationalities

Harrisburg:".

were

.

Blessed Arnold Janssen founded the North American Province

missionary Society of the Divine Word in 1897 with its
headquarters in Illinois as a world wide missionary society. It was
the second U.S. congregation of religious men that accepted
African Americans as candidates for the priesthood. St. Augustine
Seminary opened in 1923, in Bay St. Louis, MS, to provide African
American men with opportunity to become priests and brothers.
The Society of the Divine Word works in 62 countries around the

of

19

Stephan Oaks, Desegregating the Altar (Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
University Press, 1990.
10
h1tp:l/w_W_�qltb_QJ_iG.-church.org/mspnigeria/history.htm The Archbishop of
Ahuja, Most Reverend Dr John Onaiyekan, approved the Society's Constitutions
and Directives in Ahuja on Easter Sunday, April 16th 1999, officially erected the
Society as "Society of Apostolic Life of Diocesan Right on July 1, 1995; Father
Peter Hogan, SSJ, Josephite Archivist travelled to Nigeria to instruct the early
members of the congregation on the topic of African American Catholic History.
JI
http://el]� wikiQedia.org/wiki/Holy Ghost Father:-.
See

Louisiana State
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now the 6th largest religious community of men in the
Church22.
The Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament (SBS) was established

world, and is
Catholic

in 1891 in Bensalem, PA, to minister to Native Americans and

daughter of a famous
family fortune along with
her vows as the founding

African Americans. Saint Katharine Drexel,

Philadelphia banker,

and heiress to the

the first to pronounce
member of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament. St. Katharine
her sisters,

was

(canonised

in

2000) founded and staffed schools throughout the

country for Native and African Americans. However her ministry
to

Blacks

University

flourished in

of Louisiana-the

United States-s-and
and

the South

parishes along

only

numerous

where she founded Xavier

Black Catholic

Black Catholic

the Gulf Coast.

2"'"
.)

University in the
elementary schools

The Black Catholic

laity assumed their collecti ve agency of
Catholic ministry in the community' through the 19th century
"Colored [sic Black] Catholic Congress Movement". Daniel Rudd
inaugurated the Colored Catholic Congresses with the support of
other black Catholic laymen and American Bishops and clergy
committed to the Catholic Mission among African Americans. The
first five Black Catholic congresses were convened between 1889

Congresses called for the recognition of the
"sacred rights of justice and humanity" in the context of anti-black
racial prejudice; the establishment of "literary and temperance
societies, industrial schools, orphanages, hospitals" as part of the
ministries of all the members of religious orders who continually
worked for the "regeneration of our people;" and efforts to have
blacks accepted in labour unions.r" The industrial and religious
educational needs of black children and the necessity of
recognizing the full humanity and rights of black Catholics to
and 1895. The first

lJ.llJ!p:llwww.nbccongress.org/black-catholics/black-catholic-religious
communitics-O i.asp and

httgjlwww.divineword.org/index:asp

23h.!.!P-:llwww.nbccQngrcss.org/black-catholics/black-catholic-religious
fQ!!U]lJJn_itics-02_:_�lli12
J.4

Ibid, 126

and

http://www.katharinedrexel.orgl

Black and

participate

Catholic=African

in church and

society

25

American Catholicism.

was a

continuing
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theme of all fi ve

congresses.

The

Black

Catholic

Community

in

the

Early

Twentieth

Century
The work of black Catholic

religious women and
the
19th century

movements

inaugurated

in

movements,

conferences

and

Catholics in the
In

1916

a

institutions

black Catholic
continued

established

by

in

black

zo" Century.
Black Catholic woman, Miss Elizabeth Barbara
Rouge, Louisiana, founded the third black

Williams of Baton

religious in Savanna Georgia-the
of Mary-with the assistance of Fr.
Ignatius Lissner, a member of the Society of African Missions. At
the invitation of Cardinal Hayes in 1923 the Handmaids moved to
New York to open St. Benedict Day Nursery for the black children
of Harlem and to serve the many southern black migrants who were
Ii ving there. The sisters became pioneers in the field of early
chi Idhood education as they laboured to develop the whole child,
spiritually, physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially. The
congregation incorporated into the Franciscan family and became
the Franciscan Handmaids of the Most Pure Heart of Mary in
1929. The Sisters continue to concentrate their efforts primarily in
26
the I Iarlem area where they li ve and minister
The
Society
of
Saint Edmund, founded in France in the 19th century, began the
Edrnunditc Southern Missions in the ministry of Fathers Casey and
Paro who began a mission in Selma, Alabama, in the summer of
1937. These men initiated the tradition of "working in solidarity
with African Americans" as they sought to participate in the
Catholic ministry in the black community. Their ministry expanded
congregation
Franciscan

h

of

women

Handmaids

Phelps, 121-146;

See also

Cyprian Davis, History, 163-164 for
participants of the Congresses

discussion of the themes discussed and
.

'(,

httpi!!l)�mhers.aol.com/thmnyc/history.htm,

cathol ics/bl.ack_:-.G.ll,thpUc-rel igious-communities-O I.asp,

additional

.

http://www.nhccongress.org/black
and

.htlp:llmcmbcr��d'!QJ.com/fhmnyc/history.htm� http://www.nbccongress.Q.rg!bl��Js.=
cathol ics/black-·catb_olic-religious-communities-O l.asp,
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others in Alabama. I -Iorida, North Carolina and Louisiana, As

the Southern

ministry developed

associates strive to

\\

the Edmundites and their

ork toward social

justice,

to

incorporate

lay
the

rich

heritage and the legacy of African Americans within the
Church, to bring an end to racism and to bring reconciliation
among people. They are known for their charity and financial
support of projects that focus on the well being of the poor in
general and African Americans in particular.:"
The Knights and Ladies of St. Peter Claver form the largest
Black Catholic Organization in the United States. The Josephite
Fathers and Brothers organized the Knights and Ladies of St. Peter
Claver in Alabama between 190Q and 1935. This organization is
comprised of four divisions: the Knights and the Ladies for adults
and the Junior Knights and the Junior Daughters for members from
ages seven to nineteen. Primarily a fraternal and charitable
organization, the Knight and Ladies strive to develop the Christian
character and leadership abilities of its junior members and to
encourage a collective spirit of Christian charity among its senior
members as they respond through service and financial assistance
to the

needs of Catholic churches and institutions

contribute to various civic and ecclesial

seventy-five

black

men.

as

to

critical year
peaked with the

was a

for blacks in the United States. Interracial strife
of

well

organizations.

The Federated Colored Catholics-1919

lynching

as

The riots of 1919 led to the

murder of hundreds of black

men by whites in major cities and
towns.i" Cardinal Gasparri-the Vatican Secretary of State
under Pope Benedict XV-decried these killings and urged the
American bishops to issue a pastoral letter in light of the same.
While the letter made no references to the killings it did speak out
29
against racial hatred and conflict in general.
Thomas Wyatt Turner, a university professor of Biology and
devout Roman Catholic had inaugurated the Committee for the

small

Advancement
n

of

Colored
.

,

.1X
J!>

htrp.z/www.ssc.org/history.html
Cyprian Davis, 216
Ihid. 217

Catholics

.m

1916.

As

committee

Black and

Catholic-African American
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chairman Turner wrote Rome in 1919 to voice the
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concerns

of the

Community-"the exclusion of Black Catholics
Knights of Columbus, the need for black

Black Catholic

from Catholic schools, the

priests,

and other evidences of racial discrimination within the

emerged from this
earlier committee. The Federation was focused on encouraging
black leadership and responsible participation in decision-making
boards within the church and civic organizations and processes
particularly as these related to Catholic Action in the United States
with regard to racial justice.i''
The federation supported the development of the Cardinal
Gibbons Institute initiated by John LaFarge. This Institute was a
Catholic school for African Americans in Ridge, Maryland. The
purpose of the Institute was to provide education to free black
students mentally and morally from the vestiges of slavery that
created and perpetuated racism. African American history and
church." The Federated Colored Catholics

culture

was

the centre of the educational curriculum. Victor and
African American Catholic

couple, served as
principal and assistant principal of the Institute. They developed
their educational approach within the context of the racial uplift
movement of the late 19th and earl y 20th centuries, and African
Constance Daniels,

an

'

1\.
men can

sc h 0 I ars h'tp.

31
.,

Diverse

Strategies and Goals
Society

in the

struggle against

Racism in

the Church and

The demise of the Federated Colored Catholics and the Cardinal

Gibbons Institute

the end

product

of differences in the

strategic
approaches ofTurner and two white Jesuits, Thomas Markoe and
John Lafarge. Turner was convinced that one way to gain
recognition of the human dignity and equality of black people was
for

them

to

was

become

organizations. Lafarge
30

acti ve
on

the

leaders
other

in

hand

civic

sought

and
to

ecclesial

gain

the

Ibid, 220

31

Sec Cecilia Moore, Brilliant Possibility: The Cardinal Gibbons Institute, 1924-1934
(PhD. Dissertation, University of Virginia, 1996) for an expansive historical analysis of

the Institute.
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recognition of black people's human dignity and equality by the
promotion of better race relations and interracial justice.32 Marko
and Lafarge both considered Turner's insistence on Black
leadership as antithetical to their emphasis on promoting race
relations within and beyond the church.
Whi lc the efforts of all three

blacks

fai led to

they

acknowledge

men would prove beneficial to
that their two distinct strategies

both necessary to establish the recognition of the essential
equality of blacks and whites. In a segregated society that had been
were

structured

on

it

inferiority
superiority
inferiority

was

on

assumption of white superiority and black
necessary to challenge the inherited sense of racial

the part of whites and the sense of internalized racial
on
the part of blacks. Thomas Wyatt Turner's

on

model of competent black male leadership and his
the development of other black leaders was one strategy

embodiment
focus

the

as a

calculated to assuage the
needed to combat. The

vestiges of inferiority emancipated slaves
undermining of Thomas Wyatt Turner's
the
within
Federated
Colored Catholics by Markoe and
authority
La Fargo's dismissal of the Daniels from their role as principals of
the Cardinal Gibbons Institute can be interpreted as an indication
that both these well intentioned and talented

their li ves to aid Black

men

still maintain

who dedicated

of racial
people
superiority that prevented them from respecting and interacting
with black men and women as equals.
Despite their differences
a

sense

and the destructive conflict with Turner and the Daniels, Markoe

Lafarge contri buted to the on-going spiritual and intellectual
growth of Blacks. Lafarge founded the Catholic Interracial
Council of New York in May 1934 to promote interracial dialogue
and harmony between Blacks and Whites. This initiative and
subsequent chapters across the nation did assuage some of the
patterns of strict segregation that characterized the times?3 Many
and

31

33.

Ibid, 221-229
Sec

D;lVid W. Southern, John LaFarge and the Limits of Catholic
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1996) and Cyprian Davis'
of Southern's work in Review of Politics, Vol. 60 no 1, pp. 189-189.

lnterracialism
Review

Martin Adam, Zielinski.

'Doing

the truth': The Catholic Interracial Council

of

Black and

Catholic=African American

Catholicism.
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former members of the Colored Federated Catholics and

of Black Catholics

new

in the efforts of

participated
Lafarge
harmony between black and
white Catholics and to support black participation in the Catholic
Church through the Catholic Interracial Conference prior to the
rise of the Civil Rights Movement in the sixties. He was successful
in making the way for Jesuits to abandon segregation in their
generations
to

establish interracial relations and

schools.

Community during the Civil Rights
Responsive to the call for change rooted in
The Black

Era
the Civil

Rights

Movement and the Second Vatican Council the National Black

Catholic

Caucus convened under the

Clergy

leadership

of Fathers

Clements and Rollins Lamberts and other

Herman Porter,

George
Chicago. Together they planned to convene a
priests
black
of
gathering
priests in the context of the Midwest Clergy
Caucus to which they all belonged. The gathering took place in
Detroit Michigan in 1968 with 150 priests in attendance. In the
wake of the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, these priests
of

Black

confronted the racist accommodation of the institutional church

directly. They declared,
"The Catholic Church in the

United

States is

primarily a
primarily to
society. On the

white racist institution has addressed itself

definitely a part of that
contrary
primary work should be
area of institutional, attitudinal and societal change.t'
white

society
we

and is

believe that her

in the

"

Through

the

Caucus, the

newly established National Black Catholic Clergy
priests strongly urged the U.S. Catholic Church "to
(Dissertation, the Catholic University of America, 1989),
Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms # 8912994

New York, 1945-1965

514

pp

(Ann

http://wwwlib.umi.com/dxweb/results
J4
Davis and Phelps eds. "Statement of the Black Catholic Clergy Caucus, 1968
in Stamped ill the Image of God: African Americans Image in R'. tel: ( Maryknoll,
"

New York: Orbis Books,

2003), III
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lay and
leadership
personnel
and advisory positions." The Caucus was challenging the
institutional church to recognize Black Catholics' full dignity as
graced human beings who were intelligent, creative persons gifted
by God and called to be responsible participants in the Church's
mission to continue the mission of Jesus Christ by participating in
"decision making" in diocesan planning and in parishes serving the
black community. Both black and white priests needed to be
educated for co-leadership in the church. Thus the Caucus called
for the
"recruitment of Black men for priesthood," the
establishment of "centers of training for white priests; a black
directed department within the framework of the United States
Catholic Conference; the ordination of single and married deacons
to aid in the work of the Church; and the
establishing and
supporting permanent programs for black leadership training.t"
Although initially the local U.S. Roman Catholic Church was
stunned by the accusation of racism and plea for vehicles of
inclusion, as time passed Black Catholics assumed the initiative
and began to become missionaries to themselves by establishing a
number of organizations and institutions to focus on Catholic
leadership and ministry in the black community.
In 1969, the National Black Catholic Sisters Conference
responsi ve to the same societal and ecclesial currents, convened at
Carlow College in Pittsburgh under the direction of Sister Patricia
Grey, RSM, to address the social and spiritual needs of the Black
Community. Sister Grey was the only sister present at the founding
meeting of the National Black Clergy Caucus. In 1970, the Sister's
consult black members of the church,
to use the

resources

clergy, religious

and

and of Black Catholics in

...

J)

Ibid.' 111-114. Note: The Association

Association

of African

of Black Catholic Seminarians
developed initially in

American Deacons each

and the

tandem

with the National Black Catholic Sister's Conference and the National Black

Clergy
growth
church.

Caucus

respectively.

Currently

the two

National Black Catholic
was not

Both exist to facilitate the educational and

spiritual

of their members and to facilitate collaboration in the ministries of the

available.

organizations meet annually in
Clergy Caucus. Documentation for

tandem

with the

these associations

Black and

conference

Catholic-African
at the

American Catholicism.

of
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develop a plan
objectives:
( I) the eradication of "the powerlessness, the poverty, and
the distorted self image of victimized black people by
responsibly encouraging white people to address themselves
the roots of racism in their own social, professional and
spiritual milieu; (2) to promote a positive self-mage among
ourselves, in our black folk, in our black- youth, through the
knowledge of and appreciation for the beauty of our rich
historical
and
cultural
heritage ; (3) to stimulate
action
aimed
at the achievement of social,
community
political, and economic black power and to participate in
civic programs that exist. ; (4) to initiate self-help
to educate ourselves, our black people
thereby
programs
which
are
the
utilization
of
those
resources
encouraging
useful to black people ; (5) to employ the energies of the
National Black Sisters Conference for the development of
the personal resources of individual sisters for the
deepening of our spirituality and for the promotion of unity
and solidarity among black religious women: and (6) to
develop and utilize fully the potential represented by the
National Black Sisters' Conference through the initiation
gathered

University

Dayton

to

of action. The conference members identified six

...

..

...

...

...

and endorsement of all activities and programs which can
support and enhance the growth of black religious

leadership within
communities.,,36

the

Church

and

in

our

religious

Paul VI's encouragement to the Africans in Uganda to
enrich the Catholic Church with their distinct gift of blackness

Pope

Pope urged Africans to
"[flormulate Catholicism in terms congenial to your own culture;
you wi II be capable of bringing to the Catholic Church the precious

resonated with African Americans. The

J(l

Davis

Phelps eds. "The Survival of Soul: National Black Sister's
Paper, 1969" in Stamped ill the Image of God: African
Image ill Black (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 2003), 113.

and

Conference Position
Americans
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original contribution of 'Negritude' which she needs
particularly in this historic hour.,,3?
Joseph Davis, S.M., a Marianist brother and member of the
National Black Catholic Clergy Caucus, founded in 1970 the
National Office of Black Catholics (NAOBC) as an umbrella
organization to facilitate the goals of the emerging Black Catholic
Organizations. The priests and sisters joined laity who was
committed to addressing the needs, hurts and aspirations of Black
peop1c and to assisting them in the reclamation of their dignity as
human
full
beings. 'They focused simultaneously on the
development of Black Catholic leadership and service to church
and society while engaging in the dialogue between a Catholicism
clothed in traditional European classical culture and diverse
cultures newly recognized as the result of the discovery of modem
anthropology (Vatican II). 'Toward this end the Office set up three
departments, a department of Culture and Worship, a department of
Education, a department of the Black Catholic Lay Caucus.
Brother Davis, a strong and practical charismatic personality
envisioned an institution that would foster a spirit of collaboration
among clergy, religious women and men and laity as they engage
in church and social ministries in the black community. All three
groups had representatives that constituted the Board of Trustees.
Brother Davis and the executive officers representing the
constituent groups made two visits to Rome to dialogue with
and

of the Roman Curia, discuss the situation of Black
Catholics in the United States and to participate in a conference
members

sponsored by the Pontifical Office for Social Justice on "Racism
and Pastoral Ministry". Eventually tensions would arise among the
Board of trustees that would contribute to the dismantling of the
collaborative umbrella that characterized the original NAOBC.
Brother Joseph Davis' congregation reassigned him to another
mission and he had to vacate his position at the NAOBC in 1977.
37

Homily Of Paul VI At The Eucharistic Celebration at the Conclusion of
Symposium Organized by The Bishops Of Africa Kampala (Uganda), 31 July

711e

1969

Black and

DUling

1978 Ms

Catholic-African American

Penny Taylor,

who had

Catholicism.

come on

board
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as

staff to

Brother Davis, worked closely with the Board of Trustees to hold
the Office together unti I a new Executi ve Director and Department
heads could be put in

place.

The Black

Community

Century
Eventually,

Brother

in the Last

Quarter of

the Twentieth

Cyprian Rowe, a Marist Brother, poet and
the leadership of NAOBC from 1978 to
Under
1987.
Cyprian Rowe some stability was established and the
office continued its programs of liturgical education and supported
the nascent beginnings of the National Association of Black
Catholic Administrators. This organization brought together Black
Catholics who had been employed as directors in local offices of
Black Catholic Ministries by the dioceses. Initially these directors
were charged to assist the diocese to develop and use resources to
facilitate effective ministry in the Black Catholic Community. The
Kujenga Conference was held to address issues key to the Black
Community: Family, Criminal Justice, Parish Life, Lay Leadership,
Liturgy, Vocations, Youth, Education and Social Ministry.
According to Rowe, the office was growing and able to meet its
goals for evangelization, Staff changes insured the quality of the
academic, would

assume

programs and created new ones. However, contention
continued on the Board, the National' Black Catholic Sisters

old

Conference

from

withdrew

Catholic

the

and

the

National

Black

Catholic

1981and it continued

Office in

Caucus

Clergy
as

a

Lay

omee."

The National Black

Clergy

Caucus

working collaboratively

with members of the National Black Catholic Sisters Conference

initiated

the

Black

Catholic

Theological Symposium

and

the

Institute for Black Catholic Studies.

3X

Brother

Joseph

Black Catholic ed.
1880-1987

1988)

"

Davis and Brother

Christopher

Cyprian Rowe,

The National Office of

Kaufmann "The Black Catholic
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The Black Catholic

Theological Symposium (BCTS) was
initiated in 1978 by Rev. 'Thaddeus Posey, O.P.M. in consultation
with members of the Clergy Caucus and Sisters Conference but
was sponsored by the National Black Catholic Clergy Caucus as an
occasional conference. The proceedings of the first conference
were published as Theology a Portrait in Black but those of the
second conference were not. After a long hiatus the symposium
was re-convened in 1991 by Sister Jamie T. Phelps, a.p., PhD, an
Adrian Dominican Sister, theologian and member of the Sisters
Conference. The participants of this meeting agreed that the BeTS
should become a national Roman Catholic interdisciplinary
theological society, which would meet annually to address the need
for the on-going development of Black Catholic theological and
interdisciplinary scholarship to provide a theological and
intellectual articulation and critique of the faith and social
experience of Black Catholics.39 The BCTS constitution identified
its

mission

community

as:

of

among Black Catholics an ethical
dialogue characterized by: (a) commitment

foster

"To

scholarly
humanity

(b) regard for the
plurality
backgrounds and religious
experience among Black peoples; (c) the development of a
theology that is authentically Black and truly Catholic.,,4o
The Institute for Black Catholic Studies (IBeS) Xavier
University of Louisiana was inaugurated in 1980 as a collaborative
effort of the Clergy Caucus and Sisters Conference." Once again
Father Thaddeus Posey provided the administrative leadership and
to

the fundamental
of

cultural

and

of all persons;

ethnic

provided the academic leadership. The
pilot program at Xavier began during the summer of 1980 with
three teachers: Father Cyprian Davis, OSB (Church History);
Father Joseph Nearon, SSS (Black Approaches to Scripture); and
Sister Toincttc Eugene, PBVM, (Black Approaches to Religious
Father

39
,W

.� I

Joseph Nearon,

http://w_w!Y_:b�_!_�_.org/
Ibid., "History"

see

SSS

"about BeTS"

In 1986 the National African American Catholic Youth Ministers Network for

youth ministers, serving
became

an

in the Black Catholic

Community

was

affi Ii ate of the National Federation for Catholic Youth

initiated and

Ministry.

Black and

Education). The
research

Catholic+African American

Institute

institution

was

founded

that endeavours

as a

Catholicism.

ministerial
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training

effective

and

leaders

shape
42
'The
Community.
engaged
Institute exists to provide holistic interdisciplinary education that
integrates the complex experience as Black Catholics by exploring
the theological, historical, sociological, cultural, and spiritual
traditions of the Catholic Church as they impact on Black
experience. Through its Masters degree and continuing education
and certification programs scholars and students are articulating
and developing a distinct Black Catholic theology, Black Catholic
liturgical practice and Black Catholic ministerial methods for
catcchcsis, youth ministry and leadership. Currently it is the only
Institute in the Western hemisphere that intentionally explores the
richness of the distinct Black Catholic experience as foundational
to the creati ve development of successful and effecti ve strategies
for Catholic ministry in the U.S. Black Community. Over 1000
Catholics who minister in the Black Catholic community have
completed certificates and Masters Degrees in theology in the
twenty-seven year history of the Institute. Many of the current
leadership in ministries across the country have spent some time at
to

in Catholic mission in the Black

.

the lnsti tute.

Episcopal Leadership:

mack Catholic

Bishops

and the African

American Secretariat of the United States Catholic Conference

Urged by

the National Black Catholic

States Catholic Conference

Organizations,

to increase the

the United

number of Black

began
episcopal ministry. In the ro" century, Most
Reverend James August Healy (1830-1900) was the only African
American Bishop of mixed heritage (Irish and Black). Bishop
Harold Perry was appointed auxiliary bishop of New Orleans in
1966 and thus became the first priest to be appointed to the
episcopacy in the twentieth century. Twenty-three African
Americans have been selected as Bishops to serve in the u.s
priests

elevated to the

.

.

p

( www.xula.cdu/I/JCS/
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Catholic Church since the initiation of the National Black Catholic
Movement.

Black Roman Catholic

jurisdiction
regardless of

over

Bishops

are

responsible

for and have

all the Catholics within their diocese

their racial-ethnic

heritage.

In tum, the

or

vicariate

lay

Catholic

accountable first to their pastors and
the auxiliary bishops in whose vicariate they

members of each diocese
local

are

congregation,
ultimately to the local ordinary bishop. Informally,
Black Catholic bishops voluntarily engage in national efforts that
impact on the Black Catholic Community. In turn, Black Catholics
not only are accountable to their local bishops regardless of their
ethnic-racial heritage but also hold their African American bishops
in particular esteem and expect them to represent their issues at
national assemblies and intcmational gatherings of bishops. The
Black Catholic Bishops have written several pastoral letters giving
directions to the Black Community and facilitated the passage of
several major documents by the United States Catholic Conference.
For example, What We Have Seen and Heard urges Back Catholics
to be engaged in cvangelizatioru't' Brothers and Sisters to Us
!�lchal1enges the Catholic community to confront the sin of racism
within the church and society.
As-the numbers of African American Bishops increased and
their Episcopal ministry began to have impact on the United States
Catholic Congress, it became necessary to establish an African
American Secretariat. Beverly A. Carroll is the founding director of
the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops' Secretariat for African
American Catholics and has served in this capacity since 1988.
minister and

iU

On

September 9,

this document

as

a

1984 the ten Black

Bishops of the
community.

witness to the Black

Unites States
The

published
Bishops sought to
it means not only

explain that evangelization is both a call and a response,
preaching but also witnessing. The first part of the document is about
gi Its rooted in the African heritage. In part two they discussed the
evanuelization that still
4/1

must

be

overcome.

http://www.usccb.org/saac/bishopspastoral.shtml

the shared
obstacles

to

American Catholicism.
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"The Secretariat for African American Catholics

serves as

Black and

the

chief

Catholic

Catholic-African

advisor

Bishops

to

in

the

United

fulfilling

Conference

States

its

ministry

of

African

to

American Catholics in the United States. The Secretariat
its function the coordination of responses regarding
ministry, evangelization, and worship in the African
has

as

American

Community on the
guided by

the Secretariat is
African

American

Catholics

national level. The work of
the

Bishops'

Committee

on

(BCAAC). The BCAAC's

primary mission is to encourage the development and assist
in the implementation of pastoral programs that evangelize
and incorporate racial, ethnic and cultural groups of African
within

descent

the

States

United

into

the

life

of the

Church.,,45
demise

The

of

collaboration

of

National

Catholic

Black

via the National Office of Black Catholics led to its

organization
replacement by

the National Black Catholic

Congress

as

the locus

of collaborative efforts.
The National Black Catholic

Congress (NBCC)

movement

the collective efforts of the Black Catholic

re-vitalized

through
Bishops of the United States in 1987 under the leadership of
Bishop James P. Lyke, OSF. It has emerged as the leading
organization by which to orchestrate the mission and ministries of
was

Black Catholic members of the U. S. Roman Catholic Church. It

provides

a

vehicle for national communication

Catholics via its web

page''"

and facilitates the

between Black

common

efforts of

major national Black Catholic groups. Its board of trustees is
comprised of the executive officers of each of the major Black
all the

Catholic

Organizations

and the Institute for Black Catholic Studies.

As such the NBCC board is

representative

clergy, deacons, religious
ministers who hold leadership
.l)
·Ie,

of

some

of the

bishops,

and men, and lay ecclesial
positions in the Black Catholic

women

http://www.usccb.org/saac/mission.shtml
Sec the web page http://www.nbccongress.org/
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Community. Bishop John Ricard of the diocese of Tallahassee
Pensacola is currently the Episcopal executive of Congress.
The

NBCC
in

the

conducts
African

annual

convocations

American

for

and

ministerial

leader

ministry, lay
training
High School Consortium
program and circulates a quarterly newsletter entitled "The
American Catholic Tribune" in memory of Daniel Rudd's 19th
century newsletter. The Congress currently convenes national
con vcntions every f ve years. Congress VI--held at the national
shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington D.C. from
May 21-24 1987-·--had over 1500 delegates and observers, over
fifty bishops. It developed the first ever national plan for ministry
focused on African American community. This plan expressed the
and ideas that Black Catholics sought to implement
concerns
the
through
diocesan structures of the Church facilitated by the
leadership of the National Association of Black Catholic
Administrators working collaboratively with their co-workers in
diocesan offices under the leadership of the local bishops. The 6th
Congress called for on-going cultural education on the history and
culture of blacks; ongoing engaging of the youth in special youth
ministry initiatives, integral religious education, development of
worship and spiritual programs to nourish the spiritual life of parish
members; ongoing development of liturgical teams to develop
inculturatcd liturgics to further spiritual growth of the church
community, development of structures and processes to incorporate
black Catholics in the decision making strategies of the parishes
and deepening the awareness of the black Catholic consciousness
of parishioners, the prayerful encouragement of youth and young
adults to consider the possibility of a call to priesthood or
consecrated vowed life, empowerment of lay leadership, parish
development, outreach to the community through Black Catholic
Schools, social outreach programs.. community development and
inculturated programs of evaluation'".
training
workshops,

coordinates

a

Catholic

.

IrJ

Here f

Am, Send Me, A conference Response

Americans and the Pastoral Plan.

19X9). 928.

to

the

Evangelization

of African

(National Conference of Catholic

Bishops,

Brack and Catholic-African American Catholicism.

Congress
1992 with
resource

a
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Seven convened in New Orleans from June 9-12

focus

on

the Black Catholic

book for

Balm in Gilead:

ministry
Programs

convened

Family produced

a

to Black Catholic families entitled "A

for Parish

Implementation.". Congress

Baltimore

Maryland from August 28-31,
the evangelization of Black Catholics to assume
their role as Catholic .evangelizers. There were approximately 3,500
participants including cardinals, bishops, clergy, religious, and lay
in

Eight
1997emphasized

leaders who minister to African Americans in the Catholic Church.

During the Congress "Our Mother of Africa Chapel" was dedicated
on August 30, 1997, at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception in Washington, D.C. The outcome of the
eighth Congress was published in the document, "The Call to
Evangelization: Ambassadors Speaking for Christ," to assist those
working in the areas of evangelization and community
development in the African American community. The publication
offers resources, suggestions, and other information designed to be
used throughout the calendar year'"
Congress Nine convened in Chicago, Illinois from August 29
to September 1, 2002 established eight principles that dioceses
were asked to focus on in accord with their particular contexts:
Spirituality, Parish Life, Youth and Young Adults, Catholic
Education,

Social

Participants

identified

area.

Justice,

goals

Annua1 evaluations

Africa

Racism,

and

HIV

Aids.

and actions to be carried out in each

were sent to

each diocese to indicate the

progress they had made in addressing the issues. In preparation of
the tenth Congress, scheduled to be held in Buffalo New York,

2007, eight commissions
action relative to each

were

principle

established to present a plan of
and to engage the participants to

commit themselves to effective action in relation to the established

principles.
Congress

ten

convened in Buffalo, New York,

July

13-16

2007, continued the development of the principles of the ninth
Congress IX, augmented the social action agenda of the Congress
·IX

See the web page

http://www.nbccongress.org/
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evangelization and the spiritual ground
social justice ministry. Changing its
necessary
approach from that of a congress, the tenth gathering, the first in
the twenty-first century, used a conference approach. The
conference theme "Christ is With Us: Celebrating the Gifts of the
Sacraments" encouraged those engaged in the social justice
workshop focused on the eight principles-Spirituality, Parish Life,
Youth and Young Adults, Catholic Education, Social Justice,
Racism, Africa and 1IIV Aids-to interpret their social concerns
through the lens of our lives as sacramental people. A separate
youth track was developed to support the emergence of youth and
young adult leadership.
an

emphasis
for

on

effective

The Future
Increased

continental

migration

of

African

priests

and

Africa, Haiti and the Caribbean

religious from
has spawned the

development of an association of African Priests and Sisters as well
as
the flowering of the Haitian Apostolate Conferences, the
Ethiopian Apostolate and various other· associations of African
Catholics. These continue to enlarge the number and expand the
cultural diversity of Black Catholics in the United States. The
st
Black Catholic Community at the beginning of the 21 century is
truly a diverse cultural reality comprised of Roman Catholics born
the continent of Africa, the Cari bbean,
and the United States The international and

in di verse local churches

Latin America,

on

Europe
regional diversity of U.S. Black Catholics has helped
more conscious of its ·global responsibility as a member

it become
of

a

world

church.
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of Ecumenical Theology Vol. 19 (2007),

Spiritan Missionary Enterprise
-A Critical

Spring

Igboland

Assessment.'

Charles A. Ebelebe,
Hill

in

62-89

c.S.Sp2

College, Mobile, Alabama

Introduction
anymore that the Catholic Church in recent times
has had to look more and more towards the Churches of the South

It is

hardly

news

missionary" personnel. The Churches
increasingly producing a significant percentage
for

its

missionaries from the South. Just
accounted

for

as

in

Africa

of these

are

new

the Irish Catholic Church

significant percentage of· Europe's missionary
19th and early zo" centuries, the Igbo Catholic
significant contributor to this pool of missionaries from
a

personnel

in the late

Church is

a

Africa. In this article I offer

a

critical assessment of the mission of

Spiritans in Igboland, with a view to understanding this
missionary force from Africa. Such assessment is helpful if we
are to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past.
One recurrent criticism against the European missionaries who
brought Christianity to Africa was that they planted a western form
of Christianity in Africa. The missionaries, it is charged, were
generally dismissive of African cultures and made little effort to

the Irish
new

incarnate the faith in these cultures. African Churches have been

engaged

in

trying

to reverse this error. This is

why inculturation,

which is used to describe that process by which the Good News is
incarnated in a particular culture, could be described as the major

theological concept
I

that has

preoccupied

African

theologians

since

chapter of my doctoral
Theology
Holy Ghost Fathers in
in
the
of
the
Face
of Mission Today:
1905-1970,
Light
Igboland,
Changing
Toward a Mission Theology for the Igbo Church." Marquette University,
This article is

largely

the substance of the third

dissertation titled, "The Mission

of the Irish

Milwaukee, 2007.
).

Ebclcbc is a Spiritan priest from Nigeria and a recent graduate of Marquette
University. Milwaukee. He is currently an adjunct professor of theology at
Spring I li ll College. Mobile, Alabama.
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the 1970s and up to the present. The Irish Spiritans in Igboland
share in this charge of cultural insensitivity made against their

European compatriots elsewhere in Africa. The Church they left in
Igboland was largely an Irish Church. It should not have been.
Missionary apologists have often defended the poor record of
European missionaries in incarnating the faith in their host cultures
by arguing that the missionaries were products of their time; that
they knew no better; that they did their best under the prevailing
missionary theory and practice of the late 19th and mid-20th
centuries. I disagree. I argue that the Irish Spiritans in Igboland had
enough material in the official missionary statements of the Church
during this period, and in their Spiritan heritage, to have engaged in
a more culturally-sensitive missionary apostolate in Igboland. I
point to their Irish Catholic background as being a dominant
influence in their missionary apostolate in Igboland, and as the
reason they failed in this area.
Who Were the Irish

Spiritans?
theology

of the Irish

Spiritans in
lgboland,
Spiritans were. For
this reason I examine briefly the socio-political and religious
environment of Ireland at the turn of the zo" century. My emphasis
is more on the religious history, for the question that I seek to

To

understand the
one

answer

needs to understand who the Irish

is, "What

Spiritans

mission

came

to

was

the faith environment from which the Irish

Igboland?"

always been connected with that of
England,
powerful neighbour to the east. The first contact
between Ireland and England dates back to the iz" century. Land
was always an important factorin this contact. With a traditional
economy heavily dependent on agriculture and a population that
was overwhelmingly agrarian and a short supply of arable land for
the great majority, it comes as no surprise that one of the key issues
in Ireland should be the control of land."
The

history
its

-�

of Ireland has

more

Sec Mike Cronin, A

IIistory of Ireland (New York: Palgrave Publishers, 2001),

9 -l5. This situation is similar in many respects to the situation that the Irish
Spiritans met in Igboland in the zo" century. Land was of such importance in
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Scholars of Irish

(1845-1849) is

a

formation of the

history

unanimous that the Great Famine

are

watershed in the

post-famine

history

1845-9," writes 1. C. Beckett, "is
of modem Ireland.

major dividing-line in the
Politically, economically and socially,
appears sharply distinct from the period
a

history
period that followed it
that preceded it." Furthermore,
importance of the Great Famine lies

the

of Ireland and in the

Irish consciousness. "The famine of

he

states:

'the

historical

only in the physical results
population, the transfer of
property, the changes in agriculture-but in the attitude to the
government and to the ruling class that it engendered in the great
,,4
majority of the people. In the same vein, Cronin speaks of the
legacy of the famine as one that had long-lasting effects that would
go on to shape the future of Ireland.' The famine helped to change
especial I y the shape of Irish Catholicism.
Between 1791 and 1841 the population of Ireland grew from
4.5 million to 8.1 million," The overwhelming majority of this
population was Catholic.' Much of Ireland was rural and poor, and
much of this population explosion occurred among the rural poor.
A perennial problem for the Catholic Church in Ireland in the pre
famine period was the deteriorating ratio of priest to Catholic
population, made worse by the many clergy lost to the Penal laws.
This posed a great challenge for structured parish ministry. Also,
with their little patches of potato farms and many mouths to feed,
survival was a constant struggle for this great mass of Ireland's
not

that followed from it-the decline in

.

.

Igboland that the most important deity among the traditional Igbo was a land
deity, ALa. However, in Igboland unlike in Ireland, land was traditionally a
communal property. That was why it was often the source of inter-village or
inter-town conflict.
4

1923 (New York: Alfred A.
Beckett, The Making of Modem lreland 1603
336.
Knopf, 1966),
:;
Cronin, History of Ireland, 144.
6
Louise Fuller, Irish Catholicism Since 1950: The Undoing of a Culture
(Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 2002), xxvi
t
According to the report of an official government commission, in 1835,
Catholics numbered 6,436,000 or 80.9 per cent of the Irish population (ibid.
xxiii).
-

.

Irish

"subsistence

Spiritan Missionary Enterprise

economy."

Under

such

Igboland
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circumstances,

attendance at Mass and other features of

suffered."

in

organized

regular

Catholicism

Catholicism oriented very much to the
home and which drew much from folk religion and tradition; a
The result

was a

peasant religion that "found expression in patterns, pilgrimages,
holy wells, stations and wakes.t'"
.

and the

'The

often uncomfortable with this

bishops
clergy
popular piety, often suspecting it of superstitious and pagan
overtones, and they sought to bring Irish Catholicism in line with
the Tridentinc tradition, which prevailed in the universal Church at
this time. Shortage of priests and inadequate physical structures
hampered their efforts. But by the time of the famine, significant
were

form of

to

improvement had been recorded in the area of Church structures.
The famine took care of the problem of priest shortage, or at least
lessened its severity, as the combined effects of death, disease, and
emigration, which followed the famine, decimated the population
of Ireland, especially the rural poor. Ironically, the post-famine
period also witnessed a significant improvement in the economic
fortunes of the remnant population. After the famine the Irish
society became more homogenous and more prosperous, and also
more orthodox in the practice of their faith and closer in mentality
I I
to their clergy.
The socio-religious and political environment in
Ireland
made it difficult for Trent's Counterpre-famine
g

Mass attendance in this

areas.

In the former, it

period was much higher in
high as 100 per cent in

was as

the urban than in the rural
some

places

and

as

low

as

30 per cent in others. See David Miller, "Irish Catholicism and the Great
Famine," Journal of Social History 9, no. 1 (1975): 81-98. Patrick Corish agrees
with Miller's observations but thinks hi� figures a little exaggerated and reverses

them downwards. See his The Irish Catholic

Experience (Dublin: Gill and

Macmillan, 1985), 166-67.
9
Fuller, Irish Catholicism, xxiv. Michael Drumm describes pre-famine Irish
Catholicism

as

religion blending folk customs with Christian
A People Formed by Ritual," in Faith and
Context, ed. Eoin Cassidy (Dublin: Veritas Publications,

"a traditional

orthodoxy" C"Irish
Culture ill the Irish

Catholics

1996), 84).
10

According to the Catholic Directory, as many as 900 Churches were built
restored in the 30 years preceding 1844. See Fuller, Irish Catholicism, xxv.
II
Fuller, Irish Catholicism, xxvii.
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Reformational Catholicism to take full hold in Ireland. 'The Great
Famine

helped

environment

Tridcntine lines.

19th century
According to

change this, providing a more conducive
flowering of Irish Catholicism along
This evolution reached its highpoint in the midto

for

the

until the Second Vatican Council.

but continued

'Thomas McGrath, "the

1962 witnessed the

period
of
expression
triumphant

1875 to Vatican II in
the Tridentine ideal in

Ireland.,,12
"Catholicism of the Irish Kind"
In Ireland the Tridentine

of

19th century Ireland,

ideal, aided by the peculiar circumstances
on a unique character, and produced

took

what continental Catholic intellectuals have characterized

as

"le

catholicisme du type iriandais.,,13 6 Riordain identifies some of the
characteristics and the factors that went into the making of this type
of Irish Catholicism. He considers it

Irish kind" has remained the
into the late

zo" century,

pity

a

that "Catholicism of the

public face of Irish Catholicism right
though it was neither really Irish nor

even

Catholic. For him, this type of Catholicism owed much to the
cultural influence of Anglo-Saxon Puritanism, an influence made

possible by the political
the Irish language and

I),

a

destruction of Ireland and the decline of

6

culture.

Riordain

contends

that

the

McGrath, "The Tridcntinc Evolution of Modern Irish Catholicism, 1563-1962;
Re-examination

II is/DIY

Today,

of the

'Devotional Revolution'

ed. Rearnonn

6

Muirf

1990), 97. As the title suggests,
Larkin's

intluential

"devotional

Thesis," in Irish Church

Cumann Seanchais Ard Mhacha,
in this article McGrath challenges Emett

(Armagh:

revolution"

by which the eminent
spearheaded by
Paul Cardinal Cullen, the archbishop of Dublin and Papal Legate, happened in
Ireland between 1850-1875, which turned the Irish into practicing Catholics of
the sacramental and devotional type. See Larkin's The Historical Dimensions of
Irish Catholicism (Washington DC: Catholic University of American Press,
1984),57-58. The substance of this thesis had previously been published as "The
historian of Irish Catholicism held that

a

thesis

devotional revolution

Devotional Revolution in Ireland, 1850-75," American Historical Review 77,
3

situation
I3

no.

(1972): 625-52. Larkin's thesis is persuasive, but McGrath's reading of the
Kevin

seems

Smyth,

to me more accurate.

"Priests and

People,"

Furrow 9,

no.

3

(1958): 136.

Irish

austerity
source
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and not to Jansenism,

Saxon

as

is often

owes more

to

this

postulated.

the medium for the dissemination of this
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The works

culture.

writers, such

of

Anglo
English spiritual and

James Butler

(1741-1791), Richard
(1691-1781),
George Hay (1729-1811) were very
popular in 18th century Ireland, and they helped shape a spirituality
whose general strain could be described as "severe and anxious.,,14
devotional

as

and

Challoner

Besides Britain, the Continent was another source of 18th century
Irish spirituality. From Belgium, France, Italy, and elsewhere many
new

devotions--processions,

novenas,

missions,

Benediction,

confraternities, devotions to the Sacred Heart
and to the Immaculate Heart--and their supporting sacramentals
stations of the cross,

scapulars, medals, holy pictures-were imported into Ireland
mostly through the many religious orders and societies from the
Continent that were establishing in Ireland at this time. These
devotional
spiritual practices came to be identified with
Catholicism of the Irish kind.
Another

source

of this Catholicism

was

the reforms initiated in

mid-19th century by Paul Cullen, the archbishop of Armagh,
Papal Legate. Especially significant in this
regard was the national Synod in Thurles in 1850, the first such
Synod in Ireland since the 1ih century. The decrees of this and
subsequent synods as well as the "Missions" preached mostly by
members of the many religious orders throughout the parishes in
Ireland, helped to mould the Irish people into "a thoroughly
sacramental and Mass-going church."I5
the

and later Dublin, and

Catholicism of the Irish kind
the Irish

the type of Catholicism that
to Igboland. All the devotional spiritual
was

Spiritans brought
practices mentioned above, and more besides, are popular in
lgboland; so are the sacraments and the sacramentals. The Igbo, of
course, have added their own local genius to many of these,
sometimes
approa�hing them from the perspective of their
I·'
I)

Corish, The Irish Catholic Experience, 131.
() Riord.iin, Irish Catholic Spirituality. 117.
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I agree with 6 Rfordain that there is nothing
necessarily wrong with Catholicism of the Irish kind, but as he
feared for the Irish, I fear that this type of Catholicism is not

traditional

religion.

connecting

with the

externals and

on

Igbo

at their

depth.
My hope

activities.

The

emphasis

is much

is that inculturation

on
can

change this. With these initial remarks I now examine some of the
important aspects of the Irish Spiritan missionary enterprise in
Igboland.
The Goal and Motivation of the Irish

Spiritan

Mission in

Igholand
Spiritans in Igboland brought with them the prevailing
understanding of the goal of mission, as outlined in the official
16
missionary documents of the pre-Vatican II period. Their primary
missionary goal was to plant the Church and to increase the number
of its members in Igboland. The priest was the primary agent of
evangelization and his task was to proclaim the message of
salvation and to provide the means of salvation-the sacraments
to those who accept this message. But, as the Irish Spiritans in
general never mastered the Igbo language, and so were hampered
in their proclamation of the Gospel message, this aspect of their
work was quickly entrusted to the local catechists, and they
concentrated mostly on administering the sacraments. This was
especially the case in the era of expansion and consolidation when
there was an explosion in the numbers of those seeking admittance
into the Church. This gave the Irish mission theology in Igboland a
highly sacramental flavour.l Bishop Shanahan's "Circular No.
lO"JX is to be understood against this background.

'The Irish

'

16

See Benedict XV's Maximum illud

(1926),6.
11

This

to

the

case

with the Catholic Church in Ireland that most of the Irish

knew. Thomas

Kiggins

writes of Pat

Whitney,

one

of the first two Irish

for temporary assignment in Nigeria and who went
found the St. Patrick's Missionary Society (Kiltegans), that "he had no

diocesan
on

and Pius Xl's Rerum ecclesiae

.

was

Spiritans

(1919), 1;

priests

to volunteer

saving of Nigeria'
parish structures

doubt that

"the

sacraments

and the

centred

on

the

priest,

on

the Mass, the

which he had known in Ireland from his

Irish
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Spiritans

in

doomed
Igboland was the salvation of souls, who otherwise
the
the
The
the
of
in
more
number
souls
greater
question
perdition.
motivation to reach them." The density of the population in the
to

were

lgbo

hinterland

This

push

to

was

bring

a

big

motivation in the

salvation to the

Igbo

was

push

to

reach them.

conceived in

military

terms; the missionaries were engaged in battle with the Devil and
all his forces of darkness, who were exercising dominion over

Igboland and its people. Shanahan, for one, saw his mission as a
campaign to dislodge the Devil from his citadel in Igboland. From
his retirement home in Kimmage he muses on the good old days:
"There is nothing in this world like the vision of a great group of
adults being baptized out in the open in the midst of a country
where the Devi I has such a grip of everything. In Ireland he owns
in Africa nearly cvcrything.v/?
nothing
Accordingly, he
...

earliest

days" [Maynootlz

Mission to

(Dublin: Gill and Macmillan,
18

It would

seem

Africa:
1991),40].

The

that the Onitsha Vicariate held

which matters of

Story of St. Patrick's, Kiltegan

periodic Provincial Chapters
discussed and decisions arrived

at

pastoral importance
Chapters promulgated by the Vicar Apostolic as law in the vicariate. The
tenth such assembly was held at Onitsha in August 1924 and its decisions
published as Circular No. 10. The document speaks of the decisions as being a
product of "the quasi unanimous consensus of the Fathers," which seems to
suggest that only priests attended these Chapters or that only priests voted on·the
decisions. See Spiritan General Archives, Chevilly-Larue, France (hereafter
CSSp Gen. Archives), 1111.1 b3.
19
The need to reach the proverbial one billion un-baptized peoples of the world
was a recurrent theme in the official missionary documents of this period. See
were

at

these

Maximum illud, 1; Rerum

ecclesiae, 6.

),0

Bishop Shanahan of Southern Nigeria. Dublin: Clonrnore, 1971,
'conception of missionary work in terms of military campaign is a
common theme in Shanahan's letters, as we see in many of his personal letters to
the Missionary Sisters of the Holy Rosary, which he founded. See Bishop
Shanahan and his Missionary Family, ed. Mary Brigid (Killeshandra, Ireland:
Missionary Sisters of the Holy Rosary, 1967), 62, 80, 86, 88-94. See also Luke
Mbcfo, "Bishop Joseph Shanahan: A Missionary Who Loved Africans," AFER
John Jordan,
226. The

.

3() (1994), 341.
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conceives of Ireland

�ifc

as a

crusading nation,

the pagan wortd."
The presence of competition

sent to

bring

the divine

to

in

the

form

of

Protestant

missionaries, especially of the Church Missionary Society (CMS)
an urgency to this campaign that otherwise may not have
been there. In fact, one can safely say that next to the schools, the

added

presence of Protestant competition was the single most important
factor in the Irish Spiritans' missionary success in Igboland. The
Irish

motivation in

Spiritans' missionary

Igboland

the Counter-Reformation and also the drive to

was

assure

inspired by

salvation for

again in their correspondence the danger posed
to the salvation of the Igbo by the Protestant missionary drive is
gi ven by the leaders of the Irish mission in Igboland as the one
reason why it is urgent to supply men and money to the Igbo
mission to enable the Catholics win the battle for the Igbo soul.

the

Igbo. Again

and

'The School in the Service of
Much

has

been

written

Evangelization

about the role of the

of

While' all

schools in

the

its pre
factor in the

Igboland.
evangelization
agreed
eminent position as the single most important
evangelization story of Igboland, there are disagreements as to who
initiated it and why it was so successful. Until recently, and thanks
especially to Jordan's influential biography of Shanahan, which
first appeared in 1949, the prevailing opinion has been that the
choice of the school as the primary means of evangelization in
Igboland was the brainchild of Bishop Shanahan.22 This was
7.)

17.

are

as

to

Jordan, Bishop Shanahan, 177.

Daly, a veteran of the Igbo mission, shares this view. See his "Iboland:
Background to the Vocation Explosion," AFER 15, no. 3 (1973): 259-266.
Angela Ruddy, a Holy Rosary Sister and vice-postulator for the cause of Bishop
Shanahan's beatification, has recently defended this view. See her "Bishop
Joseph Shanahan and the Evangelisation of Nigeria" in Spiritan Anniversary
Lectures, 1703-2003 (Dublin: Paraclete Press, 2004). According to Ruddy, it was
that Lejeune began to speak more forcefully in favour of
no coincidence
evangelization through the school only after Shanahan joined the mission in
1902. The sources, however, reveal that Lejeune had begun to concentrate on
schools as an evangelization strategy before Shanahan's arrival at Onitsha. In
John

the

Irish

regarded

as a
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genius on Shanahan's part and as his main
riding on this so one can understand the

claim to fame. Much is

discomfort of those who subscribe to this view when it is called

question, as it has been, first by P. B. Clarke,23 then by
Augustine Okwu.i" and more recently by I. R. A. Ozigbo_25
Subsequent research by Igbo scholars has generally identified with
the view that Lejeune, and not Shanahan, should be credited with
being the originator in the Igbo mission of the method of
evangelization through the schools."
While I am persuaded by the Lejeune school of thought, I
submit that there is nothing originaf either to Lejeune or to
Shanahan, in the method of evangelization through the schools. It
belongs to both the Catholic and Spiritan evangelization ethos.
Libcrmann had accorded an important place to schools in his
missionary methodology, and insisted on it when some of his
missionaries protested that they "did not go -to the Missions to
become school
teachers." "Civilization" was an important
of
Libermann's
concept of evangelization, and the
component
into

.

fact, it

Igbo

was

to

help

mission. See

him implement that vision that he requested Shanahan for the
CSSp Cell. Archives, 1011.1, and Missionary Annals, August

1948, 11.
13

Clarke, "The Methods and Ideology of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Eastern
Nigeria 1885-1905" Journal of Religion in African (JRA) VI, 2, 1974. This
article is reprinted in The History of Christianity in West Africa, ed. O.D. Kalu
(London and New York: Longman, 1980), 36-62.
7.4
Okwu, "The Mission of the Irish Holy Ghost Fathers Among the Igbo of South
Eastern Nigeria 1905-1956" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, New
York, 1977, Microfilm), 148-149.
7.5
Ozigbo, Igbo Catholicism: The Onitsha Connection, 1967-1984 (Onitsha,
Nigeria: Africana-Fep Publishers, 1985), 9.
}.()
Some of these authors include, Nicholas Omenka, The School in the Service of
Evangelization: The Catholic Educational Impact in Eastern Nigeria, /886-/950
(I .cidcn: E. J. Brill, 1989), 43-54; Casimir Eke and others, lIZ tlze Footsteps of
Our Founders: A History of the Spiritan Province of Nigeria, /953-2002
(Onitsha, Nigeria: SNAAP Press, 2006), 160. Edith Dynan is one of the few Irish
voices to identify with the Lejeune school of thought. See her A Man for
Everybody: The story of Bishop Joseph Shanahan (Dublin: Veritas Publications,
200 I ). 3 1, 38, 58.
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school

was

primary civilizing agent. The school was important
reasons: it was the breeding ground for catechists and

his

for two other

clergy, two essential
missionary evangelization.
local

elements in Libermann's program of
'These were precisely two areas in

which the schools served the Irish
well.

Spiritan missionary apostolate

in

Igboland particularly
Spiritans and the Igbo Language
Generall y speaking the Irish Spiritans never mastered the Igbo
language. They interacted with the people and did their preaching
mostly through interpreters. The Irish Spiritans who could
confidently preach to the people in Igbo were too few as to be
statistically insignificant. Their excuse was that the Igbo language
was too difficult to learn. Most Igbo, especially the elite, did not
accept this excuse. 'This was why their failure to master the
language always featured in the criticism of them by the early Igbo
indigenous clergy, who saw in this failure a certain colonial attitude
and disrespect for the Igbo culture. The critics charged the Irish
Spiritans with superior colonial mentality and disinterestedness.
I do not think the difficulty of the language is enough to
explain this general failure of the Irish Spiritans to master the Igbo
language. Missionaries have mastered more difficult languages. In
general the Catholic missionaries to Asia spoke the various Asian
Chinese, Japanese, Mandarin, etc. I think there is
languages
substance in the criticism, which sees the inability of the Irish
Spiritans to master the Igbo language as symptomatic of their lack
ofrespect for the Igbo culture. People's effort to master a foreign
language can be said to be directly proportional to how much they
value or esteem the language in question. In general missionaries to
Asia made more effort to master the indigenous languages because
these languages were esteemed as ancient and as carriers of
respected ci vi lizations. They also had a respected body of
literature. This was not so in the case of Igbo, whose speakers were
conceived of as having no civilization worth mentioning let alone
respecting.
Another reason for the Irish Spiritans' failure to master the
Igho language was the Igbo themselves. The Irish Spiritans
The Irish

Irish
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quickly the Igbo love for novelty and the mystique of
the English language for the Igbo. It is the symbol of the white man
and it added to his mystique. The fact that the Irish Spiritans spoke
in a foreign tongue gave them a higher status in the eyes of the
ordinary Igbo.27 Their own sons and daughters who acquired this
foreign tongue also enjoyed a higher status in their eyes. It is
because they discovered this Igbo attraction for English that the
Irish Spiritans emphasized its teaching and learning in their schools
to the almost total. neglect of Igbo. This was an important selling
point of their schools in contrast to the Church Missionary Society,
who used lgbo as a medi urn of instruction in their schools. In fact,
one can argue that English language played a significant role in
gi ving the Catholic Church the upper hand against the Church
Missionary Society in their missionary rivalry in Igboland.i" This
historical fact helps to explain why the Igbo language has
continued to struggle against the English language among the Igbo
up till the present day. It is a struggle that the Igbo language is
losing, and some will say, have already lost. 'The Irish Spiritans
must take a share or the blame for such a calamity.
Moreover, in fui ling to learn the Igbo language, the Irish
Spiritans were ignoring a direct and repeated instruction on
missionary methodology by the popes since Benedict XV. In
discovered

,

J,.,

Ogbu

Kalu has also

pointed

the fact that the missionaries'

being European
Igbo hearts and minds. See
Christianization of lgboland, 1841-1991 (Trenton, NJ;
to

(white) worked in their favour in the campaign
his The Embattled Gods:

to win

Asmara, Eritrea: Africa World Press, 2004),83, 195,320
��
This certainly was the case in Eke, the pioneer Catholic outpost in the then
Enugu division, where the story was told of the powerful Chief Onyeama of Eke,
.

.

who had invited the CMS to establish

a

school in his domain, but

on

learning

that

the medium of instruction, sent them packing, and invited the Catholics
instead. Thereafter, he did all he could to prevent the CMS from establishing in

Igbo

was

any of his vast areas of intluence. Thus did this northern culture area of Igboland
become heavily Catholic. For more on the history of the Catholic Church in Eke

Enugu diocese in general see The Advent and Growth of the
Enugu Diocese: A History Written to Mark the First
Centenary of Catholicism ill Nigeria, East of the Niger, eds. M. O. Eneasato and
others (Onitsha, Nigeria: Jet Publishers, 1985).
in

particular

and in

Catholic Church

ill
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,

Maximum

illud, Benedict XV had called

tomastcr the

language

of the

people

on'

missionaries to strive

among whom

they

worked.

29

Spiritans and Igbo Culture
inability to learn the Igbo language the other major
criticism against the Irish Spiritans in Igboland was that they did
not understand the Igbo culture and so saw little of value in it and
consequently made no attempt to adapt it to the Gospel message.
Again, they had enough resources in the official teaching of the
Church and in their own Spiritan heritage to have done better.
Liberrnann, for instance, had useful insights for his missionaries on
The Irish

Besides their

subjcctr'"

this

In

a

letter of 1845 to Fr. Bessieux in Guinea, he

"Adjust yourself to the customs and habits of all and don't
try
adopt your tastes and habits. Those who are
laboring for the salvation of men must know how to bow and bend
to everything. Without this they will either be broken themselves or
break others.,,31 In another letter of 1847 Libermann instructs his

writes:
to

make them

missionaries stationed in Dakar and Gabon to "become black with

the blacks,"

an expression that has come to assume the status of a
The Vatican too had been saying the right
maxim.v'
missionary
things here even before Vatican II. For instance, in an address to
the Pontifical Missionary Society in 1944 Pope Pius XII stated that
.

7,9

See Maximum illud, 20 and Rerum ecclesiae, 23. See also Pius XII's

praecoues

Evangelii

before the popes, had recognized the
the mission of the missionary's mastering the language of his host

(1951), 21. Libermann,

even

importance to
community. Accordingly, he recommended that his missionaries spend a full
year acquiring this important tool. The time stipulated for language learning for
the Spiritan missionaries in Igboland was six months, and often less time than
this was actually spent on the task, with the missionaries abandoning the effort
once
they had enough rudiments of the language to enable them hear
confessions.
:w

Libermann, of

course,

predated

century. The concept, however, is
31
Walter van de Putte and James

as

the term "inculturation"
old

as

Collery,

by

more

than

a

Christianity.
eds and trans. The

Venerable Francis Liberniann. Vols 3, 4, and 5: Letters

to

Spiritual Letters of
Clergy and Religious

(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1963),3:165.

3"

et

See Paul Coulon et Paule
Unc

Mystique

Brasseur, eds. Libermann, 1802-1852: Une Pense:
(Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1988), 489.
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the

missionary's task was not to transplant European civilization
and culture to foreign soil but rather, "to teach and form them [the
natives I so that they are ready to accept willingly and in a practical
manner the principles of Christian life and morality
," principles,
,,33
which "fit into any culture, provided it be good and sound
The Irish Spiritans in Igboland did not reflect these insights in
their attitude to Igbo culture. There is enough evidence in the
records to sustain the charge against them of being anti-cultural
agents.I" Positive statements on Igbo culture from the Irish Spiritan
missionaries in Igboland are hard to come by. Even Shanahan who
...

....

was

said· to have understood the soul of the

uncharitable

Propaganda

Igbo country now that they
Niger. Of their prospects in

the interior of the

bases

along

the

writes: "Real difficulties await

transport,

33
34

Igb035

had many
culture.
In
his
annual
things
Igbo
report to
Fide of 1905 Shanahan writes of his plan to push into
to say about

....

us

in this

the

new

We wi 11 be face to face with

Evangelii praecones, 60.
Augustine Okwu argues

have established solid

Igbo

heartland he

field: difficulties of

fetishism, infanticide,

disparagement of Igbo culture started when
Igbo mission from the French Alsatians. He
writes: ..... the French Spiritans [respecting Liberrnann's instructions on
missionary adaptation] refrained from any open confrontation with Igbo social
and religious customs that were later despised by their successors, the Irish Holy
Ghost Fathers." He gives a few examples to back up this claim: The French
priests and their followers taking an active part in the ojala of the Obi of Onitsha
and their purchase of a horse for Chief Idigo, their most prominent member, to
sacrifice for acquiring the prestigious ozo title. See his "The Weak Foundations
of Missionary Evangelization in Precolonial Africa: The Case of the Igbo of
Southeastern Nigeria 1857-1900," Missiology: All International Review 8, no. 1
(1980): 37-38. It is true that the anticultural tone of the Spiritan mission in
Igboland increased over time, but it did not begin with the Irish. Okwu might be
reading too much into the French Spiritans' apparent tolerant attitude towards
lgbo culture. Their actions might have been dictated by prudence they were but
than respect or
recent arrivals and their situation was still precarious
appreciation for Igbo culture. The missionaries had as yet not acquired the
"master" status, which colonialism was soon to bestow on them, and so they
uudcd to tread more carefully.
\\.�C Jordan, Bishop Shanahan, 108, 112; Dynan, Mall Jar Everybody. 36.
the Irish

Spiritans

took

that the

over

the

-_-
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the methodical destruction of the

Igbos

are

not averse to

a

We
elderly
flesh.,,36
....

know that the

meal of human

though the Irish Spiritans'
missionary sojourn in Igboland predated the relatively recent and
continuing preoccupation of the African Church with the issue of
has

It

to

said

he

that

even

:�6

CSSp Gen. Archives, 1111.2a4. By infanticide Shanahan must be referring to
Igbo practice of killing twins, which they considered an abnormality and as
harbingers of misfortune. As to what he means by "the methodical destruction of
the elderly," one can only guess, for the Igbo cherished their elderly people as
they did their children. He was probably referring to the practice in some Igbo
communities of killing old women accused of witchcraft. As condemnable as this
practice was, it hardly amounted to a "methodical destruction of the elderly." As
to the lgbo being cannibals, that was true of some Igbo communities but not of
others. But that is simply a phase in human evolution and Shanahan can certainly
not claim that there were no cannibals in Irish history. I am not suggesting that
this statement is enough evidence that Shanahan was entirely condemnatory of
Igbo culture but it shows that his attitude was by no means entirely positive, as
Sean Farraghcr, for instance, seems to suggest by this statement: "That Bishop
Shanahan was to treat with respect the local religious traditions of Nigeria must
have been due to the attitude imbibed as he grew up in Tipperary." See his
Bishop Joseph Shanahan, II. Farragher may have got this impression from
reading Jordan, who painted an overly positive image of Shanahan in regard to
Igbo culture in his Bishop Shanahan of Southern Nigeria. Jordan writes, for
instance, that Shanahan, out of deference to Igbo traditional sensibilities "never
spoke in condemnation of paganism or anything pagan, whether as regards
custom or law or ritual" (55). Jordan also quotes Shanahan as describing the Igbo
as possessed of "the most wonderful qualities of any people in the world
(l08). He furnishes many other positive notes (See pp. 21,112,142). I doubt that
the

"

...

anyone who reads the quote above from Shanahan's letter to the Prefect of
Propaganda Fide will think so highly of the Igbo. There is no doubt that

Shanahan
was

was a

great lover of the Igbo, who in

not necessary to rid
to

seems

do,

to

underscore

"propagandist," suggests
may have been

of Protestant

a

him of all

negative
fact.

that Shanahan's

calculated

rivalry.

that

The

against

purported

the

Igbo,

as

Jordan
as

deference to

to win over

the

Igbo culture
Igbo in the face

of this strategy, according to him, was to
into Catholicism and leave their conversion

as many people as possible
for later. See Embattled Gods, 195, 203. This

initiate

loved and adored him, but it

Kalu, who describes this book

missionary strategy
essence

turn

foibles

points

to

the sacramentalism that I

spoke
hopes, however, that Kalu docs not suggest that this ki nd of
provisional evangelism, or the scramble for numbers, was peculiar {() till'
of earlier. One

( ,lll1,dil'

missionaries.
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inculturation, they could have done
foundations of

a

Church.

truly Igbo
Igboland,

a

'They

in

better

lgbol and

job

of

Irish Church in

clergy, theologians,
less Irish

more

and

laity

laying

they did. It
hierarchy,

have let this Church remain

more or

than three decades since their exit. The blame for

squarely with the Igbo themselves, and with
Roman Magisterium, for not being committed fully to
inculturation project.
this situation lies

Irish

Spiritans

the

did not have to establish

but that is very much what
is however not their fault that the Igbo indigenous

an
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and

the
the

Indigenous Clergy

One constant. theme of the popes in the official statements on
mission in the pre-Vatican II period was the call on heads of
missions to establish

a

local

clergy.

In Maximum illud Benedict XV

had

complained that the Catholic Church had been present in
regions of the world for centuries-Asia, to be precise-and
yet cannot boast of a properly trained native clergy. He called for a
change of method, insisting that "the main care of those who rule
the missions should be to raise and train a clergy from amidst the
nations among which they dwell, for on this are founded the best
hopes for the Church of the future" (12). And as we saw, all his
successors repeated this call for an indigenous clergy. Even though
Trent had instructed bishops to set up seminaries in their dioceses,
this instruction did not seem to have been implemented in most
certain

mission territories, The popes instructed mission heads to follow
through on this mandate.

comparison to the parts of Asia that Benedict XV was
referring to, indigenous clergy was established in Igboland early.
The first Igbo priest, John Anyogu, was ordained in 1933 barely 48
years after the arrival of the Spiritans in Igboland. But it could have
happened quicker. In fact, Ozigbo describes the beginnings of the
seminary in Igholand as "slow and painful." According to him, Fr.
Lejeune had planned to open a seminary in Onitsha but that the
project was aborted by his premature death in 1905. Bishop
In
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Shanahan
before

writes, "froze the project for nearly 20

11C

cntuall y

years'v"

St. Paul's

seminary at Igbariam in July
1924. II lsi ndccd true that a local clergy could have been raised in
Igboland earlier than it was. Despite the obstacle placed by the
requirement of priestly celibacy on a culture that placed high
premium on progeny, potential candidates for the priesthood began
to appear early enough. Shanahan sought advice with regard to two
C\

opening

such interested candidates in his report to the Mother House of
November 27, 1912.

of

Two

our

children

[students], of excellent

Christian

parents, have asked of us to become priests. Their parents
have also made the same request, and are ready to pay 500
francs for each for

T/

Ozigbo, Igbo Catholicism,

not

restricted

to

us

to

place

them in

17. This late attention to

a

school in Ireland

raising

a

local

clergy

or

was

this
only.
Felix
Ghost
Fathers,"
593-403;
Holy
Transformation in Eastern Nigeria: A Sociopolitical

Catholic missionaries

Other authors have written

on

issue include Okwu, "Mission of the Irish
K. Ekcchi, Tradition and

History of Owerri and its Hinterland, 1902-1947 (Kent, OH: The Kent State
University Press, 1989), 127-141. Both Okwu and Ekechi point to racism as an
important factor in the Irish Spiritan reluctance to institute a local clergy. This
problem was more pronounced among the Catholics than among the Protestants,
especially the CMS, their main rivals, whose missionary evangelism from the
beginning had a strong black agency in the form of ex-slaves of Igbo extraction
from Sierra Leone. However, Ogbu Kalu observes that across the board,
expatriate missionary bodies paid "scant attention to indigenous ministerial
formation" (Embattled Gods, 320). The Igbo mystique of the European (whites),
which made them

preferable than local agents, at least initially, may have
notwithstanding, Kalu contends that the vast field of
and
the
operation
shortage of expatriate personnel, meant that local agents, men
and women, were engaged as evangelizers from the very beginning. Elsewhere,
Kalu explains this reluctance to indigenizc in the context of decolonization and
nationalist politics, and as an instance of the missionary refusal to devolve
been

a

more

factor in this. This

power. See his "Passive Revolution and its Saboteurs: African Christian
Initiative in the Era of Decolonization, 1955-75," in Missions, Nationalism. atu!

o] l inipirc: cd. Brian Stanley (Grand Rapids: William
Publishing. 20m). 2)0 260.
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1 would like to

provide the names of these students, so one
Anyogu, the pioneer Igbo priest, was one of
them. One can also only guess as to why it took another twelve
years before a structure was put in place for the training of these
promising candidates for the priesthood. I was not able to verify
Shanahan did not

cannot say if John

from the archi ves the response of the Mother House to Shanahan's
request. But given the volume of correspondence on the personnel
needs of the

Igbo mission,

it would be difficult to understand

the Mother House would be

the

problem.

In

averse

to such an obvious

fact, it is difficult

to

understand

why

why

solution to
Shanahan

paper,39

much time and energy, not to mention ink and
in search of personnel for the Igbo mission when he could have.

devoted

so

early on raising a local clergy. It would
raising a local clergy was his last option.
Ilccrcy, Shanahan's successor, continued on

concentrated his efforts
appear instead that
Archbishop Charles
the

same

line and must have driven the authorities in Ireland and

Rome to distraction with his incessant cry for personnel, all the
while neglecting a more ready solution that an aggressive and

vigorous campaign to raise a local clergy could have provided.
Why were Shanahan and Heerey and the generality of their
Irish confreres not sufficiently interested in raising a local clergy in
Igboland in spite of the fact that the vicariate had a perennial need
3X

39

cssp

Gen. Archives, 1111.3.6.

priests recurred in every letter, article, and speech
[Shanahan] between 1913 and 1930" (Bishop Shanahan, 227).

Jordan writes, "The call for

that

came

from

for prayers that God may send
in Shanahan's personal letters to his

Request

more

missionaries to his mission recurred

daughters,

the

Holy Rosary

Sisters. See

Brigid, Bishop Shanalian, 71, 85, 94-95. Jordan records that Shanahan met with
Benedict XV once and with Pius XI at least twice (see ibid., 183, 199,216). The
severe

agenda

personnel in the southern Nigeria mission always topped the
meeting. Yet there was no record of any mention, either from
from the Popes, both of whom were strong advocates of a local
missions, of the possibility of raising a local clergy in Igboland

shortage

of

of each

Shanahan

or

clergy in the
early, to ameliorate

this need.
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for priests and in spite of papal injunctions to heads of missions to
make the establishment of a strong local clergy their primary

responsibility?

There

arc

no

themselves, nationalism being

easy answers but a few suggest
of them. After Shanahan became

one

the head of the vicariate and with the successful
erstwhile

the

Alsatian

Irish

replacement of the
the phenomenal

and

Spiritans by
growth of the vicariate, a lot of Irish pride got bound
Igbo mission. The lgbo mission began to be seen more
synonymous with the Irish and
.

.

as

up with the
and more as

their claim to fame in the modem

40

.

rmssionary cntcrpnsc.
Shanahan for one

and the Irish role in it. In
the Gcncralatc, he

highly

was
a

letter of

enamoured of the

May 22,

of the trials of

Igbo

mission

1908 to Fr. Rielcnbach

missionary in Africa, a
"clime of broiling sun and seething passions, of intermittent hope
and despondency
But he adds: "Yet, in spite of all, there's no
place like Africa and in Africa there's no place like the Niger!
We all feel proud of the Niger and wish to place it at the tip top
rung of the Mission ladder, provided we can get men and money,
hue rather men than money.,,41 And on September 20, 1912, he
writes to Fr. Nevi He at the Generalate thanking him for the promise
of new missionaries for his mission, concluding with this line:
"flow we do pray that Kirnmage may be up to the expectations of
Ireland's apostolic fame.,,42 In a letter of August 18, 1935 to Fr.
Lena at the Generalate, lIeerey describes the Igbo mission as "the
best part of the missionary world," having recorded "23,000
And he had no doubts that he and his
Baptisms again this year.

at

speaks

a

"

...

...

"

...

Hl

l-rorn about the 1920s when the intensive drive into the

Igbo

heartland

through
Igbo
mission began to count more and more in the eyes of the Spiritan Congregation
in general and of the Irish Spiritan Province in particular. Even though the
Congregation had difficulty in providing adequate number of personnel for the
mission, they resisted any attempts by the Vatican to bring in other missionary
orders into the territory. The Irish Province on its part resisted an attempt by the
Congregation to divide the mission between them and the American Province of
the Spiritans (see Kiggins. Mavnooth Mission, 37,47-49).
·�l
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the schools had
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hegun

to
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in the harvest in
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priests "could quadruple that number with more priests." That was
why he was beside himself at the recent news he got that two Irish
priests destined for the Igbo mission by the Irish Provincial had
been reassigned to Angola by the Generalate. lIe thunders: "For
Gods sake send us Irish priests and send others to Angola.,,43
This situat inn changed in succeeding decades as vocations to
the priesthood boomed in Ireland. And this brings us to another
possible reason why the Irish Spiritans may not have been keen or
in a hurry to raise a local clergy in Igboland namely, a popular
destination for the growing number of new priests graduating from
Kimmage. From the 1950s onwards the Spiritan theologate at
Kimmage had record ordinations and the Irish Spiritan authorities
and their confreres in Igboland felt it was only a question of time
before Ireland could adequately staff the Igbo mission.44 It is
understandable then why raising a local clergy would not be an
immediate priority. 'There is no reason to believe that the Irish
Spiritans had any immediate plans to reduce the Irish Spiritan
presence in Igboland in the 1960s even with the gradual growth in
the numher of the local clergy. This led to restiveness in the rank of
the local clergy and to a charge of religious colonialism against the
Irish Spiritans. From this period onwards the relationship between
the two groups hegan to deteriorate to the point of becoming
scandalous.4) It certainly must not have felt like it to the Irish
·13
III

Ibid., llI1.7b3.

beginning to record increasing numbers of
Spiritan administration wanting to give its
growing number of young priests "the benefit of reaping a harvest in areas where
the hack breaking work of preparation had already been done" (Kiggins,
M([_\'1l001h Mission, 49). With this kind of thinking, one can see why raising a
local clergy will not be a priority for the Irish Spiritans in Igboland.
h
There are pages and pages of entry on this problem in the journal of the
I rixuict Superior of the Spiritans in Nigeria, Fr. O'Sullivan. This problem was
11H lst
probably not peculiar to the Igbo Catholic Church. This was the period of
till' independence movement in many African states and many African priests
\\ LTe
hurning with nationalist fervour. No wonder Pope John XXIII, in Princeps
pastonuu, (1959), 11, felt the need to warn the local clergy of the dangers of
excessive nationalism. Such tensions between the local clergy and foreign
missionaries may also explain why the pope felt the need to repeat and to
By

the 1920s the Irish Province

ordinations and

one

could

see

was

the Irish
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Spiritans but the civil war (1967-1970), which resulted in their
mass expulsion from Igboland was a felix culpa both for them and
for the Igbo Catholic Church, for the increasingly acrimonious
relationship between them and the local clergy was draining the
mission of much needed energy and initiative and eroding their
long years of hard and meritorious work in Igboland.
The Irish

Spiritans and Vatican II
general, one can say that the renewal inaugurated by the Second
Vatican Council did not fully take hold in the Catholic Church in
Igboland in the years immediately following the Council. And there

In

is little

reason

number of

to

believe that the renewal has

reasons

account for

this,

not

ever

taken hold. A

least the situation in the

.lgbo Catholic Church at the time of the Council. 'The Council
happened in the shadow of a newly independent Nigerian state, an
independence that prominent Igbo elites played a significant role in
bringing to birth. 'These elites were basking in nationalistic fervour
in the immediate post-independence years and Nigerianization was
their watchword. 'The calls for Nigerianization was initially
directed at the machinery of government but soon enough it was
extended to the sphere of religion, helped by a growing indigenous
Clergy dissatisfied with their lot under the Irish Spiritan
administrative hegemony in Igboland. Charles IIeerey, as the
archbishop of Onitsha, was the head of the Catholic Church in
Igboland and he attended the Council in that capacity. But by this
time calls for him to cede his see to an indigenous priest have
stopped being subtle. Many prominent Igbo Catholic laymen and
the local clergy thought that the time was more than ripe for an

emphasize his predecessor's call for collaboration between the two groups (see
Evangelii praecones, 29; Princeps pastorutn, 5). Fr. David O'Connor, one of the
veterans of the Igbo mission whom I interviewed in Kimmage during the
research for my dissertation, interprets the problem statistically. His thinking is
that there is usually no problems between the foreign and the local clergy when
the latter makes up only 25% of the clergy personnel in any local church, nor is
there any when their number reaches 60% and above. The problem, he says, is
during the in-between period. That seems to have been the case in Igboland.
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Igbo Catholic Church, in the spirit of
Alricanization, which they felt was lagging behind in Nigeria than
in other African countries. Bishop Okoye, himself a Spiritan and
one of the two Igbo Spiritan bishops at the time, was speaking the
minds of most Igbo elites when he told the Superior of the Nigerian
Spiritans, Fr. O'Sullivan that:
Igho priest

to

head the

laymen and clergy are very conscious of the
independent African States, missionary
have
resigned their places to Africans; that
archbishops
these Archbishops are the leaders of the Hierarchy in their
own country; that Nigeria, which is the leading African
State politically and internationally and the most stable
democratically, should also take the lead in the
ecclesiastical arena, and yet is far behind the others."
lgbo

Catholic

fact that in other

.

Bishop Okoye also pointed out that the Nigerian bishops were
especially conscious of this fact at the recent Vatican II Council in
Rome; that "at meetings of Archbishops of African countries, it is
not Archbishop IIeerey who attends, but Bishop Nwedo [the other
Igbo Spiritan bishop ].,,47 It is quite understandable how this
anomalous situation at the Council contributed to why the renewal
inaugurated by the Council never took root in Igboland. The head
of the Catholic Church in Igboland, who should have been the
driving force of the Council reforms, was, as it were, at the Council
without the mandate of his indigenous clergy, a key element in the
implementation of any such reforms, and who considered him a sit
tight missionary archbishop. In the period immediately following
the Council, the biggest question on the minds of most of the Igbo
clergy and their main subject of discussion was not how to renew
the Igbo Catholic Church but how to shake off what they
considered a new colonialism
an Irish "religious colonialism.Y"
Little wonder then that the Council all but passed them by.
-
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This

general atmosphere of disquiet and mistrust among the
clergy caused considerable discomfort among the Irish
Spiritans and produced a defensive attitude in most of them. Some
local

Superior, Fr. 0' Sullivan, of bias in favour of
Nigerian priests
regards the tensions between the two groups.
(This was in response to remarks he had made on the subject during
their chapter). They attributed this bias to his 14 years in the Bigard
Seminary. They accused him of favouring weakness in handling the
Nigerian priests, "whereas firmness and strength is the only thing
that commands their respect." They also accused him of adopting
too soft a line with the Bishops, saying that they missed his
predecessor, Fr Carron, who did battle with the bishops on their
behalf. These priests evidently saw the agitation among the local
clergy as an irritation and as a test of strength. Fr. 0' Sullivan was
more
conciliatory and appealed for "affective charity,
understanding, and appreciation of the role of the African priest in
the work of wedding Christian thought and morality to African
thought and traditions." 1 Ie warned that relations with the local
clergy would remain strained if the Irish Spiritans adopted the view
that colleges and parishes would deteriorate as soon as the local
49
clergy took them over.
The last but by no means the least of the extraneous factors
that prevented the implementation of the reforms of Vatican II in
the lgbo Church was the civil war. When the civil war came,
everyone, Irish, Igbo, clergy or lay, buried their differences and
faced squarely the struggle for survival. It was hardly the
environment for implementing beautiful proposals on making the
Counci I reforms take root in Igboland, such as the one put forward
by Fr. O'Sullivan to all the four bishops in Igboland. In that
proposal Fr. O'Sullivan was of the view that "in order to ensure
assimilation of the Council decrees by all the priests, general
recommendations will not suffice." IIc therefore suggested to the
bishops that "six theological conferences be held each year for two
of them accused the
the

as

and half years,

II)
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one
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one
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read in the two months

preceding the conference, and studied in
detail by one Father from each theological competence area who
will read a paper on the Decree to the meeting." This is contained
in his journal entry for January 24, 1966; he reported that the
bishops welcomed his proposal. The journal did not say that any
part of this proposal was implemented. But it seems unlikely as the
ci vi I war overtook everyone and everything a few months later.
One can only mourn such a missed opportunity, for there is no
doubt that such a proposal, fully implemented, would have done the
Igbo Catholic Church a wealth of good.
One final possible reason why the Council reforms never
really took hold in Igboland needs to be mentioned namely, the
influence of the Spiritan Generalate in Rome, which was headed at
this time by no other than Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre of Vatican
Il fame. Bishop Whelan of Owerri who was at the Council reported
that following the Council, French Spiritan Bishops sought to get
English Spiritan bishops who attended the Council to sign a
petition to the, pope to call a Chapter and remove from office the
Superior General, Archbishop Lefebvre, and to implement the
Council decisions. Whelan reported that at the Council Lefebvre
had made himself "most unpopular in his intervention on religious
liberty, tracing the schema to philosophers like Locke and Kant a
schema passed by an overwhelming majority later." Neither
Whelan nor IIeerey signed the petition, nor did most of the
English-speaking Spiritan bishops sign. The Vatican also had
helped kill the plan. Whelan reported that Propaganda Fide would
not go along with the plan; they felt that it was the tum of the
Spiritans to be embarrassed by their superior general, who had
already embarrassed Rome twice-as Apostolic Delegate when he
opposed the appointments of African bishops and as bishop of
Tubrc when he antagonized the rest of the French hierarchy by
taking a public stand in favour of La Cite Catholiquc.i'' One can
understand how it would be difficult to implement the Council
reforms in Igboland with such a Superior General in office.
-
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Portrait of

Igbo Catholic

Missionaries

of the Irish Spiritan
assessment
Having offered
missionary enterprise in Igboland, I wish now to paint a portrait of
a contemporary
Igbo Catholic missionary. My intention is to
highlight where and how such a missionary might differ from his or
her Irish forebears. However, it is difficult to paint a single portrait
of a contemporary Igbo Catholic missionary. This is because our
understanding of mission, which will inform such a portrait, has
broadened to include people and activities that before Vatican II
would not normally be considered missionary. If the Church is
missionary by nature then all are called to mission, and all are
missionaries. 'The view of missionary work that I propose for the
Igbo Church has the advantage of engaging all the resources of the
Church in mission." On account of this the portrait I paint in the
next few paragraphs is deliberately broad to include all categories
of Igbo missionaries, even though it may in places apply more
directly to priests and members of religious institutes, the so-called
professional missionaries or missionaries for life. The sketch is
necessarily preliminary, and it is idealistic.
Igbo Catholic missionaries are likely to range in age anywhere
from late twenties to late sixties, but they are much more likely to
be on the younger side of that age bracket. They would not have
known any of the Irish Spiritan missionaries in Igboland, and
would have had all their missionary training in Igboland under a
team of formators that is mostly, if not all, Igbo. 'They would have
lived their entire faith life in a post-Vatican II Church, and their
idea of Church and mission would have been informed by this
Council. Their mission assignments would most likely be
somewhere in the economically developing world-Africa, Asia,
a

:'11

Since the

critical

inception of the Church in Igboland Igbo Catholic lay faithful have
actively engaged in mission in various capacities both within and outside
lgboland. Of this Mbefo writes: "From St. Dominic's Yaba to Holy Rosary
Ahuja, Igbo traders are mainly responsible for the membership and financial
support of the churches in other parts of Nigeria. Wherever their academicians
and merchants go, Europe or America, Australia or Taiwan, they carry along
with them the faith of Shanahan" ("Bishop Joseph Shanahan," 338).
been
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Oceania, and South and Central America; and they likely would

by choice. 'They are likely to be working in
missionary situations---first evangelization,
variety
and
youth ministry, education, social work or a
pastoral
combination of any of these. They will most probably not be the
only missionaries their hosts have seen. They would be building on
laid by previous missionaries,
the foundation
most
likely
I �uropeans and Americans.
Compared to these predecessors, Igbo Catholic missionaries
labour under some obvious advantages as well as disadvantages.
Being themselves from the economically developing world, they
are less likely to be accused of a colonial or imperialist agenda.
They are likely to have more in common with their hosts than did
their European and American predecessors. 'This should make it
easier for them to understand their hosts and to adapt well to their
new environments. Their greatest disadvantage is that they lack the
support of a rich and powerful colonial empire, which their
predecessors had. They therefore cannot count on the apparatus of
state to advance their work. They are economically handicapped,
and cannot replicate the magnificent religious, educational, and
social structures with which their predecessors were intimately
have been sent there

any of

a

of

associ ated.

regard one can say that Igho Catholic missionaries
operate from a position of weakness in comparison to the European
and American missionaries before them. Paradoxically, this
positron of weakness is also a source of strength. Their relative
position of weakness should make Igbo Catholic missionaries
humble. They should not impose their will on the people, since
they ordinarily would have no powerful means, monetary or
political, with which to push through such a will. This should make
them better listeners and persons of dialogue, able to discern
together with the people the needs of the mission. This way, they
would not answer questions that no one was asking or address
needs that do not exist. They will embark on projects that are
In this

sustainable, since the ideas and much of the

internally gcncrarcd.

costs would have

Their missions would be built

on

the

been

principle
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of self-reliance. This
towards

same

principle

should make them to work

themselves redundant. The local Church should,

as
making
The
mission
soon as possible, raise its own pastors.
is God's
mission, and they are only collaborators.
Coming from a country with more than 250 different
languages, and having had to deal early with the difficulties of
learning English as a second language, they should be able to learn
and communicate rapidly in the people's local language. This
should help them engage in a culture-sensitive evangelization.
Because no one speaks from nowhere, their experience of Church
in Igboland would have been moulded their idea of Church-s-their
initial working paper in their mission posts. As soon as they have
acquired a working knowledge of the culture and language of the
people, they should gradually but steadily wean themselves of the
Igbo Church and begin the process of inculturating the gospel
message into the host culture. The earlier they begin this process,
the better, for experience has shown that once the wrong
foundation has been laid, undoing the damage is difficult. The case
of the IgboChurch is proof enough.
Igbo Catholic missionaries should engage in ecumenical
mission. They should go beyond their recent Christian heritage of
religious rivalry and antagonism to their traditional religious
heritage to retrieve a more irenic religious ethic. They should
collaborate with other fellow workers in the missionary apostolate,
as well as with all people of good will who work towards the
building up of the human family. It would be wonderful if at the
end of their missionary sojourn they left their Churches with many
more members than they found on their arri val, but they should be
happy if they did not leave a large Church but left a peaceful and
happy community.

Conclusion

Spiritan missionaries were part of the late 19th and early
20th century European missionary movement to Africa. They
laboured in several parts of Anglophone Africa, but nowhere did
they commit as much personnel, and nowhere did they record as
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they did in Igboland. French Spiritans, mostly
Alsatians, were the pioneer Catholic missionaries to Igboland,
amvmg on the shores of the River Niger in 1885. Political
expediency informed their gradual replacement by the Irish
Spiritans.
The Irish Spiritans were Catholic missionaries, and like their
counterparts elsewhere, the mission theology they took to Igboland
was the then prevailing mission
theology of the Catholic Church.
Also, as Spiritans, they would have been imbued with the charisms of
their congregation, which has its own missionary character. It would
much success,

seem,

as

however, that their homeland, Ireland,

not

their Roman Catholic

the dominant influence

on the Irish Spiritan
Spiritan patrimony,
in Igboland. 'The Irish socio-political, cultural, and
religious environment of the 19th and early 20th centuries affected the
missionary enterprise of the Irish Spiritans in Igboland and gave it its

was

or

missionaries

Irish character.

The

Irish

Spiritans, consciously or unconsciously, sought to
Igboland their experience of the Irish Catholic Church, a
replicate
Church that was conservative, puritanical, highly sacramentalized, and
clerical. This was essentially how it was elsewhere in the pre-Vatican
II Catholic world; it was in essence the blossoming of the Counter
Reformation theology of Trent. This theology found a receptive home
especially in the socio-political and religious environment of the
Ireland of the late 19th and early zo" centuries. This background helps
to explain some of the missionary practices or methodologies of the
Irish Spiritans in Igboland, for instance, their attraction to the school
apostolatc, their disinterest in raising a local clergy and reluctance to
share power with same, their inability to learn the Igbo language, and
their anti-cultural attitudes. The influence of their Irish background
prevented the Irish Spiritans from implementing some of the forward
looking instructions on mission from Libermann, their father-founder,
and the evolving insights from the papal magistcrium on some of these
mission themes. Igbo Catholic missionaries, who make up a
signi Iicant percentage of the new missionaries from Africa, must
avoid repeating the mistakes of their Irish forebears as they take the
Good News of Christ to the nations. The portrait of Igho Catholic
missionaries that I offer here is my idea of how they should proceed.
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'Through
in

the

Africa

eighteenth

and

and nineteenth centuries Christian missions

elsewhere

struggled

with

cvangelisation. Roman Catholic missions,
theological emphasis on the community of
search

for

communal

models, both

models

for effective

consistent with their

the Church, tended to
before and after personal

conversion.

What

were

the Reductions?

(Spanish Reducci6n) as a method of
origins
thinking of Bartolome de Las Casas in
the sixteenth century in Central America.3 He saw the only way of
protecting indigenous peoples from the depredations of
unscrupulous colonists was to isolate these peoples in communities
under missionary leadership and under the direct protection of the
Spanish Crown. The Crown was willing to delegate the exercise of
secular power to the religious leaders of the Reductions, thus
leading to some impressions of theocracy. The term "Reduction"

The model of "Reduction"
mission had its

in the

I

Kollman, Paul V., The Evangelization of Slaves and Catholic Origins ill
Africa New York: Orbis Books, 2005. List Price $25; £13.57. 356pp.
ISBN 1--57075-626-0. The American Society of Missiology Series, no. 38.
1
Patrick Roe lectures in the Department of Mission Theology and Cultures,
Eastern

Milltown Institute of

Philosophy, Dublin.
of the Poor of Jesus Christ (New York
: Orbis,
1993), pp. 421'1'. As the present article will be principally about the
models of mission used in Africa in the 19th century, it is only proper to note that
Las Casas, while trying to protect indigenous peoples of the Americas from
colonial cruelty and exploitation, went through a period when he was blind to the
application of his principles to slaves being brought from Africa to replace
:1

Theology

and

Gustavo Gutierrez. Las Casas ill Search

indigenous

American labour. Las Casas will repent this moral blindness later in

his lire, See ibid. pp. 77.
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loosely organised indigenous

societies to prevent exploitation and the depredations of slave
traders, while at the same time providing a centre for the

religious living." The primary purpose
separated
precisely to isolate them from
their indigenous neighbours, but from the corrupting influences of
European colonists.
The Reduction model, with variations, was widely used from
the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries throughout the Americas
by the lesuits in Southern Brazil and Paraguay, by Junipero Serra
and his Franciscan colleagues in Mexico and California, and by

communication of skills and
of

communities

was not

various Protestant groups in North America e.g. John Eliot and his
colleagues in Massachusetts.5

Puritan

A Colonial

Impact

u should be noted that the

population consistmg of
colonial settler-farmers has a much more serious (and generally
negative) cultural effect on indigenous populations and their
cultures than was ever the case of colonies whose main expatriate
component was colonial administrators, police and army personnel.
Settler-farmers are there to stay, to take up land rights and tenure,
and therefore much more resistant to making allowances for the
competing rights of indigenous populations. Similar contrasts will
later be

reality

of

a

in the colonial conquest of Africa. One can compare
the later history of Kenya, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Algeria

/1

seen

Missionary Conquests: The Gospel and Native American
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), pp. 18-53. While Tinker
provides much useful information on the Reductions, his interpretation of their
contribution to indigenous welfare is entirely negative. However the facts do not
seem to demand his jaundiced view.
:;
Kenneth S. Latourette, A History of the Expansion of Christianity, Vol. III
(Capetown: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 154-6. Philip Caraman, The
Lost Paradise : an account oj the Jesuits in Paraguay 1607 1768 ( London :
Sidgwick & Jackson, 1975). C.J. McNaspy, Lost Cities oj Paragua : Art and
Architecture ofthe Jesuit Reductions 1607-1767 (Chicago: Loyola Press, 1982).
Frederick Hale, 'Literary Images of Jesuit Missions to the Guarani' in
Missioualia, 22, I, April 1994, 42-60.
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with other African countries with
is

hardly

a

different colonial

that of the four counties

coincidental

experience. It
given special

mention, three of them only gained independence after

a

violent

revolution.

experience of much of Latin America, and in
adjacent to the Reductions, is rather similar, with
particular
a settler and .capitalist class of land-owners, merchants, adventurers
and slave-traders determined to exploit their advantage over the
indigenous population to the extreme. Much the same will happen
in the nineteenth century in North America, with the European
conquest of the indigenous American peoples. In missionary
strategy it was frequently foreseen that an indigenous population in
close contact with a settler population nominally Christian, would
be so scandalised by the immorality of the settlers that all
possi bi lity of cvangclisation would be lost.
The colonial
the

The Guarani

The

area

'Republic'

Reductions

literary

which

and historical

have

attracted the

sources were

greatest attention in

those instituted

by

the Jesuits in

parts of Paraguay, Uruguay and Brazil among the Guarani nation

1604'wtth

from 1610 C.E to 1760 C.E. It

began

decree

of land between

section

in

a

Spanish royal

the Parana and

designating
Uruguay rivers for Jesuit mission, with special responsibility given
to them for the protection of the indigenous Guarani population.
The towns were designed to ensure Christian instruction, training in
work skills (cattle rearing, agriculture, various trades ctc.), and
defence against rapacious slave traders and other indigenous
groups. They were organised into closely regulated communities.
With royal authority the missions organised a local armed militia
for defence, loyal to the Spanish monarch. During the time of the
Reductions these militias fought against Portuguese invaders, as
well as defending themselves against European and indigenous
marauders. Each village was centred around a church built with
a

local skills, and an elaborate local network of social, cultural and
educational services. Each had an elementary school and some had
their

own

publishing

and

printing

facilities. Such

were

the skills
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produced by the Guarani that they manufactured printing presses,
rather than depend on imports.
The Reductions eventually included over 30 Guarani towns
(usually of 2000 to 4000 inhabitants) and came to be known as the
Guarani Republic, a semi-autonomous unit within the Spanish
empire. In the Reductions for the first time in human history a total
population were literate. The Jesuits did not allow local settlers to
recruit indigenous people of the Reduction for work on farms and
in mines, or even to enter the Reductions except as supervised
visitors. This created great antipathy in the settler population. The
exclusion of the settlers created a fertile ground for ill-founded
rumours
that the Jesuits had secret gold mines which were
fabulously wealthy. The Jesuits were seen as business competitors.
At their peak of achievement in 1700 CE the reductions had
approximately 150000 inhabitants.
An aspect of the Reductions which has appealed to the
idealism and imagination of many generations, and provoked the
antipathy of others was the form of social organisation involved.
Rather than promoting the nascent capitalist model emerging in
industrial Europe, the Jesuits tried to retain the system of
communal land tenure traditional among the Guarani. What
emerged was a socialist model of common ownership reflecting the
idealised model of the early Christian community of the first
century, where all was held in common. Eventually this was
modified to require time given to common projects, with
permission to develop plots also for family requirements.
The end of

a

Dream

tragic result of political events
st
King Joseph 1 of Portugal
Europe
appointed Sebastian Joseph Carvalho (the later Marquis of Pombal)
as
foreign minister. He moved immediately to undertake an
exchange of territory with Spain, involving a swap of territory at
t he mouth of the Uruguay River in exchange for the seven Spanish

The end of the Reductions
in

I�l'ductions
\

I

was

the

from 1760 onwards. In 1750

on

the East bank of the River. The Jesuits and their

..rrani associates

were

ordered to leave the

ll'tTII\lj\

«

hich

they
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predecessors had developed for 150 years. The Jesuits
expelled from what was now considered Portuguese territory
presaging their total suppression in Europe in 1773. But some of
the Guarani refused and decided on armed insurrection. They were
massacred by the Portuguese army in February 1758.6
At the expulsion of the Jesuits in the 1760s there were 106000
inhabitants in 38 villages under the influence of 87 missionaries. At
and their
were

that ti me the Franciscans tried to continue the work. However

without the

systematic

administration of the Jesuits, the reductions

became the target of slave traders and envious settlers. In many
the Indi ans who survi ved returned to the forests and to

cases

traditional forms of life.
Their

Impact

in Literature

provoked so much comment in intellectual
the intervening centuries makes one suspect that they
merely seen as an interesting but exotic experiment by

That 'the Reductions

circles in
were

not

obscure missionaries in
involved

a

remote

come over

part of the world. What

was

the great ideological battles still to
paradigmatic
property tenure, and the rights of capital versus labour.
to

was

Voltaire, in his early work Candide ridicules the Reductions.7 But
in later life he wrote in Ch. 154 of his work Essai

I' esprit des nations
The

seems

6

So

les

maiurs et

in

Paraguay by the Spanish Jesuits
some way, the triumph of humanity. It

along, in
expiate the

to

Quakers

sur

follows:

establishment

appears

gave

as

cruelties of the first conquerors. The
in North America and the Jesuits in South America

a new

spectacle

sensitively represented

to

the world.

8

in David Putman's 1986

Oscar-winning

film The

Mission.
"I

Voltaire, Candide (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963), Chapitre XIV: Comment

Candide et Cacambo furent recus chez les Jesuites du Paraguay, pp. 30 --32.
8
Quoted in c.J. McNaspy. Lost Cities of Paraguay, Art and Architecture oftlu:
Jesuit Reductions 1()()7·1767

(Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1982).
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(famous for his work
Nile), again no

of the

Roman Catholicism has this comment

relevant to

in his

our subject, in the context of his
biography
visit to Paraguay in the aftermath of the devastating genocidal war
waged against Paraguay by neighbours Brazil, Argentina and
Uruguay 1864-1870, a century after the Reductions. This war
ended with the deaths of 80% of the population of Paraguay (only
221,000 remained out of 1,337,000; there were only 28700 male

quoted

survivors). Burton was astonished at the semi-barbarism of the
Paraguayans, which he called a "palaeozoic humanity." And he
the isolation

blamed their backwardness

on

before their

1769. Isabel

in

imposed by

the Jesuits

Catholic

wife)
(Burton's
expulsion
to
read
of
the
Jesuit
his
description
period
pained
as "a deadening, brutalizing, religious despotism," resulting in a
culture "whose history may be summed up in absolute submission,
must have been

fanaticism, blind obedience, heroic and barbarous devotion to the
tyrant that rules it, combined with crass ignorance, hatred of, and
contempt for the foreigner"
Another

English

9

historian Robert

Southey,

things Catholic, in his History of Brazil

great admirer of

rejoice in the establishment of the
Paraguay their superstitions may be
forgi ven them, the noble efforts they made on behalf of the
oppressed Indians, and for the good they effected
They
formed a Utopia of their own
But erroneous as they were,
the sanctity of the end proposed, and the heroism and
perseverance with which it was pursued, deserve the highest
It was their fate to be attacked with equal
admiration
inveteracy by the unbelieving scoffers and philosophists on
one side, and by the all-believing bigots and blockheads of
their own idolatrous Church on the other.!"
Europe

has

no

wrote:

no

cause

to

Jesuits, but in Brazil and

....

,

....

....

I)

l-awn M. Brodic. The Devil Drives: A

l-yre
10

&

C .I.
.

Life of Sir Richard

Spottiswoodc, 1967), pp. 222-3.

McNasby.

Lost Cities

of Paraguay,

p. 11.

Burton

(London:
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A Rebirth of the Dream: A Closed Christian

Community

but suspect that a paradigm and dream which can provoke
such extremes of devotion and venom from across such a wide

One

can

inner power which will renew itself in new and
forms in mission history. And so it does in the history of

horizon has

modified

an

Christian missions in the nineteenth century. The continent will be
different, the problems being addressed will differ, but the

19th century the continent will be
Africa rather than the Americas; the exploited ones will be slaves
on
sale in the market places or released from slave ships
intercepted while running the blockade of the colonial navies,
rather than indigenous peoples in danger of being enslaved. They
will be indigenous peoples tom from their cultural and social roots
by slave traders, and in spite of apparent liberation, unable to return
paradigm

to

will be reborn. In the

their social and cultural matrix.

Which

this review essay to its immediate object, the
work of Paul Kollman, The Evangelisation of Slaves and Catholic

brings

Origins in Eastern Africa. The author, a priest of the Holy Cross
Congregation who graduated from the University of Chicago
Divinity School, and now teaches theology at the University of
Notre Dame, is not a member of the Congregation of the Holy
Spirit (Spiritans), the early origins of whose mission in Eastern
Africa is. under' examination. This probably gives the author a
degree of distance which allows balanced academic judgment.
This very important study of the origins of Roman Catholicism
in East Africa traces an experiment in mission method by members
of the Spiritan Congregation (also known .as the Holy Ghost
Fathers) in the middle of the 19th century, which centred around
Zanzibar and Bagamoyo in modem Tanzania. It develops and
expands the important dissertation of John Kiernan for the
University of London in 1966, The Holy Ghost Fathers in East
Africa 1863-1914, which unfortunately was never published.
Kollman's use of primary sources never previously published gives
information
and perspective previously
scholars
access
to
unavai lable in the literature on the subject.
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advises

against stereotypical
early Spiritans.
judgments
Most mission foundations are designed to be filled with the hoped
for future converts, and their success judged by this. Zanzibar and
Bagamoyo, by contrast, were designed to be emptied as they
became places of passage for future foundations inland.

preface

wisely

of the motives and achievements of the

Uprooted People
In his first (introductory) chapter Kollman correctly points out what
made slave cvangclisation unique and difficult to compare with
other missionary initiatives: the recipients were not already
enculturated in a society to which they belonged. They had been
violently torn from their social matrix and had little chance of
finding a supportive society to which they could be grafted. Thus
the purpose of their evangelisation was not individual conversion
primarily, but an attempt to blend them into an ideal Christian
society with many utopian and theocratic elements. In fact the
practical day-to-day regulation of the "liberty villages" had a lot in
common with traditional models of Catholic seminary and religious
community life involving enclosure, discipline and intensive
liturgical practice. In retrospect it is hardly. surprising that such
social engineering would lead to the disillusionment of the
missionaries,

unrest

abandonment of the

typology

of

among the redeemed slaves, and the final
project. Kollmann usefully uses the Hirschman

exit/voice/loyalty
project as a

individuals and the

Utopia

to

analyse the various phases
experienced.

that

whole

and its Shadow Side

accurately analyses the built-in anomalies involved in
evangelisation. 'The underlying model of Christian
liberation from captivity was presumed to justify the redemption of
slaves and their settlement in mission-established villages. These
villages were planned to become models of Christian community
li ving, whose example would be followed irresistibly by the
surrounding peoples. However the underlying utopian aspiration
was challenged by the resentment felt by the missionaries at the
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perceived failure of their clients to live up to the missionaries'
expectations, and in some cases the forced suppression of the
desires for liberty when their clients decide they want more
complete liberty by leaving the villages.
Kollman traces accurately the elements of experience that
prepared the Spiritans for this initiative, particularly the rural
background of the majority of their members from the peasant class
of Alsace,
together with their Congregation's history of
involvement in orphanages and reformatory schools in France
which deeply influenced the early policies of missionary strategy
pursued by them in East Africa. In fact a deep seated ultramontane
rejection of the values of the French Revolution seems to have
pervaded the Spiritan ethos, as Etienne Baur's comment about their
village dependants desiring "to breathe the pestilential air of
liberty" (p.l37) seems to reveal, all the more anomalous as
Bagamoyo and its sister villages were termed "villages de liberte".
Horrors and

Myths

Other studies of the slave trade from East Africa to the Arabian
Gulf would suggest that Kollman may be somewhat over-generous
in his assessment of the relative mildness of the trade in East Africa

(see p. 71) by comparison with its counterpart

Passage

and

ion

the Americas. Without

wishing

on

to

the Middle

understate the

horrors of the Atlantic slave trade, it is only fair to acknowledge
that the trade to the Arabian Gulf, while different, sometimes
involved horrific

in the Atlantic trade.

Kollman

II

critically

narrati ves, most of which
.

mutilation

personal physical
examines
are

some

relatively

of

the

unknown

rrnssionary

interpreted by missionaries for the
the European churches. He attempts

purpose of seeking support in
a useful exercise in applying the elements of modern structural

analysis to these narratives. In this context it is hardly surprising
myth-ical elements are discernible in the stories of Suema and
Casimir (pg. 128-138).
that

11

Ronald Segal, Islam's Black Slaves:
Diaspora (London: Atlantic Books, 2001),

A

History of Africa's Other

pp.

52, 62, 145-176.
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for Conversion: Of Nurseries and Beehives

four reveals the

grand strategy underlying the Spiritan
Bagamoyo mission stations as
staging points for the missionary conquest of East Africa, using the
redeemed slaves, appropriately converted and enculturated into a
society pervaded by Christian values, as pioneer groups for the
Chapter

initiati vc ---to

use

the Zanzibar and

conquest of the continent for Christ and Catholicism. Like many
grand schemes, utopianism is overtaken by the reality of the human
situation, especially where those .humans have been tom from their
network of social and cultural supports. While the motivation of
liberation of slaves was laudable, it becomes apparent from
.

Kollman's

that the slaves selected for the

villages were not
chosen in a mass humanitarian redemption depending on need, but
primarily in terms of their perceived potential for moulding to serve
the mission's future plans for evangelisation.
Kollman traces the evolution of the project from an initial
strategy of total paternalistic care of the subjects to a system of
partial remuneration of the ex-slaves for their labour. The
paternalism is evident in the terminology which was in use
concerning the inhabitants of the villages-les enfants de mission
study

(mission children)--even if the individuals 'had matured
of

heads

fami lies

contradictions in the
slaves decide

they

and

project

even

grandparents.

become evident when

want further

The
some

to

be

inherent

of the

ex

liberation

by leaving the mission,
Perhaps it is not surprising
of the experiment, though

in resentments and sanctions.

resulting
in the light

of the

colonial

lamentable, that racist attitudes

missionary

staff.

There

were

roles

in

the

roots
are

detectable among

some

of the

three groups among the ex-slaves in terms of their
mission: the orphanage, the villagers and the

seminarians. The attempt to form seminarians from the ex-slaves
proved a total failure and may account for the relative slowness in
the development of a local clergy in the areas of East Africa
entrusted to the

greater

success

in the century which followed. However
is noted in the development of the orphanage for

Spiritans

the younger ones, and the

village

life of the adults. There

was

a
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grand strategy involved: to form orderly units which would grow,
by natural reproduction or by the addition of new members

either

from the slave markets

be trained in

as

funds allowed. The communities

were to

various skills and trades. When the communities

they were to be subdivided, with a new
community nucleus being moved inland to a new location prepared
in advance. This was to establish a chain reaction producing
Christian communities which would eventually evangelise the
whole area of inland Africa. It was a brave experiment.
In 1868 the first subdi vision took place when a group crossed
the 30 miles to mainland Africa at Bagamoyo. The plan for self
sustammg agricultural cornrnurutics (of some hundreds of
members) required substantial allocations of land, easily available
reached

on

a

critical mass,

the mainland, but not

Zanzibar.
two

the confined space of the island of
expressed the plans with

on

literature of the time

Spiritan
images: either the horticultural nursery
was transplanting to other gardens, or the beehive

dominant

purpose
swarm would subdivide and

move to

whose
whose

form other hives further into

the interior of Africa.

The Hive Subdivides

Chapter

five traces the

implementation

of the

grand strategy up to
1890, with the sending of nuclear groups from Bagamoyo to form
Christian villages at Mhonda, Mandera, Morogoro, Tununguo and
Kondoa. In spite of unrest in the villages, a distinct Catholic identity
emerges among many of the villagers. The Spiritans had frictions
themselves
about the policies being followed, some
among
the
move
to
encouraging
greater independence, while others
demanded the permanent life-long attachment of the vi1lages, and
even the incarceration of deserters. The Spiritan Chapter of 1884
witnessed the emergence of the Spiritan Alexander Le Roy as a
reforming influence, which he would later exercise on a wider horizon
as Superior General of the Spiritans from
1896. This marked the
reform and eventual replacement of the strategy at the end of the
nineteenth century.
Kollman concludes with

interesting review of the reluctance
acknowledge its foundation in the cx-

an

or the Church in East Africa to
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slave "liberty villages", which is hardly surprising in the light of the
extraordinary vibrant churches which have emerged in East Africa in a
post-colonial climate. l lc limits his consideration to those parts of East
Africa presently designated Tanzania. The extension of the influence
of the Bagamoyo model to modern Kenya, to Bura in the Taita Hills
and at St. Austin's Mission in Nairobi, awaits exploration, as does the
application of similar model thinking to the ex-slave villages of the
12
Church Missionary Society along the East African Coast.

A Belated

Experiment on the Niger
It might also be noted. that just as the village de liberte was running
out of credibility in East Africa, Fr. Joseph Lutz and his team, all
French Spiritans, arrived at Onitsha on the Niger 1885 and proceeded
to establish such a viIIage as a foundation for mission work in Eastern
Nigeria. Such projects were further encouraged by the large sums of
money for the redemption of slaves becoming available to Catholic
missions through coIIections taken on the Feast of Epiphany in the
Churches of Europe as a result of the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII (Ill
13
Plurimis) condemning slavery.
Spiritan Leon Lejeune led the mission on the Niger from 1900
until his death in 1905, during which time mission strategy changed
radically. This was partly due to the global thinking in the Spiritan
Congregation under the superior generalship of Alexandre Lc Roy,
and partly due to changes in British colonial policy, which from 1902
provided substantial subsidy for the development and running of
17,

Since the seminal work of Roland Oliver, The

Missionary

Factor ill East

Green & Co.,

1952).
Africa (London: Longmans,
11
From 1883 large sums of money for the redemption of slaves became available
in a Catholic context. As a result of the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII ln. Pluriniis
1888.See Joel S. Panzer, The Popes and Slavery (New York: Alba House,
19(6), pp. 56-58.

image of the villages to outsiders was reinforced by a
involving Fr. Lutz. A slave girl had been redeemed
married outside the village. Fr. Lutz accepted
the
mission
and
was
later
by
of
to
payment
bride-price
compensate the mission for the initial redemption fce.
I Ic found himself in court, charged and found guilty of technical slave-trading.

The

ambiguity

of the

disastrous incident in 1890

fined, with the meagre consolation that the court did not attach any moral
his action. Sec F. K. Ekechi, Missionary Enterprise and Rivalry in
l�h()/('!'(! 1857-·J9f.1 (London: Frank Cass, 1971), p.l00.
I lc

was

stigma

to
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mISSIon

primary schools,

on

condition of their

certain standard of excellence.

being brought to a
sufficiently insightful to

Lejeune
potential of these developments for a new mission strategy on
the Niger. Lejeune wrote to his superior general, Le Roy in 1904:
"education is the only way ahead in Africa, there is no other possible
way to convert people". Two years previously he had written to Le
Roy, "it is perilous to hesitate, the christian village must go, and all
,,14. From Le Roy's
our concentration must be on the schools
in
Africa
East
was
previous experience
Lejeune
preaching to the
see

was

the

converted.
Conclusion
Kollman's book has

a

limited horizon in that it focuses

exclusively

on

missionary method in use on the coast of East Africa, without
exploring the fact that the similar methods of evangelisation through
the redemption of slaves were being pursued more or less
simultaneously by the Spiritans on the West Coast of Africa, on the
Niger and in Gabon (apart from a passing reference on p. 61) and on
other continents, and by other Christian missionary groups. It is also
curious that only passing reference (p. 61) is made of the analogous
use of theocratic Christian villages as a method of evangelisation by
the Jesuits in Paraguay, as previously considered in this essay. The
model of the Christian village as an attempt to reproduce a utopian
society in an alien environment has a strong lineage in Christian
mission history.
The style of the book is somewhat marred by repetition. The
opening chapters are thematic. The rest of the book follows historical
order. The result is that in many cases the same material is repeated
with little added. But this is not to take away the extraordinary
achievement of the book which is compulsory reading for anyone
interested in mission history and strategy.
a

II

Clarke, "The Methods and Ideology of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Eastern
Nigeria 1885-1905', ill Journal of Religion in Africa, VI, 2, 1975,98. See also
Augustine S.O. Okwu, The Mission of the Irish Holy Ghost Fathers among tlu:
lgbo of Southeastern Nigeria 1905-1956 (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis). Colombia
P.B.

University, 1977.

pp. 146-51.
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Introduction:

image of the laity given by Vatican II was greeted
enthusiastically mostly by the laity. Such passionate reception was
manifested by the wave of initiatives and experiments that
followed. The laity assumed different ministerial and leadership
roles in the Church. With this development, the spontaneous
impression in the immediate post-conciliar period is that, the active
participation of the laity in the life, organization and mission of the
Church will increase gradually. However, the actual situation that
resulted is not yet satisfactory. 'Today, after the great hopes that

The

new

followed the Council,
in

into

translating

still laden with

we are

practice

some

Council. Some have attributed this

numerous

difficulties

of the basic intuitions of the
to the

deep divergences
interpretation of the Council, its teaching and overall
significance which to a great degree have undermined the
understanding of the laity and the extent of their participation in the
Church. Others ascribe the problem to the ambiguity of the
on

problem

the

orientation inherent in the documents of the Council themselves.

However,

some

backgrounds

and

reflection

the

on

with

theologians

contemporary

have tasked themselves with

experiences
theology of the laity

and

a

better

different
a

further

interpretation

of

the Council. In this article I set out to discuss the dominant issues

that

constitute

the
aim

theology. My
regarding the laity
theologians that can

theology of the laity in the post-conciliar
is to highlight those theological elements
in

the

enhance the

mission of the Church. No

I

reflections

of

participation
deny that most

Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven

contemporary

of the

one can
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in the
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that constitute

the

core

of the

theologians'

reflections

arc

teachings of the Counci l. In this respect, therefore,
dignity and roles the laity have and their place
in the mission of the Church within the purview of the
contemporary theological thinking. Their opinion regarding the
secularity of the laity will also be explored. I shall conclude by
highlighting the implications of such theological thinking.
dcri vcd from the

I shall examine what

1.

Vatican II

Recapitulating

The Second Vatican Counci 1 set the stage for a new theology of the
laity by fundamentally understanding the Church as the "People of

God".2

phrase 'people of God' was chosen by the Council
Fathers to designate both the laity and the clergy as constituting the
Church.3 The understanding of people of God is hinged on the
covenant idea. It is used in order to bring out more clearly the
deeper meaning of the Church, which is anchored on the election of
Israel. The whole salvation history started with the election of
The

Israel and the ratification of the covenant, which instituted them as
a chosen race, the people of God (Ex 6:7; Deut 14:2). 'Therefore,
the

phrase 'people

of

God', brings

out

the connection and the

difference between the Old and the New 'Testament and at the,

same

promise

of God and its fulfilment in the New

phrase "People

of God" also portrays the nature of the
clearly. That the Church is a people

time marks the
Testament.

The
Church
shows

communion

as

the

horizontal

dimension lies

).

on

Lumen Gentium 1

more

dimension

of

The

communion.

the fact that it is not any type of

(hereinafter LC.) 'Throughout this work

vertical

people

we

are

but

using

a

the

translation of Norman P. Tanner (ed.)"Decrees a/the Ecumenical Councils, Vol.
II. (Washington D.C.: Washington University Press, 1990). 'This teaching of the

really sparked off some theological
Mey, "Church as Sacrament. A
deeper insight
Conciliar Concept and Its Reception in Contemporary Theology," The Presence
ojtli« Transcendence. Thinking Sacrament ill a Post-Modem Age, eds. Lievcn

Council

on

the Church

reflections. For

l�'\l'\C & John C. Ries
/ .utucn Gentium 9.

as

sacrament
see

has

Peter De

(Leuven: Peeters, 2001) 181-196.
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.of God. This is the vertical

Church.4
Nonetheless, the understanding
God" brings out the anthropological

of the

Church
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between God

relationship

and the whole

we use

the word "Church,"

of the Church
value of the

reference is

a

usually

"People of
Church.5 When

to

as

the institution

and sometimes this suggests a consideration of the Church apart
from the Christian faithful that constitutes it. LG 9 expresses that

image and likeness discloses
his intention of calling human beings to share in his divinity.
lIence, the whole salvation history gears towards the formation of a
community destined on its way towards beatific vision. 'Through
the history of Israel which culminates in the New Testament in the
person of Christ, a new people of God is found and its membership
secured only through faith and baptism in Jesus Christ in whose

God

all human

creating

blood the

new

races

in his

covenant was ratified.

Furthermore, the concept of 'people of God' discloses the
grace"," and apart from referring to all the

"visiblcncss of God's

is also "in various ways" open to all
under the how in the clouds of divine

baptized
are

peoples

because

they

grace."

foregoing, we see that the richness of this biblical
of
People of God in the understanding of the Church
concept
cannot be overemphasized. But this new development is not
unconnected with the wave of theological studies that preceded the
Counci I. This is because ever before Vatican II and precisely
between 1937 and 1942 onward the idea of the People of God has
been firmly re-established in Catholic theology."
In the

I

Paul Lakeland, The Liberation

the

of

Laity:

III Search

of

Accountable

all

Church (New York: Continuum, 2(02) 221.
)
Yves Congar, 'The Church: The People of God," Concilium 1 (1965) 11-37.

21·23.
()

.Jerry

T. Farmer,

Ministry

ill

Community. Rahner's

Visioll

of'Ministry (Louvain:

Peeters Press, 1993) 44.
"/
x

Sec U; 13, 16.

Sec

D(;minikus

Mannes

Boni Iacius Press,

Mystical Body

1940).

Ekklesiologie im
questioned a concept
preferred a definition

Koster,

M.D. Koster

of Christ and rather

Church with the idea of the

People

of God in which

men

Werdell

(Paderbon:

of the Church

as

of the

of the

and

nature

women

enter

the

by
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Basing

this

on

understanding
9

new

of the Church

as

a

whole, the Council Fathers describes the laity as Christ's faithful
who by the virtue of their incorporation into Christ through

baptism,

people of God and, in their own way made
priestly, prophetic and royal office. Since they
members of the Church, they play their own part in

constitute the

sharers in Christ's
arc

constitutive

the mission of the whole Christian faithful in the Church and in the

world.l" However,

the Council teaches that

other members of the Church-the
fundamental

equality,

character of the

11

clergy

though the laity and
religious-have

and the

the secular character remains the distinctive

laity.12

The Council Fathers' attribution of the secular character

as

the

and the information that the clerics

character of the

laity
something to do with the worldly things sounds
strange as a relapse to the language of the medieval period. Being
in the world, and life from the ontological point of view, belongs to
special
have

now

and then

and take their

place by confirmation and orders. See also Lucien
Theologie de I' Eglise suivant saint Paul (Unam Sanctam, 10), Paris,
English version: The Church ill the Theology of St. Paul, trans. Geoffrey

baptism

Ccrfaux La
,

1942.
Webb

and

Adrian

Walker (New

analysis,

philosophical-exegetical

York:

Herder and Herder,

Cerfaux

showed

that

for

1959).
St.

In

Paul

his
the

fundamental concept to be used in defining the Church was the Jewish idea of
Israel as the People of God instead of the concept of the (Mystical) Body of
Christ. For him, Christians

are

the

new

People, profoundly

linked with Israel. For

few other literatures that dealt with the concept of People of God before Vatican
II see: Dorn Anscar Vonier, The People of God (London, 1937); Frank B. Norris,
God's

own

People:

All

Introductory Study of the Church (Baltimore: Helicon,

1962).

(�

Edward Schillcbecckx, The Mission

of the Church,

trans. N. D.

Smith (London:

Shoed and Ward, 1973),90-116. Schillebeeckx remarks that the Council had "no
intention of providing an 'ontological' definition of the layman, but rather a

'typological' description",

This

explicit justification

is to be found in the official

report of the Doctrinal Commission of the Council, Schema Constitutionis De
Ecclesia (Rome, 1964, report submitted on 3 July 1964), 126.
10
II
17

U; 31.

See U; 32.

specific or distinguishing character of the laity is that of their
quality" which means that they "seek the kingdom of God by engaging
tv mporal affairs and ordering these in accordance with
!he will of God".
U; 31: The

"secular
in

Mission

being

of the Laity

human and clerics

Council Fathers'

symbolic
Middle

distinction

Ages.13

of

of the Church

Mission

also

are

attempt

as

people
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in the world. In the

describe the

to

worldly

and

However, the Fathers

laity, one detects
spiritual things as in
were targeting bringing

the
the
out

laity thatit locates in the whole breath of
human existence where they engage in different professions and
tasks, in daily family life and in social relationships. The laity carry
out their work through the witness of their life, through faith, hope
the

specific

mission of the

and love.

laity as seen above, though still with
by the Council Fathers' realization
that the laity, like every other people that belong to the Church,
have status in the Church.14 'Such recognition is a turning point in
the life of the Church because right from the time of Constantine
only bishops had status in the Church. Their position was the same
as those of the senators. Priests and religious were given status in
the Church from the middle ages. The laity who had no status then
The

some

description

of the

limitations, is informed

were, from the middle ages and also in

Codex Iuris Canonicis of

15

1917, defined as non-clerics. The Council Fathers recognizing the
fundamental dignit>, of all the baptized affirmed the status of the
This

laity.

recognition

of

the. status

necessitates the characterization of the

of

laity

as

the

laity, therefore,
priests, prophets and

kings.

Christopher Butler observes, Vatican II is not a final
16
to further theological
accomplishment but a stepping-stone
reflections. It is against this background that several contemporary
theologians have continued to reflect on the status and role of the
laity in the Church.
As Dom

L,

Peter

Hunerrnann

zum

Zweiten

ed., Lumen Gentium: Komnientar ZUI1l
KOIlZ.iL, Band 2,462.
I()
nom Christopher Butler, Forward to the PauList Press edition ofThe
Constitution 011 the Church (New York: Deus Books, 1965) 8-9.

Zweiten

ed.,

s/cuikanischcn Kotizil, Band 2
I'�
I)

Lumen

(Freiburg:

Gentium:

Kommentar

Herder, 2004) 464-465.

See U; 30.
Peter

Huncrrnann

vatikanischen
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Laity as Disciples and Ministers
theologians have sought for the understanding of the laity

2.
Some

perspective of Christian discipleship. Donald
Goergen and Gerald Foley believe that every Christian has a
17
vocation to be a disciple of Christ.
For Foley, being a
disciple is
"to have recognized the Lord, to have responded to his call, and to
be commissioned to go forth to bear fruit.,,18 This is a call to take
part in God's plan. 'Though one is called into a community, the
vocation is also particularized, not in the sense of the lay state in
general or the clerical state in general but as an indi vidual for a
particular purpose. I-Ience, one is not called to be a lay person;
rather, one is called as a lay person to a specific function or task in
the life of the Church. And this is why Leonardo Boff says that the
lay person is not a secular person. Rather the indi vidual lay person
within

,

"is

a

the

wider

member of the Church in the secular world and has

a

direct

Christ.,,19 This implies that the laity are those
who, through baptism, are citizens of the Church as well as of the
world.i" This frame of understanding presents a lay person as one
called to Christian discipleship for something specific in the
Church and in the World. A proper understanding and discernment
of one's vocation takes a gradual process.i' The 'logic of vocation
and its consequent response involves not only faith in God but also
a sense of providence as well as a sense of trust both of the other
mandate from Jesus

1'1

Donald

"Current Trends. The Call to the

Goergen,

Laity," Spirituality Today

(1983) 256-266, 257. See also Gerald Foley, Empowering the Laity (Kansas
City: Sheed and Word), 1986, 6. Foley's understanding of vocation is similar to
35

what existed in the

early Church when persons were expected to fulfil their
daily life. This changed with time and people believed

in the midst of their

to fulfil one's vocation as a

become

a

monk,

a

priest

Christian,

or a

one

religious.

call
that

has to withdraw from the world and

Vocation

was

understood

only

in these

contexts.
18

Gerald

19

Foley, Empowering

the

Laity (Kansas City: Sheed

and

Leonardo 13 off, Church, Charism and Power. Liberation
Institutional Church (London: SCM Press, 1985) 30.

Word) 1986,57.
Theology and the

7.0

Paul Lakeland, Ute Liberation of the Laity: III Search of
Church, (New York: Continuum, 2002) 229.
,�I

Donald

Goergen,

"Current Trends. The Call to the

Laity," 257.
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and of the self.

According to Goergen, the means of acquiring
identity is through baptism, confirmation and first
Eucharist, which he considers as the sacraments of the laity.
Apart from being disciples, Goergen and Foley also
understand the laity as ministers. They are of the common view that
a call to discipleship is also a vocation to ministry. This is because
"ministry is what one is called to and sent for.,,22 Goergen argues
that vocation, mission and ministry, constitute a full meaning of
Christian discipleship. In this sense, the vocation of a lay person is
this Christian

to

he

a

minister and the Christian

sense

of vocation is

call to

a

general notion
ministry. Every
precedes every other particularization of ministry. For some, the
particularization of ministry will involve ordination, whereas for all
others, baptism is the sacrament that qualifies one to minister.
Thus, a lay person has a legitimate status of a minister.
But the identity of the laity as both disciple and minister
hinges on the mission of the Church because the reason for a call to
discipleship and involvement in ministry is to carry out the
Christian

is

called to it.

This

Church's mission.

3.

Laity

3.1.

in Mission

Mission

theologians

of

are

the

of the

Church

as

Mission

opinion that the
Kingdom

world, for the sake of the

of

the

Laity:

Some

Church exists in and for the
of

God23

only be
understood in terms of her mission. She is a community gathered in
response to the invitation to be the Body of Christ with the specific
mission of proclaiming the Good news and building the Kingdom
n

and

lbid., 261. See also Gerald Foley, Empowering the Laity, 57. Discipleship
being called by God for the sake of the other, that is, for ministry
"The Kingdom, which is the realization of the will of God, comes into being

entails
.

n

can

.

wherever
of the

Gospel, whether explicitly or implicitly. When the reality
a genuinely human community begins to appear. There
freedom, charity, justice, and the untrammeled pursuit of truth. The

men

Gospel

is peace,

live the

takes hold,

Church

exist to promote these values, to be a herald of the future of
See Richard P.
I hulrnankind, to be kind of "purview of coming attractions.
Mclsricn, "'A Theology of the Laity," American I...'cclesiastical Review 160
(1%9) n 85,85.
'"
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.

.

of God. In the

light

Church's

that the

of

this understanding, Paul

mission involves

Lakeland argues
'human solidarity

proclaiming

community to work 'for the proper well
requires speaking against all societal
ills that undermine human solidarity as well as confronting the
current problems of the world. It is in this sense that Foley
human

and

stimulating
being of the world.·ll

It also

maintains that the mission of the Church is 'one of service to the

community; and, scripturally
since it is intrinsic to the

the' Church's

which

it remains antecedent to

of

sense

mission

vocation.f

is

directed

community and the whole social community.
The ministry of Christ on earth was for
whole human

IIirn-v-the

race'.

It

disciples,

community

The communities to

are

the

Christian

the

was

not

restricted to the

but

He

was

concerned

wellbeing of the
community around
with making His

.

ministry

the Church continues Jesus'
we

community of His time. Since
earthly mission through her ministries,

relevant to the entire social

separate the Church from the World. Otherwise,

cannot

view "the Church

as

serving

its members but not

serving

we

God's

earth.

kingdom
Goergen and Foley argue that the reason behind every call
discipleship is a participation in this mission. For them, mission
on

to

is

in the character of the Church and it reveals how active the Church
),4

Paul Lakeland, The Liberation of the Laity: In Search of
Church, 229.

25

Gerald

an

Accountable

Foley, Empowering

the' Laity, 52. See also

and Proclamation

the Mission of the Church," Church

Hypolite

A.

Adigwe,
Leadership
and the Christian Message, ed. Francis A. Adedara, (lbadan: Stirling-Horden
Publishers, 2(04) 251-271, 254. Adigwe locates the origin and goal of mission in
the Holy Trinity and argues that it is on the inner divine mission that we find the
basis of Church's mission. He says: "It is in the Trinity that we find the
foundation, origin and final destination of mission. In describing the inner
Trinitarian relationship, we talk of processions. There are two inner Trinitarian
processions the procession of the Son from the Father, and the procession of
the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son. These are called immanent or
internal acts of the Most Holy Trinity. These two processions are called missions
"Dialogue

and

can

be described

and also sends; the

mission that

lays

as

as

follows: the Father sends, and is not sent; the Son is sent.
is sent, but does not send. It is this inner divine

Holy Spirit

the foundation for the

temporal

mission."
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say that the laity are the Church26 means that they
share 'both in the internal and the external mission of the Church.
is.

Hence,

to

And because

they

incorporated

are

into

Chl�ist through baptism,

ultimately 'that of
further' be particulariscd, since vocation'

their mission is the mission of the Church and

Chrisi.:"

This mission

can

is also particuluriscd. What Goergen and Foley want to express is
that every Christian or rather every lay person has a religious
vocation which entails a mission. While the sense of vocation

of God's presence, the sense of mission
connotes "a complimentary connectedness to others." 'The sense of
means

an

mission is

awareness

being

for

being in the world and in relationship
recognition of not being for oneself alone but

an awareness

the world. It is

a

othcrs.i"

of

In other words, vocation and mission

consciousness and world-consciousness
into

God

It is

growing

emphasizes

that the

respectively.

person of God and a person for others.
Furthermore, Hans Urs von Balthasar

mean

to

of

a

Gospel, while fundamental in the activities of
belong only to the clergy but also to all the
baptized. The interesting element in his theological discussion on
the laity is that he' understands the gathering of disciples by Jesus as
proclamation

of the

the Church, does not

establishment 'of the

the

formation

of

a

community

hierarchy. However,

neither undermines the

hierarchy

nor

rather than

of faith,
von

places

Balthasar's
it side

by

the

statement

side with the

�()

Sec lclix Wilfred, 'Three Nodal Points In the Theology of the Laity,"
Vidy{�jy()ti (1986) 502-518,505. Wilfred subscribes to the notion that the laity

arc

the Church. He describes them

as

being indispensable

because he believes

community of
implies that human
laity are not simply
a section within the Church but are the Church together with the clergy.
,1/
(Jerald Foley, Empowering the Laity, 49. See also Donald Goergen, "Current
Trends. The Call to the Laity," 258-261. See also G. Thils, "Les fideles lares:
leur sccularitc, leur ecclcsialite," Nouvelle Revue Theologique 109 (1987) 182that

v.

i thout their faith there is

no

Church si nee the Church is

a

bel icvcrs. To say that thc Church is a reality of communion
subjects meet each other and interact in love and service. The

20): (�. Chuntrainc, "Lc laic a linterieur des missions divines," Nouvelle Revue
F//(;n/ogiqll{, 109 (1987) 362-381 � L. Debarge, "Chretiens dans la societe, lares
d�lI1s
'S

l'(��dise."

l)onal�i

EV98 (l98R) 71-76.
Current Trends. The Call

Goergen,
h ilcy. 1:111poH'erillg

the l aiiv, 54.

to

the

Laity,"

259. See also Gerald
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community.
hierarchy exists

lIe

only

wants

within the

to

community
enabling

service. 'This service is aimed at

which

they

part,

are a

to

establish

the

fact that

the

of faith for the sake of

community, of
position becomes

the whole

fulfil their mission. His

disciples are called onto total
following Christ; they are to proclaim the message
of the kingdom of God, and are given the power to confront the evil
spirit. These disciples constitute the community to whom the

clearer when

he

adds that the

commitment in

Sermon

on

the Mount

was

addressed. The demand for radical

discipleship
sending forth to proclaim the
kingdom are fundamental to the call of the disciples. These two
calls, according to von Balthasar, necessarily belong to both the
laity and the clergy." Hence, he questions any idea that regards
mission as an affair of the clergy and not of the laity. For him, the
pastoral office of the Church is "primarily a function within the
Church in the service of all the people of the Church; and only by
means of this primary aspect and the use made of it by the
and the authorization and

Christians is it

a

Christian witness to the world outside.t'

Von Balthasar's

position

"

is not different from that of Vatican

II but it expresses the Council's teaching in a good light. The two
clements it stresses, to which all Christians are obliged, namely,

radical

..

.:
_

_

.

.;__

discipleship and the authorization and sending forth to
proclaim the kingdom, have a serious implication for the laity.
They are, therefore, to model their entire life after that of Christ and
stri ve through their own Ii ves, actions and words, to bring Christ to
others. In this regard, the laity, in carrying out their mission, focus
on all spheres of human existence, that is, in the Church and in the
world. On the other hand, the problem with von Balthasar's
contribution lies in seeing Christian witness as "witness to the
world outside." The reason is that by so doing he places the laity
outside the Church as they carry out the mission of the Church. It is
a common knowledge that a leaven properly serves its purpose only
when it is inside the dough. The phrasing of the Council's
29

_

Hans Urs

30

Ibid., 292.

Balthasar, The Von Balthasar's Reader, ed. Medard Kehl and
(New York: Crossroad, 1982) 290.

von

Werner Loser
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expresses this fact
"The Church in the Modem World" and not

Constitution, Gaudium
since it is known

as

et

Spes, succinctly

"The Church and the Modem World."

obligation of the laity to participate in the Church's
mission by the reason of their relatedness to Christ is well echoed
by Paul Lakeland. For hi Ill. all who are incorporated into Christ
have a common responsibility for the Church's mission. In this
regard, he reflects that, when the laity engage in lay activities."
they are carrying out the mission of the Church as a right due to
them through baptism and confirmation. It is a wayof exercising
their status as priests, prophets, and servant leaders independent of
any ecclesiastical authority. Moreover, since they are free and
independent citizens of the world, though guided by "Christian
narrative" as Church men and women, their day-to-day decisions
that have positive influence on the world represent the Church in
the dispensation of her co-creative responsibilities. This is
informed by the fact that divine grace is at work in all human
The

actions that promote life.
Since all who are

united

in

have

Christ

a

common

responsibility for mission, it means that the clergy and the laity are
partners in mission. It is in line with this that Felix Wilfred argues
clergy should
condescending manner
that the

31

invite the

not

to

participate

in the

in

paternalistic or
Church's mission.32
a

Lay involvement in the internal ministries
Organized apostolic associations led by laypeople but in some
sense officially
recognized by the institutional Church (so-called Catholic
Acton); c. Daily life of laypeople in the world; informed by the gospel,
sometimes conducted privately and sometimes in association with others.
37.
Felix Wilfred, "Three Nodal Points in the Theology of the Laity," 507. See
also Austin Echcrna, "Collaborative Ministry in the Church Family," Church
Leadership and Christian Message, ed. Francis A. Adedara, (Ibadan: Stirling
l lordcn Publishers, 2004), 88-102, 93. We need to emphasise that mission is by
all, to all and for all. "Mission as' the responsibility of all Christians ( ) is aimed
The

lay

activities

are as

follows:

laity

a.

of the Church; b.

...

at

the conversion of all. both at home within the borders of the local church and

abroad in the entire universal Church.

Normally the work of evangelization was
foreign territories. However, at
II there were two senses to "mission" and "evangelization". One
the traditional meaning of bringing the gospel to areas where it was not

considered
Vatican

reflected

in

terms

of

missionary

work to

r 1,1
This is because, for him, there is

equality in the Church
sacramentallyrooted
baptism. ,This position, however,
should not be stressed to the point of equiperating basic equality in
the Church with "levelling down of diverse gifts and functions.T:'
For, the clergy and the laity contribute in their own way to the
carrying out of the "Church's mission. One understands Wilfred
better within the perspective of LG 30, wherethe Council says that
the clergy "are well aware of how much the laity contribute to the
well-being of the Church. They know that they were not instituted
by Christ to undertake by themselves alone the church's whole
mission of salvation to the world." This implies that instead of
manifesting a paternalistic or condescending attitude 'towards the
laity, the clergy should encourage the laity t6 acknowledge their
which is

ministries

a

basic

so

that

in

and

unanimously,

their

charisms,

each in her

However, in

as

or

much

his

as

in the internal and external mission of the
Lakeland share the

all

'may

cooperate

way, in the common task.
the laity have the right to participate
own

laity have
opportunities
According
to Lakeland, "the cultivation of
secular expertise is primarily a
�
lay activity, though the ordained are not excused from knowledge
of worldly reality.T" For him, the reason for this specificity is that
the mission of the Church carried out in the world is fundamentally
present in the ordinary lives of the laity. Their identity as Church
members contributes to the idea that it is through their actions and
lives in the world that the Church gains what credibility it deserves.
same

position

in

Church, Wilfred and

holding

that the

in the Church's mission to the world.

more

..

yet known. A second
.

sense

of mission, inclusive of the

extended to the entire world, viewed all

narrower

of the Church

meaning

in

but

activity
missionary in nature (AG, 2) and even traditionally
Christian areas are ever in need of re-evangelization. In this sense the obligation
of spreading the faith is imposed on every disciple of Christ, according to his
ability. See John Cioppa, A New Understanding of Laity and Mission in the
Church," Tripod 42 (1987) 47-55, 52.
33
Austin Echema, "Collaborative Ministry in the Church Family," 89.
JI
Paul Lakeland, The Liberation of the Laity: 'Ill Search (�l all Accountable
Church, 247. According to Lakeland, some of those areas that require a
cultivation of secular expertise include politics and global capitalism.
missionary;

the Church is

as

some sense

Mission

ofthe Laity

as

Mission
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Wilfred, elaborating on the mission of the laity in the world,
maintains that they are to search for God's kingdom in the world,
in the midst of its

This is because in

develops

and

even

history, developments, anguish and struggles.
these areas the body of a new human family
gives some kind of foreshadowing of the new

age. Nevertheless, in the context of his historical situation in Asia,
Wilfred insists that the laity should go beyond understanding their
mission as fulfilling their profession in the world with a Christian

spirit. lie believes that they also have to engage in a critical
questioning of political structures of authoritarianism at micro and
macro levels and of the unjust economic and social systems. Since
they are called by God to collaborate with him for the arrival of his
kingdom, they should refuse to conform to any inhuman and
ungodly reality. They possess the responsibility to help the world to
transform its present situation so that it may become what it ought
to be in the plan and promise of God.35
The above positions of the theologians are very plausible. The
importance of the laity in the Church's mission can never be
overestimated. When one realises that the laity are not extraordinary
type of Christians but rather the normal kind of Christians, "it
becomes clear that the

question

of the nature and mission of the

laity
If
Church.,,36
the'
really
question
are
able
to
take
their
role
and
in.
the
laity
seriously
responsibility
mission of the Church, there would be much more peace, justice and
equity in the world. Poverty and corruption as experienced in different
countries of the world will be highly minimized. This expresses not
only the relatedness of the Church and the world but also affirms that
is

of the

the

nature

and mission of the

the mission of the Church, whether in the Church
not

many but

one

or to

the world, is

--the salvation of the humankind.

Unity of the Church's Mission
The unity of the Church's mission has been acknowledged by many
theologians. For Paul Lakeland, the whole saving action of' the
Church constitutes mission. The uniqueness of the Church's
3.2. The

;�

;(,

lclix Wilfred, "Three Nodal Points in the
P. Mcbrien, HA

Theology

of the

Laity,"

Theology

74.

of the

Laity,"

562-563,
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mission

inspires

Lakeland to call for the

between the Church and the world since both

bridging of the gap
are not only related

but need support and encouragement of each other for the

success

of the Church's mission. I-Ience, he says: "The Church
is part of
the secular world. We live simultaneously as churchly and secular.
...

We

not

are

oriented to God in the first instance and to the human
in the second.

Rather, we find God both in prayer and
community
and
in
the
with our fellow human beings in daily
encounter
worship
Iife.,,:n This understanding helps to prove the equal importance of
Church and world. As the former strengthens her members for
human solidarity, the latter is concerned with deciphering the
proper scheme in the world that will further the vision of human
freedom and initiative which the gospel proposes and the Church

proclaims. The Church does not know everything. It depends on the
world for enlightenment on those things the knowledge of which is
not easily accessible to her. What this implies is that "mission
requires not only deep faith and a living relationship with God, but
also an informed understanding of the world and intelligent
calculation of the various strategies and options that suggest
themselves for action.,,38
.

though the mission of the Church in the world, which for
some theologians constitutes the bulk of the Church's mission,
seems to fall upon the laity, Lakeland maintains that there should
I £ven

be

no

His

dichotomy

reason

"precisely

is

between mission ad intra and mission ad

that the Church

are

extra.

inseparable

because the work of the Church is mission. Whether it is

internal mission to Catholics
mission

and the world

in

themselves, mission

the context of other

religions,

to

it is

unbelievers,
human

or

beings

speaking
acting in the company of other human beings who
inhabit the same world, in the name of God's plan that the whole
and

world be

31

saved.,,39

This is true because wherever

Christian is, he

of

an

Accountable

Paul J akcland, '/11e Liberation of the Laity: In Search of
Church, 255.

an

Accountable

Paul Lakeland, The Liberation

of
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Laity:

III Search

a

-

Church, 247.
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the Good News both

by

words and

by deeds. Therefore, mission ad intra and ad extra are
like two faces of the same coin. Understood in this sense, it is

wrong for the laity to think that it is
the internal ministries of the Church

only
or

when

in the

they play a role in
liturgica] ministries

they arc participating in the Church's mission.
Nonetheless, Braulio Peiia seeking for a clearer way of
presenting the one mission of the Church observes that talking
about mission of the laity as being in the. Church and in the world
gi ves room for some misunderstanding. For him, it raises the
confusion as to whether the people of God have two or only one
mission and also whether the mission is different for the clergy and
for the laity. Believing that the Church's mission is one, he says:
"in the people of God, theology points to one single basis, baptism,
one single
mission, the transmission of the Good News, and
different modes of carrying on the mission, i.e., according to one's
own 'profession' .,,40 Therefore, it is obvious that whether ad intra
or ad extra, of the laity or of the clergy, the mission of the Church
which consists in striving for the salvation of humankind is one and
not many. More so, even though the entire baptised are called to be
witnesses of Christ, the people that constitute the Church have
different states of life. These states of life are opportunities for
participating in mission.
The unity of the mission of the Church cal1s attention to the
that

fact that

our

activities in the internal life of the Church must

balance with the witness of
This -is

why

concerns

of

Gerald

Pope

Foley

our

lives to the

believes that

John XXIII in

one

Gospe]

convoking

concern

feels that

people

from it. Even after the Council, Foley
still find it difficult to make connections between

society

and activities in the Church. For him, this

Braulio Pcfia, "Laymen in the Church: Jesus and His
( 1989) 235-248, 240.

SlIC'J"({ 24

the

withdrawing

their affairs in the

II)

gifts

was

of the Church.

how the Church could enter into the life of the

was

world instead of

society.
important

the Council

issue of how the world could benefit from the
l Iis

in the

of the most

People," Philippiniana

11;8

Hi;'jnph;�y'An'��neje
h'i�s

given ,'ris�

Sunday morning

to a

wide gap 'between the: Chufc'h gathered on
living and working in the

and, the scattered church

Also some Catholics offer .couragcous witness bytheir lives
but fLlck adequate; encouragement. He sees this posture. as not
synchronizing with th� Council's teaching which emphasizes that
Christians arc to create God's kingdom of justice, love, and peace
rather than snub this �orld i'n the hope of the eschatological world.
WIth this unde,rstanding, Foley argues thai the active participation'
(If the laity in 'the overall mission of the Church must accrue from a
good theology �)f the role ,of the' laity in the Church, a good
theology of workv of leisure, of marriage and family, 'or a good
theology of public, involvement for the Christian citizen.4J
The contentions of the above theologians, namely, Paul
Lakeland, Braulio Pen a and Gerald Foley, affirm the truth of the
unity of the mission of the Church. Whether internal rriission or
external mission, of the clergy or of the laity, mission is one and no
member of the Church is dispensed from it. They participate in this
mission in different ways. While participating in this mission, the
people of Gc)d are in the Church and at the sametime in the world.
This is because the external mission of the Church' can never be

world,

separated' from her
laity can participate

inner life. However, the
in mission constitute

Ministry of the Laity'
Themajority of theologians

our

manner

next

in which the

focus.

3.3.

believe that the

the Church's mission constitutes

Christians
necessary

·11

to

participate

foundation

in the

for,

laity's participation in
ministry.' The obligation of (;1])

common

mission of the Church is

any reflection

on

a

Church' ministry.Y

Empowering the Laity, 6.
"Ecclesiological Foundations of Ministry within an'
Ordered Communion," Ordering the Baptismal Priesthood, ed. Susan K. Wood
(Minnesota, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, ,2003) 26-51, 31. For further
ecclcsiological reflections on ministry see: Micheal Downey, "Ministerial
Identity: A Question qf. Common Foundation," Ordering the Baptismal
Priesthood, cd. Susan K. Wood (Minnesota, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2(03)
] 25 � Thomas P. Rausch, "Ministry and Ministries," Ordering the Baptismal

,17,
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Ministry originates from one's belonging to the Church. For,
through the sacraments of Christian initiation, one is' called to
discipleship- 'ministry is what one is called to and sent for. It is in
this regard that Goergen maintains that vocation, mission and
ministry constitute a full meaning of Christian discipleship.
According to him, baptism, confirmation and first-Eucharist are
sacraments of the laity. His conviction that every Christian begins
his or her' Christian ministry as a lay person as well as his belief
that lay ministry is the norm in terms of which ordained ministry is
to be understood led him to see ministry in the Church as
i

fundamentally lay.43
including the Pope were first, members
laity
they were chosen. But it is not enough to
as
warrant understanding the ministry of the Church
being
Such
will
dislodge ministry from
fundamentally lay.
understanding
its source-s-the Christ-and present a one sided understanding of
ministry. We have to emphasize that ministry is fundamentally
Christly. Clerical and lay ministry are distinct but related ministries
in the Church. Eugene Elochukwu Uzukwu beautifully puts it when
he reflects that bearing united witness to the service unto the death
of Christ is the Church's fundamental ministry in the community
and to the world.l" The Church's ministry is the ministryof Christ
but the clergy and the laity share in this ministry in variousways.f
It originates from within the community according to the needs of
It is true that all clerics

of the

from whom

.

the

46

cornrnumty.

Priesthood, cd. Susan K. Wood (Minnesota, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2003)
52-67
.u

.

"Current Trends. The Call to the

Laity," 264-265.
Listening Church: Autonomy and Communion in
.vjrican Churches (New York: Orbis Books, 1996) 136.
b
See Thomas O'Meara, Theology of Ministry (New York: Paulist, 1983) 142.
O'Meara understands ministry as a public activity of a baptized follower of Jesus
Christ flowing from the Spirit's charisrn and an individual personality on behalf
of a Christian community to witness to, serve and realize the kingdom of God."
·1(,
Sec also James D. Whitehead & Evelyn Whitehead, The Emerging Laity:
Returning Leadership to the Community of Faith (New York: Doubleday Garden
(,il�_ 1<)S())·l59.
·H
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ministry of the laity is echoed
by Cardinal J. A. Malula. For him, lay ministry can never be a
clerical substitute. Appreciating the sacraments of baptism and
confirmation as the basis of lay ministry, he holds that the laity
participate in ministry not due to lack of priests but due to their
rights as Christians. Responding to the reactions of people with
regard to the "ministry of bakambi't'" which was his original
creation, he says: "Many thought that the ministry of 'bakambi'
was an effort to compensate for the lack of priests. Those who
.thought this failed. to understand the basic motive behind our
initiative. What pushed us to initiate this ministry was our faith in
We wanted to
the sacraments of baptism and confirmation
demonstrate our confidence in the baptismal grace of the laity." He
further clarifies that the status and ministry of the laity is unique
and distinct from' that of the clergy. In this regard, he says, "in the
Church we need lay people who are not clericalized, who remain
lay people whi Ie taking up their responsibilities for evangelization
and the organization of the community.?" Malula's understanding
of lay ministry strikes the right cord in situating the laity in the life
and ministry of the Church.
John C. Haughey argues for the reality of the ministry of the
laity from a pneumatological perspective. Following the Scriptural
understanding of the Holy Spirit as "the Spirit of truth," he
maintains that all the baptised are those who have been "trued" by
The sacramental basis of the

...

fr!

See Leon de Saint Moulin, ed., CEuvres

du Cardinal .I. Malula.

Completes

(Kinshasa: Facultes Catholiques
dc Kinshasa, 1997). "Bakarnbi" are lay ministers who are in charge of a parish
with the mandate from the Bishop. This is a practice in Congo that was begun by
Testes Concernant le laicat et la societe, vol. 6,

.I. Cardinal Malula in 1973.. It
•

�g

was

first instituted in 1975

in R. J .uncau, Laisse aller

.

people (Paris: Karthala, 1987) 40. See
also "Pastoral Care in Kinshasa," Pro Mundi Vita Bulletin 99 (1984) 34-36; Felix
Wilfred, "Three Nodal Points in the Theology of the Laity," 507. Felix Wilfred
reflects that ministry is an inalienable right of the laity. He argues that offices in
the Church are rooted in baptism. Therefore "office and ministry are themselves
charisrns in a community constituted by the Spirit and endowed with diversity of
gi tts." Cf. Karl Rahncr, The Dynamic Elements ill the Church (London: Burns
Quoted

.uul Oates. 19(4).
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and likeness of the Son. 'The need for this
us

see

what

we

need to know and to live the lives

happy.?"

of the Church

need to see, to know what we
we need to live in order to be

have been trued

through the
Holy Spirit, they
responsibility
"truing" by the
assistance of that same Holy Spirit. According to Haughey, to true
is to minister if one goes about one's tasks according to the mind of
God. One knows the mind of God by knowing Jesus Christ since
Ilc is the one "through whom and for whom all things were made"
(Colossians 1: 16). All members of the Church participate in
ministry in one way or the other. While some are appointed to
ministry, "most" are anointed for ministry without enjoying any
formal appointment. The "appointeds" are also anointed because
anointing is what is general to all the baptised and it originates
from the anointing of Jesus as Messiah. With anointing through
baptism, one acquires the infused theological virtues of faith, hope
and love and by confirmation one is enriched and equipped all the
more with the infused moral virtues and gifts of the Spirit that are
Since all the

baptised

have

the

by

God

of

ministry.j"

necessary for
The implication of

Haughey's ecclesio-pneumatology of the
ministry
laity
laity, as all other members
of the Church, have the responsibility of exercising ministry both in
the Church and in the world. His exposition brings to light the
equipping for ministry by identification with Christ and remaining
under the promptings of the Holy Spirit. This is true since ministry
derives its origin from Christ and manifests itself as a gift of the
Holy Spirit, and we are all followers of Christ.
Discussion on the ministry
or the laity is a new development.
This is because for centuries,':
the word "ministry" has been
understood to refer only to the work of the clergy and excluded the
life of service in the world. Vatican II maintains this usage though
it laid the foundation for lay ministry. In the post-conciliar
Church's teaching, ministry strictly understood would refer to those
of the

is to show that the

..
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who

are

ordained

including laity

who

or

commissioned

serve

as

by

the Church for

ministry,

lectors, Eucharistic ministers, and

catechists. It would not include the life of service in the world. The
essential

is that

reason

ccclcsial

community."

ministry takes place
While

support this view" others still
the

some
reserve

)?

in

relationship to the
contemporary theologians
the term "ministry" only for

-

clergy.
Foley regards

conceptions of lay ministry as being too
narrow; it fails to recognize as ministry the laity's daily life
engagement. It places greater value on ministry within the Church
and, by default, has devalued the work of men and women in the
world. In so doing, "it misses the significance of the laity by giving
them their meaning in the institutional church".53 This is also
)1

such

"Ministry since Vatican II: A Time of Change and
rheology Review 3 (1990) 33-45, 34: For Linnan "ministry
primarily an ad intra activity directed towards the community of
It is distinguished from mission, the raison d'iitre of the Church,

See John E. J .innan,

Growth," Nell'
describes
believers.

which is the cu!

extra

work of the Church in the world and for the world."

See

"Ministry:' Chicago Studies 15 (1976) 305--315.
Ormerod, "Mission and Ministry in the Wake of Vatican II,"

also James i\. Coridcn,
_'1,l

See

Neil

hnQ�li0���[Y!�Y!f��lluhe�lrC�h�)I(�����1/Qrmerod.htIII (access
10/6/(4) 8: Ormerod maintains that ministry is specifically for the ordained
while mission is for the laity. This is clear when he says: "Far from ministry
being the central task of the Church, it is mission which defines its purpose and
this is largely the responsibility of the laity. Indeed one could mount a case that
ministry, in particular ordained ministry is a restriction which limits an
individual's ability to engage in mission, precisely for the sake of the larger
'The
See
also
ITlISSlon.
John
Saward,
Theology of the Laity,"
!:HJP�Lf_y.\�.�\::�.:nchristendom-a\vake.()ru/pages/isa\vard/laity l.htrn 7th February 2003
version, (access 22/04/2005) 4. John Saward warns against using the word
"ministry" to qualify almost everything done by the laity-the muddling up of
"ministry" and "service." According to him, ministry is an ecclesiastical
language which pertains to authorized office and is the God-given task of only
some Christians. On the other hand, service in imitation of Christ the suffering
servant, is the vocation of all. He argues that ministry and service are distinct:
otherwise it would he a tautology to claim that "sacred ministers are called to
service." For him, the major difference between ministry and service is that the
former is by its very nature public while the latter is more often hidden and
..

humble."
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by Ed Marciniak as he says: "What bedevils our
pastoral theology and existing practice is a mindset that
automatically expects a lay person who is deeply committed to
Jesus Christ to become a paracleric in the church's civil service as a
mini-priest or mini-sister.,,54 What Foley and Marciniak wish to
emphasize is that limiting the understanding of lay ministry to the
internal life of the Church is not only one sided and myopic but
also vitiates the expression of the Christian life of the laity in the
whole social community. Also such discourages the laity from
seeing their work in the society as the work of the Church. It
amounts to an understanding of ministry from the clerical lens.
echoed

Convinced
mission to

the root of the Church's existence is its

that

the structures of

struggle against

for the realization of the will of God

clerical

ministry

enable the Church in her mission. The
out

ministry.

as

that which exist to
of the

ministry

the mission of the Church to the world,

carry
fundamental

relationship

of

ministry

For

the

nurture

on

and the sacramental life

injustice and to work
earth, Foley regards

him, the

the

Church

ministry
laity.

of the

instead

clergy

laity

therefore,
of

the

who

is the

pastoral

is to enable and

Ilc blames the poor model of
between the Church and the society as the stumbling

ministry

block towards

of the

the work of the

in the

society as
ministry. For him, "the mission of the Church is hampered by lack
of a model for the relationship of Church and society. We have not
fully accepted the ministry of work and public service as a genuine
religious vocation. The absence of theologies of work, marriage
and family, leisure and public service gives evidenc-e that the
recognizing

Church has taken

her vocation

to transform

laity

the world

lightly.,,55

Foley regrets that more attention has been gi ven to "the inward
community and maintenance of the institution than to the primary
gospel mission." According to him, "the Church does not exist for
itself but to continue God's work in the world."s6 Therefore, the
-"
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Church should he

understood not

only as a gathered
community
community that disperses as
to nourish the society with the Gospel values.i" 'The beauty of this
understanding of the Church as opined by Foley is that it will help
to give a two-way exercise of ministry, namely, ministry in the
Church and ministry to the World.
Moreover, Foley claims that the proper understanding of the
Church a's people of God, makes the notion of ministry open to all
those who are called through baptism to the service of Christ and
the Church.58 Baptism is a sacrament by which all Christians are
obliged to participate in ministry. Hence, he distinguishes between
extraordinary ministry and ordinary ministry. The former he
understands as the ministry commissioned by the Church and
properly

of the faithful but also

as a

carried out in' the internal life of the Church, and the latter he

designates
of

as

initiation)

live

the
to

and work.

one

that arises from the call of God

(sacraments

live Christian lives of service wherever Christians
The

concern

of

Foley

is

to

make

ministry

a

responsibility of all the baptized since it arose from the needs of the
community and not from the appointment by persons in authority.
It is within this broad perspective that Donald Goergen understands
ministry as a response to need, a reverence for others and making
oneself available to those in need.59 It is love overflowing into
praxis.
The argument of Foley is corroborated by Robert Kinast, Like
Foley who regards laity involvement in internal Church matters as

extraordinary ministry and lay activity in the World as ordinary
ministry, Kinast views the entire role of the laity as lay ministry
particularized as "caring for society." For him, care of society
means a feeling for society, which resembles God's love for
humanity. The origin of such feeling is "our faith, our relationship
with God from which we derive our sense, of the world.r''" Kinast's
st

Ibid., 18-·19.
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key to understanding ministry is liberation that is threefold
namely, human sustenance, human dignity, and human salvation.
Hence, the ministry of the laity consists in engaging in those
activities that have liberative effects. He uses "care of society" as a
symbol that aims at synthesizing the dominant and contrasting
clements in the experience of laypersons since Vatican II as well as
suggesting a new direction for lay ministry. Clarifying his symbol,
he argues that care of society or caring for others is an imitation of
Christ, which implies an .attitudc of genuine commitment to others
even at personal risk. For him, such commitment is an authentic
ministry that derives its mandate from the very source of Christian
life. It manifests a character of equality and commitment and seeks
to offer

This

the best

means

a

and the most extensive liberation for others.

care

good

utilization of all available

nature, in .rnaintaining
for humankind, it is,

equilibrium;
an

onus

on

has

provided

resources.

resources

Since

enough

every person to work for the

welfare of all.

Foley and Kinast, though plausible, keep the
margin as they engage in the Church's internal

The views of

laity on the
ministry. However,

Paul Lakeland and Braulio Peria present an
alternative view. Lakeland who does not admit ·of any dichotomy
between the intra and
involvement of the

extraordinary.

For

extra

laity

ecclesial mission

in the internal

ministry

questions why
should be

the

seen as

him, those ministries in the internal life of the

Church which do not derive from ordination should

ordinarily
laity.i" categorizes laity ministry ministry in the
belong
Church and ministry in the World.62 Lakeland's agitation is right
because ministry belongs .to the people of God and derives from
.baptisrn in- which case one is entitled to it through baptism. In the
same way, Peria argues that to regard lay participation in the
liturgical ministry as extraordinary indicates that the laity are being
permitted to get involved. Such situation attracts some questions: is
gi ving what belongs to somebody part of the virtue of generosity,
to

the

He

as

(II

Paul Lakeland, The Liberation of the Laity: In Search of
('/lIIl'cll,93.

(,'

Sec ibid., 267.
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or

of

justice? Pena, in answering this question, emphatically
access of the laymen [and laywomen] to the new forms

states: "The

ministry is not based on the present need to have collaborators in
the performance of the liturgical action. It is right-duty that
concerns all the baptised as such.,,63

of

Our discussion

ministry

of the

so

far aims at

laity. Despite

indicating

the

the different nuances,

reality
we are

of the

inclined

think that the

ministry of the laity should be understood within
theology
ministry of the whole people of God. This
concerns itself with the
question, "how do I live out God's claim
and call on my life? How does the community of faith nurture and
challenge me? How can I be both missionary and minister in my
life's settings?"?" The ministry of the laity is never derived from
the ministry of the ordained nor is it a ministry that takes place only
or
primarily within the Church. Both the community of faith and
the human society are important places of ministry for the laity.
Ministry is a daily activity, and it is dynamic and charismatic. It
aims at Christian growth and movement to maturity.f Moreover,
what qualifies an action as ministry is a genuine intention to
continue Christ's mission.66 'These should shape every reflection on
the ministry of the laity. "['0 emphasize on and invest in only the
commissioned lay ministry has the danger of leading to the
clcricalization of the laity. Ministry is a gift of the Church which all
participate in, in a variety of ways. Whereas some ministries
require an external sign or commissioning for their effective
to

the

of the

exercise, others do
63

not need any ecclesiastical

accreditation for

"Laymen in the Church: Jesus and His People," 246.
Throop, "Believing in Lay Ministry: The Church does not have a
Ministry, It is Ministry," The Christian Ministry 28 (1997) 15-17, 16. Throop
argues that when we think of the Church organizationally and structurally, the
result is that we have the mistaken notion that the gifts for ministry exist in the
presbyters or in the lay leaders, who then can act for the rest of the Church.
M

6:;

Braulio Pella,
John R.

.

Sec [AJC. Cit.

66

Loughlan Soficld & Carroll Juliano, Collaborative Ministry: Skills and
(Indiana: Ave Maria Press, 1987) 57. Sofield and Juliano further
describe ministry as a spirituality that has two dimensions, namely, "a deepened
rclauouship with God and an expression of that relationship in action."
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focus, which questions

the attribution of secular character

deeper insight

into the

only to the laity, will give us a
laity's participation in the Church and in her

m1SS1on.

4.

Secularity: Special

Character of the

Laity?

Most often, the word "secular" is contrasted with "sacred" in such

a

way that the former is understood as profane, devoid of God, while
the latter is imbued with God's presence. This often leads to a
dichotomy between the Church and the world as wel1 as between
the

Vatican II attempts to develop a positive
consideration of the world. Stressing the secularity of the laity can

clergy

and the

laity.

enhance the effort to motivate the

laity to recognize the vision of
Gaudium
Spes
way of engaging the world in a dialogue. On
the other hand, emphasizing the secularity of the laity is an
important tool to those who at the same time emphasize the
extraordinary character of lay involvement in internal mISSIon,
most especially of lay involvement in those forms of ministry
formerly exercised only by the clergy."
Aurclie Hagstrom, reflecting on the conciliar texts, believes
that secular character must be an essential part of any theology of
the laity since it gives the specific elements in any description of
the laity's identity and function. For her, the secular character of
the laity is not only a sociological fact about the laity, but also a
68
"theological datum". Her conviction is rooted on the fact that
et

67

in

a

See Paul J .akeland, The Liberation

'of the Laity:

In Search

of an Accountable

Church, 115.
6X

Hagstrom, The Concepts of the Vocation and the Mission of the
According to Lumen Gentium, Apostolicam Actuositatem, /983 Codex luris
Canonici, and Christifideles Laici (Rorna: Tipografia Poliglotta della Pontificia
Univcrsita Grcgoriana, 1992) 69-70. See also Aurelie A. Hagstrom, "The Secular
Character of the Vocation and Mission of the Laity: Towards a Theology of
Ecclcsial Lay Ministry," Ordering the Baptismal Priesthood, ed. Susan K. Wood
(Minnesota, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2003) 152-174; Zeni Fox, "Laity,
Ministry, and Secular Character," Ordering the Baptismal Priesthood, ed. Susan
K. Wood (Minnesota, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2003) I"" I 151; Ferdinand
Klostermann, "Chapter IV: The Laity" in Commentary Oil the Documents of
Aurelio A.
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the

through

the world' in 'a

the Church becomes present and operative in
unique' way different from that of the clerics and

laity

-

emphasis on the secular character of the laity affirms.
redemptive value. of the daily activities of the laity in the
family, workplace, school, and society in general. By their

,religious.

I lcr

the

,

engagement in secular affairs, the laity give witness
make their
same

daily activities

vein Robert Kinast

possess
sees the

an

ecc1esial

secularity

to

Christ and

character."
of the

laity

In the
as

an

indication of the, adulthood of the laity in secular affairs. It means
that the laityi'have gifts of insight, special grace of discernment,

they are in the
secular sphere.,.,7o It offers them some degree of independence as
they witness to the gospel in the world. They need not rely totally
oreven primarily on the clergy for answers or guidance or approval
since they have their own sources within their secular experience.
However, what Kinast means is not that the clergy have nothing
again to contribute, but indoing so they have to act as contributors
and not as controllers.." This understanding of secularity makesthe
laity become a ,new source of theology and ministry. It registers a
further development from the pre-concilar understanding, which,
instead of appreciating fully the secularity of the laity, rather made
them extensions of the clergy in the world. Vatican 'II made some:
improvement by recognizing the secularity of the laity as a gift in
its own right, which the laity can properly put into use.
Such thinking as Hagstrom's and Kinast' s presents a .one-sided
approach to secularity and undermines the secular identity of the
clergy. We are not denying the secular character pf the laity but out
concern here is how special or specific it is to the laity. Thesecular
character of the laity is really a positive quality.

special authority for action, precisely

because

.

',-

Vatican II, vol. 1, ed. Herbert

Vorgrimler (New

York: Crossroad,

Ie

Mundo,

(Parnplona:

69

-/0
71

ed.

A Sarmiento, T. Rincon, I.M.

Universidad de Navarra, 1987) 441-463.

Loc. cit.

Robert L. Kinast,

Ibid., 90-92.

Caring for Society,

9 r.

.

1989) 236-238;
en la Iglesia y
Yanguas & A. Quiros

G. Lo Castro, "La mision cristiana del laico," La Miston del Laico
ell

'

-
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recognition of the secularity
laity should not make us lose sight of the secular character of
whole Church. In this regard? some theologians, in affirming
secular character of the laity also establish the secularity of the
The above

notwithstanding,

a

of the
the
the

a way that the secular character as well constitutes a
link bet ween the Church and all her members. We believe that this

Church in such

especially when the Church and her
though not of the world. Such an
the
approach presents a balanced and positive understanding of the
secular. IIence, Paul Lakeland, from a religious point of view,
understands secular to mean "considering the world, dependent on
God for its existence and suffused with divine presence through
Christ and the Spirit, but not in such a way that the presence of God
changes or suspends the natural laws of the universe."n In the post
conciliar theology, secular is already sacred just as, we can speak of
a graced nature.i'' Lakeland regards secular reality as the only one
reality we can experience, and within which the Church exists.
"The church is not another reality, but a particular reality within the
secular .Thc Church may exist to proclaim the affirmation of the
goodness of the world in the life of Jesus, to protect the story that
Christians tell about history, but it does so as a community within
is

a move

members

in the

are

in

right

direction

secular world

.

n.

Paul I .akcland, The Liberation of the Laity: In Search of
Church, 149.

n

Karl Rahner has made

Rahner

a

wonderful contribution in this

an

Accountable

regard.

See Karl

"Ecclesiology, Questions in the Church, the Church in the World,"
Theological Investigation, vol. xiv, trans. David Bourke (London: Darton,
Longman & Todd, 1976). See also Paul Lakeland, The Politics of Salvation: The
Hegelian Idea of the State, (New York, Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1984) 117-118. Lakeland expressing the idea of Friedrich Gogarten
explains the sinlessness of the world in itself. He maintains that "the world is not
to be saved
because it is not fallen. A belief in a fallen world is 'gnosticism.'
Only the human individuals can be evil, by falling away from their radical
dependence as 'sons' or by failing to act responsibly in the saeculum as 'sons.'
'Sonship' carries the two connotations of dependence, since one can only be a
son (or daughter) in terms of an originally dependent relation to a father or
mother, and freedom and responsibility, since the natural dynamism of the child
is to move towards its autonomy. So, sin is always and only an offence against
...

God."
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history.r'"

exercising a prophetic role in history, the Church
recalls secular reality to its responsibility to unfold in faithfulness
to its human character. The image of the Church as people of God
in its restricted meaning, also refers to the human family, the
secular world within which is hidden the leaven of the community
of faith. It opens the Church to the secular and incorporates it
within the sccular.v'
By saying

In

that the Church is

to show that the

a

secular

reality,

Lakeland wants

of the Church is to be discovered

meaning
by
reflecting upon the secular reality within which we live and die.
The secularity of the world is its sacredness because it is the way
God made it. It is the divine plan. In this sense, one can also say
that salvation history is a secular history. The Church is awarethat
God made the world out of love, to be its own free self. Therefore,
the purpose of the Church is to live in the secular world in order to
live out the free
for her

not

own

unconditionality

of the secular. The Church exists

sake but for the sake of the world. 'This is

why
fully engaged in the
goodness of the secular that

Lakeland maintains that "the Church must be

secular, with all the confidence in the
must come

all its

from the conviction that God has affirmed the secular in

unconditionality.t'"

For

him, this is what it

means to

say that

"God loves the world."

The Church

authentic

relationship with the world
worship, "the members of
By engaging
their sense of God's affirmation and strengthen
task of the further humanization of the world.,,77

through

an

in

validates her existence.
the Church

renew

themsel ves for the

However, worship is an aspect of the Church's task but not her
only task, and its authenticity depends on how the Church relates
with the world. This is so because, according to Lakeland, "if the
Church is not engaged. in the world, in all its secularity,

maint?ining
)4

.

'/6

II

unconditionality, rejoicing

Paul Lakeland, The Liberation

Church, 158.
'IS

its human

.

lbid., 172.
lbid., 175.
.

u». cit,

of

the

Laity:

In Search

in the secular,

of
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worship will be empty, because its worship is praise
thanksgiving to the one who created the world to be secular
free.,,"lS

then its
and
and

The view of Lakeland is corroborated

by that of Giuseppe
Angelini and Pier Angelo Scqueri. For Giuseppe Angelini, the
secular is "not a distinct rq'wl1, only contiguous to the Church,"
rather it is "the 'space' in \\ lu.h the Church comes to rcalization.Y'"
l Ic argues that the whole Church is in the world. Hence, the
theology of the laity must be re-orientated to focus on the essence

of Christian

being.

Pier

Angelo Sequeri

shares the

same

view. He'

says that the secular is the space for the whole Church. 'Laicity'
must be seen as the "basic quality of the Church as such, and
therefore as the

'being

common

in the world'

condition of all believers; this is because

necessarily

determines the very action of the

Church."xO
Informed
both the

by the above conception Bruno Forte maintains that
clergy and the laity share a secular quality since it is the

whole Church that is inserted in the world. Forte argues:

relationship with temporal realities is proper to all the
baptized, though in "variety of forms, joined more to
personal charisms than to static contrasts between laity,
hierarchy and religious No one is neutral towards the
historical circumstances in which he or she is Jiving, and an
al1eged neutrality can easily become a voluntary or
It
involuntary mask for ideologies and special interests
is the entire community that has to confront the secular
world, being marked by that world in its being and in its

The

...

....

1'<1

Loc: cit.

)I)

Giuseppe Angelini, "Christian Condition of the Lay Person," I laici nella
Chiesa, Collana di teologia pratica 6, cd. Autores Varii (AA. Vv.), Torino, Ellc

di Ci. 1986, 30.
so

Pier

Angelo Scqucri, "Lay

Forms of Christian

Spirituality,"

I laici nella

Chiesa, Collana di teologia pratica 6, cd. Autorcs Varii (AA. Vv.), Torino, Elk
di Ci, 1986, 136-137.
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People of God must be characterized by
positive relationship with the secular dimension."

action. The entire

a

Furthermore, Forte holds that the Council's characterization of
the Church

implies that all
baptized
responsibility
temporal order, and
negates the existence of two separate spheres, namely, the sacred
and the secular.82 However, he warns that the supposition that
"laicity" is the character of the whole Church should neither lead to
"secularizing reductionism" nor entertaining loss of the identity of
the Church and the specificity of the various charisms and
ministries.83
as

the

"sacrament of universal .salvation"

have

toward the

a

From the above,

that

theologians are poised to
show the inappropriateness of emphasizing only the secular
character of the laity. Nonetheless, we believe that the widening of
the understanding of secularity is very important because, to make
secularity the special character of the laity presupposes the
corresponding assumption that spirituality is the special character
of the clergy. This not only creates a contrasting scenario between
the ministry of the clergy and that of the laity, but also reduces the
ecclesial character of the laity which they acquire through the
sacraments
of Christian initiation. Appreciating the secular
character of the whole Church will help to situate the laity properly
in the Church even as they engage in carrying out their role in the
society.
If we understand the secular character as being not only the
special character of the laity but also that of the whole Church, as is
evident in the opinions of some of the theologians seen above, then
it all means that "the laity in the world are there as Church, not as
some second class arm of the Church. Their daily experience in
work, politics, family, and community life is the setting for their
we

see

some

.

.

XI

Bruno Forte, The Church: Icon of the Trinity (Boston: St Paul's Books &
Media, 1991) 54·-55. Originally published as La cliiesa iconadella Trinita: Breve
ecclesiologia (Brescia: Editricc Queriniana, 1984).
X.1
lbid., 58-59.
HJ
Bruno Forte, Laicito e laicita (Genova, Marieti, 1986) 60.
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experience of life must be drawn into the
reflected
Church, affirmed,
upon, and cclebrated.v'" This will help
to create a vital link between faith and everyday life. The
laity live
Christian faith. This

,

in the world with

ultimately

mission which is that of the Church and

a

of the Christ.

Based

the above,

on

one

discovers that it is not

enough

for the

laity should make their Christian faith
family life, and public service. 'These
important domains of the Church. One may

Counci I to teach that the

impact
areas

on

their

areas

should be

of work,

seen as

an obvious
gap between what the Church
the role of its members in the world and what the

observe that "there is

identifies
Church

as

does to support the

actually

role.,,85

Such lack of

adequate

from the

"tendency among many members of our
support
Church, both clerical and lay, to legitimate as religious only the
accrues

work of the Church
work that Catholics
that

professionals and to ignore or downgrade the
do in the' world.t''" Therefore, it is of absolute

the

Church, besides being concerned with her
internal affairs, should give' sufficient support for the role of her

necessity

members in the world. The

laity and the clergy should assiduously
work, according to opportunities available, to fulfil the Church to
the World. The clergy and the laity have both the secular and the
sacred character.
84
8)

Loc. cit.
Loc. cit. See also "The New American Catholic: The
A Call

Responsibility
Chicago. 1986.

for

Lay Initiatives,"

Challenge of
for

National Center

Power and

the

Laity,

This is also the view of the American National Consultation

the Vocation of the

Laity

in the World, held in

declares: "The

hope

Chicago

in

September

on

1986. The

that Vatican II would herald

preparatory

statement

age of the
ministries.

laity has not yet been fulfilled despite the great growth of lay
We have been accustomed to keeping our religion in church, but

we

know

the world

'"

from
in

our

faith and

our

work and

experience
our

that God's grace and love
Our Church has

intimacies

....

are

paid

a new

present in
too little

religious nature and needs of our worldly vocation"; Edmund
I -lood, The Laity Today and Tomorrow: A Report on the New Consciousness of
l.av Catholics and /low it Might Change the Face of Tomorrow's Church (New
York: Paulist Press, 1987) 85-92.
�()
"The New American Catholic: The Challenge of Power and Responsibility-s-A
Call for Lay Initiatives," National Center for the Laity. Chicago, 1986.
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Implications of the Contemporary Thcological
the Laity
The theological reflection of some of the contemporary theologians
seen above has essential implications which will constitute our next
The

5.

Reflection

on

focus.
5.1.

Option for Integral Ecclesiology
Being conscious of the fundamental principles of the teaching of
Vatican 11 and the trend of theology after Vatican II, we see a

certain movement towards

a

Church-communio. In the face of the

emerging theological and ccclcsiological situations, one is faced
with no other option than to opt for a total ecclcsiology, a term
whose origin goes back to Yves Congar. Considering the issue on
the laity from the post-conciliar perspective, Yves Congar asked in
the third edition of his work, Jalons pour une theologie du laicat:
"Cannot all present-day efforts be characterized by a search for
plenitude and intcgrationv't'"
Edward Schillcbeeckx observes that instead of seeking to
identify the role of the laity in the Church, theologically the
prohlem should be, "What is the place of ministry in the ccclcsial
People of God?"x8 'The correctness of this question is based on the
fact that "lay persons do not belong to the Church, nor do they have
a role in the Church. Rather,
through baptism they are Church,
and, in union with Christ, their mission is the mission of the Church
i tse If.

,,89

By

virtue of the sacraments of initiation,

together with
theologically challenged to
identity. This means that the
ecclesial. Being Church is a
the asceticism of the baptized.
one

others constitute Church and remains
live out in full his

Christian

continual
It entails

SI

Yves

or

her ccclcsial

personality is in essence
struggle which constitutes
Ii ving as a community in the

Congar, Jalons

pour

une

theologie

world for the service of the

du laicat,

3rd

cd. (Paris:

Cerf, 1964)

g2.
Sg

Edward Schillcbccckx, "'A New

Type of Layman," Spiritual Life

14

(1968)

7.4. Lg.
SI)

I .conard

Doohan, The l.av-Centercd Church: Theology and Spirituality, 24.
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person "is not only a member of the
in the heart of the world, but is also a member of

baptized

at the heart of

community living

the

Church.,,9o

As

a

person one is called to be and to Ii ve as community of
faith based on the Word and on the freedom and love that Christ

baptized
has

gained

share the

thing

for

same

is not to

us.

Whether

the Church.

is

priest

a

we are

in

layperson, we all
the most important

or a

life, the Christian life. And so
stipulate the lay mission, but

consciousness of who

Living
appreciation
unique, with

one

to be

educated to

baptism.

Church must go with a mutual and sincere
of different ministries. Ministries in the Church are

out

as

each

having its own contribution to the building up of
By baptism one is called to be a minister. Therefore

different ministries that build up the Church, one can be
minister to the world or a minister in the Church. So, whether one

respecting
a

is

a

minister in the Church

or

in the

world, the word "minister"

expresses the ccclcsial character of the person and
the one mission of all the peop1c of God.
Because of the

of

God,

"the

common

dividing

line

between

Christians is not hetwccn clerical and
between Christians and

of all the

identity

baptised

various

lay, religious

non--Christians.,,91

easily

manifests

as

people

stations

among
and secular, but

One of the achievements

of Vatican 1I is the reaffirmation that all Christians share

a common

bond'". The Council stresses that every Christian is an active,
responsible member of the Church. All are spiritual. All constitute
the Church. Right from the early period, the Church is an organised
structure whose existence is hinged on the basis of a rich variety of
charisms, offices and ministries (cf. ICor 12,4-31). Seen from this

perspective, thc Church is neither clerical nor laical. It is
fundamentally an organised and diverse whole, a living communio.
There should be a practical understanding among clergy and laity
that all Christians arc responsible for building up the Church. This
can be realised only when the Church returns to an authentic
1)0

1)(
I).)

1,0('_ cit,

Walter
cl. I.G,

Kasper, "Mission
chapters 2 ().

of the

Laity,"

133.
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relationship of

communion

rather than

of power and

onc

submission among the

two groups of Christian faithful.
should
not be on the distinction among the
emphasis
constituent members of the Church but on the edification of
.

The

Christian

community

and the fulfilment of the mission of the

laity receive the grace of God arid
are also under the influence of the Holy Spirit. As there is a variety
of people so also is there a variety of charisms that gear toward the
bui lding ·ll:P .of the "body of Christ."
The crucial question the Church should always address is:
"What significance does the community of Jesus Christ as salvation
sacrament have in this place, in this specific situation?,,93 Such
question can be answered only if the Church is experienced "as a
living, witnessing, community of members with differing .charisms
and a vital faith conviction.Y'" This experience can be made to bear
on all activities of the Church community such as
worshipping,
mediating the faith, social services etc. The important task of the
clergy amidst their specific functions is to co-ordinate various

Church. It is

a

clear fact that the

charisms and functions. The chief task of the Church is to make

human

beings

better and love manifest.

must gear towards

achieving

that drew

to

Christian

people
discipleship.

reality
or

of the

people

organizations,

we

action of the Church
were

the

qualities

Christ and which constitute the basis of
.

good theology and praxis of the people
theology of the laity unnecessary. "If the

Our conviction is that

of God would render

Every

this because these

a

of God is to be realized in
must not

rack

our

brains

our

over

ecclesial forms

the activation of

l:lity.,,9:i

Concretely, the conciliar notion of the Church as
people
God has not found an adequate place in the Church's
organizational structure. Presently, as in the past, the important
decisions in the Church are not made by the people of God, but by
the

of

1}3

Wolfgang

Beinert. "What Value does the

Laity

have in the Church?"

Theology
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category gJ�OUp of office bearers among the people and for the
people. lienee, the fundamental task facing all of us now is
a

recapture the vision of the whole Church

"People

as

of

God,'.'

to

from

among whom s�)me are called to the ordained ministry while still
remaining within the community of Christ's body. Any meaningful

and fruitful discussion of roles in the Christian

depend strongly
dignity and equality
on

What

we

this vision and

of all Christ's

have said

so

on a

community will

real conviction of the basic

faithful.96

far does not contradict the need for

a

of ministries and offices within the Church. In the Church

variety
there is

a

need for order, and without these offices, most

the offices bestowed

through ordination,

the

people

especially

would not be

.

the

people

of God. However, these offices exist within the

of God not

over

them. "The Church

promotes the faith,
whole it fulfils its

as a

whole it

ministry

as

people

whole preserves and
the sacraments, and as a
a

dispenses
world.,,97

in the

It is in communion of

all the members that the Church fulfils what it is called to do

people

as a

of God.

5.2. Jesus'

Paradigm
"Body of Christ," the ministry of Christ
remains the prototype of any Christian ministry. Christ's ministry
extended beyond the Temple and the Synagogue and was not
limited only to the 'spiritual' or liturgical. It extended to all
categories of people. Ilis was a ministry of 'the reign of God'. He
strove to bring for all a situation in which God reigns. This
situation was described in the Liturgy as
a kingdom of truth
and li Ic, a kingdom of holiness and grace, a kingdom of justice,
,,<)g
I ove an d peace.
Th e reign o.f C'"JO d·m t h e 1·"
ire 0 r J esus
IS
Ministry

as

Since the Church is the

"

...

.

.

-

manifested in Jesus' attitude to human needs. The restriction of the

%

Sean

Fagan,

"The Vocation and Mission of the

Towards the Third Millenium, cds. William
.

York: Orbis Book,
1)"/
I>S

1991) 332-338, 338

Laity,"

Trends ill Mission:

Jenkinson, Helene O'Sullivan (New

.

"Aspects of a Theology of the Laity," 125.
VI, The Sacramcntary (New York Catholic book publishing

Peter Neuner,

Paul

19Xi) 475.

company.
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concept of Church's ministry

to the

'spiritual' would prevent us
understanding
membership is itself
to ministry. Such would lead to thinking of ministry
a call
primarily, if not deeply, in liturgical terms, like the ministry of
the

from

Eucharist

sense

in which Church

in relation to services that pattern the internal life of
ministry should also derive

or

the Church. The nature of the Church's
from that of Christ. As
instrumental in

unemployed,
and old,

a

parish

need

also ministries that take
is

a

about for the poor and the

single people, young
in stature, and
'in
wisdom,
grow
In
this
(Lk 2:52),,99
regard, every

they
people.'
not only liturgical ministries
can

care

and skills but

of services in the world. The call to

call to put one's gift to the service of the reign of God.
originates from baptism and does not always derive

a

its

legitimacy

because,

any subsequent commissioning. This is
already said above, whereas some ministries require
sign or commissioning for their effective exercise,

from

as we

external

others

bring

to be

call that

It is

an

Christ, the Church "has

and men, married and

world in which

diocese and

of

Body

God to

allowing

women

in favour with God and

ministry

a

do

not

need

any

ecclesiastical

for

accreditation

their

effectiveness.

Consequently, the entire Church should encourage
laity to see their place of work, position in politics,
and their family life as opportunities for ministry. Lay ministry
should not be limited to lay ecclesial ministries. Ministry can be
common, public, juridical etc.
Church is all about people who have faith in Jesus Christ and
are inspired by his life and his vision for the world as well as desire
to model their lives on the life of Christ. 'Thus, being Church is all
about discipleship. Therefore, all institutional clements in the
and assist the

Church do not exist for their

own

sakes but

purpose of discipleship and should be seen
only if they are experienced as facilitating

time, Jesus stood among people
was there not "to he served, but

1)1)

l-nda

)h.

Lyons, "Being Church/Ministry,"

meant

for the
valuable

by
discipleship. During
as

his

(Lk 22:27); he
serve" (Mk 10:45). The Church

as one

to

are

believers

who

serves

Doctrine and

Life
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Body of Christ stands as the Body of one who
serves a community which, like Jesus, has a service to perform in
the world and for the world. As a ministering community, all the
members have the responsibility for the Church's task. Since the
entire baptized have the common responsibility for the mission of
the Church and since all are related to Christ through baptism, it
means that in the accomplishment of the Church's mission, her
ministry should be carried out in collaboration.
as

5.3. Collaboration in

Ministry
already seen, through the sacraments of Christian
initiation, namely, baptism, confirmation and Eucharist, one is fully
incorporated into Christ. Baptism absorbs one into the Christian
community. Confirmation signifies that membership of the Church
involves responsibility for its task. In the sharing of the Eucharistic
meal, companionship between all the members is manifested.
As

have

we

Therefore, the sacramental foundation that unites all believers, the
faith

through

witness

to

which

which

they
they

rcsponsi bi lity

they
collahoration, dialogue

become
are

subjects

called,

posses,
clarify
and participation

and basic constitution of the Church.
·01' the

Church-community

her members since all

or

100

and acti ve agents, the
equal dignity and

the

that

co-responsibi lity,

the very nature
Whatever concerns the life

belong

to

its mission in the world

members

are

concerns

jointly responsible

all

for the

ministry. They
partners in a common task of the
Church. In this sense, the Church becomes a community in which

church's

are

all the members without

exception are cal1ed to ministry. Besides
being a ministering community, it is also a community of ministers.
What this means is that the laity cannot be "viewed simply in terms
of objects or in terms of a superior-or-inferior relationship without
reference to their life of faith through the exercise of their own
freedom."

100
101

I0I

l-clix Wilfred, "Three Nodal Points in the
Ibid

..

SOH.

Theology
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507.
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It is obvious that the ordained ministers

important

services but that does not

above the

community

mean

of the faithful

or

that

that

they

they

are

perform

very
outside or

are

obliged

not

to

work in collaboration with other members of the Church. The

importance

of the ordained

the mission of the Church

lies

ministry

effective.102

leadership, spiritual direction
leadership and authority are to be

and

more

in

helping

Theirs is
official

one

to

of

make

pastoral

authority.

Here,

understood not in the context of

power but that of service. And this does not mean that as leaders
they have to initiate everything because the Spirit which is at work
in

all

faithful

can

move

other

members

of

the

Church

to

of the Church. Pastoral

the

contributing meaningfully
wellbeing
leadership is concerned with inspiring people with a vision for the
Church and for the world and also encouraging the use of every gift
and talent which would help to translate this vision into reality, and
103
maintaining the activities of members in unity.
But whether ordained or non-ordained ministry, every ministry
is of the Church and for the Church and is essentially corporate in
nature. 'This presupposes that the Church's ministry is characterized
104
This. mutuality is the understanding
by a deep sense of mutuality.
that every Christian faithful has something to offer. The basic truth
to

that all Christ's faithful constitute

a

brotherhood and sisterhood

the

through
relationships, planning and action of the
105
Christian community.
And this implies that the ideal of
brotherhood and communion need to be given a tangible and
concrete expression through the adoption of certain fundamental
gospel values of freedom, dignity of persons, their legitimate rights,
solidarity, etc.
should shine

IO?

"Being Church/Ministry," Doctrine and Life, 245. For further
coresponsibility of all in the Church, see Franz Courth & Alfons
Weiser cds., Mitverantwortung aLler in der Kirche. Festschrift ZUlli /50jiilzrige
Bestelien der Griindung Yinzenz PalLottis, Herausgegeben von Franz Courth und
A ljons Weiser, Li mburg, Lahn- Verlag, 1985.
Enda J .yons,

articles

103

on

Ibid
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Church .. Since
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representation
body, Christ is
ways and not only

Christ's

represented by the whole Church in a variety of
by the ordained ministers. This is evident in Vatican II
assiduously avoided using the expression "alter Christus"
to

priests.106

and

The fundamental conviction is that the

authority

of Jesus Christ is continued

by

the

one

since it
to refer

ministry

entire Church

in

different ways so that Jesus and his ministry arc never identified
with a particular office or individual.l'" Jesus being a corporate

personality is represented by all his followers in different ways and
context
according to one's vocation and ministry. In the
representation of the headship of Christ by the ordained ministers,
it has to be understood not in

iconic

typological
the head just as

an

authoritarian fashion but rather in

This

that they

the

image
image of the reality. This
\\.j II help to ensure that in the notion of authority and ministry, the
juridical aspect does not overshadow the spiritual and mystical
meaning. The iconic and typological understanding of ministry
entai Is that every authority has the authority of Jesus Christ as its
source and reference point. This will lead not only "to a sharing of
responsibility but also to effective and responsible ways of
enlisting the participation of the laity in the Church.
an

or Christ

(O(l

or

See II.M.

manner.

Legrand,

'''1.0

an

means

are

icon is the

sviluppo

di

chiese-soggetto:

un' istanza del Vaticano

II," I.' Ecclcsiologia del Vaticano II; Dinamismi e Prospettive, 129-164, 150. cr.
also P.J. Cordes, Sendung zum Dienst. Exegetisch-historischc und systematische
Studicn zum Konzilsdekret 'Yom Dienst der Priester', Frankfurt a.M. 1972; P.J.

Cordes,

"Saccrdos

Amtsthcologic,"
10.,

alter

Christus?

Catltolica 26

Die

38-39.

Rcprasentationgedanke

in

del'

(1977)
Points in the Theology of the 'Laity,": 509.·
.

.

Felix Wilfred, "Three Nodal

Wilfred

emphasizes

different forms.

we

that since it is the

one

ministry of Christ that is continued in
associating Jesus with various forms

find the New Testament

'servant' (Phil 2:7� Mt 12: 18� Acts 3: 13� 4.27.30),
15:8)·,. "apostle' (Ileb 3:1� cr. Mk 9:37: 1.1-. In: I(,: 1n 3:34),
'teacher" (Mt23:8,.Jn
'bishop' and shepherd' (I Pt 2:2): ):.'): U:20).

or ministries. He is called

a

"deacon' (Rom

13:1,3),
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Conclusion
The above

reflection of the contemporary

thcologi.: ,II

docs not in any
marks a further

theologians

ay contradict the teaching of Vatican II but it
development from the Council's teaching. The

\\

laity as ministers and disciples presents the
laity not only as priests, prophets and kings but also as those who
have serious obligation after the example of their Master in whom
they have been incorporated. Therefore, the mission of Christ
becomes the mission of the laity who together with the clergy
constitute the Church. Since Christ has only but one mission, al1
those who belong to Him share in this mission though in different
ways. The different states of life of the people of God do .not make

idcnti fication of the

group secular and the other sacred. Rather, all Christ's faithful
share in the secular character and in the sacred character.

one

Since all the

Jesus Christ,

baptized
faith and

one

integral ecclesiology
faithful in the

clergy

one

with

are

under the influence of

one

Spirit

regard

to the

it makes

sense

one

Lord,

to talk of

participation of all Christ's
laity just as the

mission of the Church. The

ministry from that of Christ, and in imitation of
community of faith and the human society
ministry. lIence, the involvement of the laity in

derive their

Christ should make the
the

place

of their

the mission of the Church should be that of collaboration most

especially

because the

Christian faithful.

responsibility

for mission is shared

by

all the
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